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SUMMARY

The Boulia 4-mile Sheet area,of approximately 7,000

square miles in north-west Queensland,was mapped in 1957. The
mapping established a sequence of 3,000 feet of fossiliferouS

marine carbonate rocks of Upper Cambrian to Lower Ordovician age,

unconformably overlain by Mesozoic (probable Upper Jurassic to

Lower.Cretaceous) sandstone and marine claystone,which thickens

to the south and east to a maximum of 1500 feet in this area. The

Mesozoic rocks form the main aquifer and the impermeable cap of

the north-west margin of the Great Artesian Basin, About 80 feet

of Tertiary sandstone and lacustrine limestone, with chalcedony
overlie the older rocks..

Both Palaeozoic and wesozoic rocks have been folded
and faulted, although the main movements took place before the
deposition (ff .-the Cretaceous sediments. In the Burke River
Structure faulting was later than folding. Major tectonic

activity had been completed before the Tertiary and the youngest

rocks have only a slight regional tilt to the south.

Source rocks for petroleum occur in the Lower Palaeo-

zoic succession where traces of residual petroleum are present

in the carbonate sequence; pyrite and gypsum are common in the

marine fossiliferous 'Cretaceous claystone which is evidence for a
reducing environment. Siltstone, soft argillaceous limestone,

and hard dense litestone beds within the carbonate sequence or

the Cretaceous claystone could form cap rocks. Time breaks
in places

occur within the carbonate sequence, and/the siltstone of the

Swift Formation overlies the carbonates disconformably. Hydro-

carbons from the carbonates may thus have escaped before the
siltstone cap was deposited.

. Apart from the Mesozoic sandstone the only possible

reservoirs are in the older carbonate rocks, particularly in the

dolomitized zones where vugs are numerous, in intraformational
breccias, and in limestones which have been sheared and faulted.
Basal sands may occur at depth near basement ridges over and

along which the Lower Palaeozoic :- eas transgressed.
Structures; some closed along one aide by faulting,

occur in the carbonate aequence. The Mesozoic is folded and
faulted, but much of the surface structure is a reflection of

draping of the younger sediments over older buried ridges, some

of which at least are fault controlled. These ridges persist

below the poorly exposed Cretaceous claystone in the south-east
of the area,

C.. •
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The Mesozoic sandstone forms an intake bed in the
Hamilton River area for artesian. water. Some bore waters,

particularly in the north-east are highly changed with fluorine.

Vertebrate fossils and fish scales (which have a
. uranium mineral on . their surface) in the limestone member of
the Cretaceous siltstone, give the rocks 'la radioactive count
of three to four times background.

Lead occurs in at least one place in the Palaeozoic

carbonate sequence as a metasomatic replacement deposit on the

crest of a sheared anticline; it has not been proved to be a
commercial deposit.
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GENERAL

A regional geological survey was started in 1957 to

continue to the south the regional mapping of the Cambrian,

Ordovician, and Mesozoic sediments of the Northern Territory and

North-West Queensland which was begun in 1952 by Dr. A.A. Opik,

and to assess the oil prospects of the Georgina Region. Detailed

reconnaissance mapping was concentrated on the Boulia (F/54-10)

4-mile Military Sheet area (and this shee 4. will be published in

colour in the geological sheet series.

The authors started mapping on 1st July 1957 and

continued for 15 weeks. Mapping was continued in the adjoining

areas of Glenormiston, Mt.Whelan and Springvale in 1958 and 1959.

LOCATION

The area shown in Figure 1 9 is part of the Shire of

Boulia, which extends from east of the Hamilton River to the

Northern Territory border and is bounded on the north by the

Shires of Cloncurry and Barkly Tablelands, on the east by the

Shire of Winton, and on the south by the Shire of Diamantina. The

only town in the area is Boulia, with a population of 179;
besides those living in the town, 185 people are registered with

a.
^ the Boulia Post Office as living in the district. Total popula-

tion of the Shire is 764 (1954 census).

Boulia is connected by formed gravel roads to the

railheads at Winton 250 miles to the east, Dajarra 98 miles to the

north, and Selwyn 120 miles to the north-east. A survey was made

about 40 years ago by the Railways Department When it was pro-

posed to link Springvale (south-east of Boulia) with the rail-

head at Winton, but this line was not built. The roads are

closed for several weeks during the wet season.

Boulia is connected by a fortnightly plane service

with other townships in the area.

Forty-six pastoral stations are situated either

entirely or in part in the Boulia Sheet area; they raise sheep

and cattle. Fig.2 shows the station boundaries with the home-

stead indicated by a black square; barrier or netting fences

are also shownin the figure.
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The Boulia district lies within the 6 to 14 inch rain-
fall elt (Fig.3). Rain may fall in any month of ^year, but
the sunmer rains'are the most important - more than 50% of all
rain ialls within the period December to March. Light winter
rains during June and July are a regular : feature of the rainfall

,pattei.a. August is the driest month. The average monthly rain-
fall at Boulia is shown in Figure Oand the records of eight
stations in the district are given in Table I.

.^No.-..tationYears. Je. Feb.

TABLE I : RAINFALL, BOULIA DISTRICT.

Dec. Ave.
for

year.
Mar. Apl.May June Jly. Aug.Sep.Oet..Nov.

3oulia^56 169 198 153 99 42 53 32 26 29 53 90 130 1034
acking- 24

Downs 295 295 161 74 58 92 44 22 22 48 107 149 1367
'atsworth28 249 285 163 52 60 69 42 8 26 57 85 152 1248, rt

28 206 200 135 34 59 74 46 12 20 ;62 89 124 1061Illormis- 44 11) 170 97 20 31 41 28 12 21 47 45 117 744
- i.cknow^37 23: 260 139 . 53 54 81 27 14 34 45 82 124 1150_rion

. wns^30. 13) 118 69 36 30 48 32 8 20 43 55 75 673
-,.renda^39 21. 206 116 41 54 60 37 12 30 48 76 116 1008

Temperature data from Boulia; the only temperature
• •^record mg station in the district, shows a regular pattern of hot

summer and cool winter days. An average daily temperature varia-
tion o: about 25. 6:- (Fig.4) produces warm nights in summer but
cold w:..nter nights. The maximum temperature recorded at Boulia
was 116.2 ° C and the minimum was 26.4 °C.

Humidity is greatest during winter. The Average Index
of Mean Relative Humidity is shown in Figure 5. This index is
determThed from the ratio of the- average 9 a.m. vapour pressure
to the saturated vapour pressure at the average daily mean temper-
ature . it is a good approximation of the daily mean relative
humidity. The graph of monthly averages of relative hi ; idity at
3 p.m. daily is also shown in Figure 0

Winds are variable throughout the year. The prevailing
wind ir from the south-east and half of the winds in winter are
from tJlis direction; less than one-fifth Of winds in summer are
from the south-east. Cold south-west winds constitute one-fifth

446of all winds during the winter. Those percentages were determined
FLORA [ND FAUNA^by the tetAorological Bureau, Brisbane

An annual rainfall of from six to fourteen inches in
this area allows the development of an extensive and varied flora.
The dry braided courses of the main rivers together with associated
flood plains and tributaries provide an area of alluvium which
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suppots the best growth of trees. Such belts of trees thin

progi :3ively away from the river banks; grasses develop on the

outer Tiargin of the alluvial belt as trees become fewer. The

most evious components of this river flora are the eucalypts,

repreF,ented by tall river gums, bloodwoods and some ashes. The

remairer of the river flora varies with locality. On the Burke

River north of Fort William,a major part is taken by pink and .

white flowering bean trees (Bauhinia  spp.), and beefwood, is common.

Occasi.enal yellow-flowering trees with thick black bark and

terete pungent pointed leaves (?Hakea sp.) grow at a short dis-

tance 'Thom the river and also on some of the dry spinifex ridges.

Emu^is common, and spreads to some extent on to the surround-

ing p . ins. Undergrowth along the river banks *varies from rank

grass- to a thick prickly scrub, with some creepers. Several

genera (Loranthus) of Mistletoe infest much of the river vegeta-

tion ad some trees in drier areas; at least two species are

prese- near the Burke River, one parasitizing the eucalypts, and

the 0" sr ( L.?excocarpl), the bauhinias and prickly undershrubs.

Where the surface soil of the alluvial flats has been

remov - after the loss of the grass cover, "clay pans" which

suppo . little vegetation develop. The few remaining patches of

grass old the top soil and stand out as ridges up to a foot high

above he otherwise flat surface of the pan.

Beyond the limits of the alluvial flats and where the

hill ..untry is at a distance from the rivers, there are extensive

areas if undulating plain. These make up approximately one third

of the whole area, and are mostly treeless and support an extens-

ive grwth of Mitchell Grass (Astrebla pectinata). The soil of

these - lains yields little water and inhibits the establishment

of trees. Where the river alluvium overlaps as a thin veneer on

to the soil of the plain, some trees do grow. "Established" trees

plante in homestead gardens survive in this soil. The grasses

grow Leto clumps up to two feet high, rather than as a mat, and

the me •ment of drainage water between the clumps washes away the

interv ling soil, leaving the clumps as elevated , tussocks and
produe -ag a very uneven surface, Small depressions in the surface

of the -a plains become swampy in wet weather and produce small

herbs - ather than grasses. Carbonaceous matter derived from the

decay .f these herbs produces a black soil, as distinct from the

surrol). Ling brownish soils; this process probably accounts for

most of the colour variation in the soils on these plains.

The rocky areas usually rise above the level of the

sr, .

^

^plain, and their flora shows a marked change from that of either

of the clreas so far considered. On the dry ridges the poor
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nature and scarcity of the soil and low availability of water is

reflected in the appearance of the vegetation. Locall damp

areas of fertile soil do, however, support a thick tree growth.

Eucalypts are common to most of the drier areas; they are

stunted end deformed, and in many cases approach a malice habit.

Most other growth is scrubby, the commonest being. Minnaritchie.

(Acacia sp.) which forms dense thickets. Other legumes are

comer., and in many areas Eremophila Duttoni, E.Brownii and

relat 1 species are important shrubs. Spinifex. (Trioda sp.)

is very widespread, forming thick clumps which cover most of the

dry hillsides; where it occurs on the better watered areas (e.g.

to the east and south of Black Mountain) it grows to . a height of

up to seven feet and forms an almost impenetrable barrier. The

native willow (Santalum sp.) is common in the dry water courses

here. A fern (Cheilanthes sp.) grows in rock crevasses on Black
Mount , n and in the Swift Hills.

Conditions of water and soil improve in the valleys

between the ridges, and a better growth results. In some of the

wider valleys and on the gently sipping land at the foot of the

hill ountry, dense pure stands of mulga (Acacia aneura) have

devel ed. Gidgee or Gidyca (Acacia sp.) in this area is scatter-

ed, b-.1; seems to show some preference for calcareous soils. An
^• •^almoa': infallible indicator of the Palaeozoic limestones in this

area is turkey-bush, a yellow flowering shrub (family Leguminosae)

^•
^which 'orms a dense scrub on many of the limestone outcrops, or

areas of limestone masked by a soil cover.

White wood (Atalaya sp.) is very common in some valleys,

and sr -eads onto the higher plains. The mud springs south of

Mount 'tson form a locally fertile area and support a magnificent

growth of red-flowering bottle-brushes (Callistemon sp.); these
are ft7:-ther fertilized by the decay of numerous animals trapped
in tho mud springs.

Animal life is abundant and is mainly centred around

the ri -Tars and adjacent plains. These areas are also utilized
for gi. 7ing, and support 320,000 sheep, 80,000 . cattle and some

other lomestic animals. Large numbers of kangaroos still

inhabit the main grazing areas, and also dwell in caves formed

under siliceous caps on small flat-topped hills which are

common. in some parts of the area. . Kangaroo pads on the sides of

hills 're so worn as to be quite conspicuous from a distance

and on aerial photographs. Dingoes ravish sheep, and grazing in

hilly country is impossible. Trapping is carried out to reduce

the numbers of dingoes, and other creatures are sometimes caught

in the traps; these include wild cats and foxes .. Wild horses
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and camels are known from the more remote parts of the area.

Some rabbits were ,seen at the entrance to Noranside Station near

the Boulia-Selwyn road. A bat specimen from a limestone cave at

Digby Peaks was caught and preserved; it has been presented to

Sydney University.

A largo variety of bird life exists in the area. Emus

and bustards are numerous. The emus inhabit scrubby country

and plains and near permanent water holes in stream channels.

Bustards (or plain turkeys) prefer plains covered with high grass

or low scrub; these birds are protected in Queensland. Scaven-

gers include kite-hawks, eagle-hawks and crows. *Other large

birds frequenting water holes are brolgas, pelicans, herons and

spoon•bills. Birds which live in large flocks include white

cockatoos, galahs, parrots and finches.

Goannas and other large lizards were seen more often

during the 1957 field season than snakes. Snakes such as the

brown Copperhead, Downs Tiger, and pythons were seen.

Fish including large callop (Golden Perth or Yellow-

belly)weightng up to five pounds, and black bream live in some

ofthe large permanent water-holes.

MAPS AVAILABLE AND FIELD METHODS

Aerial photographs,. taken by the R.A.A.F. from

25,000 feet in 1951, have an approximate scale of 1 inch to 3/4

mile and were used to plot all information obtained during

field work in 1957; controlled photo-scale base maps (12 maps

to cover the 4-mile area) and a controlled one inch to 4 mile

cadastral map were prepared by the Army; the photo-scale maps

show topography and photo centre and wing points. An uncontrolled

photo-msaic map prepared by National Mapping in 1953 is also

available. The map accompanying this report was prepared on the

controlled 4 mile cadastral base but redrawn by National Mapping.

The controlled 4-mile geological map will later be published in

colour.

Barometric traverses were run through most of the

area; main road bench-marks and gravity stations surveyed by

Department of Interior Surveyors provided accurate height control

for barometric work. A diurnal curve was calculated from a

battery of three barometers which were read hourly at the base

camp near Digby Peaks; usually two barometers were used when

readings were taken during traverses.

A gravity party under Mr.Van Son from the Geophysical

Section, Bureau of Mineral Resources, also worked in the Georgina

Region in 1957 survey work for this party was done by Mr.D.Cook,
Departmnnt.of Interior, Canberra.
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No Authority to Prospect or other petroleum or mining
tenem— was held in the area during 1957, but late in 1958 an
Authoy to Prospect 54P 9 covering 43,000 square miles, was
taken , -,ut by Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Co.Ltd; it covers the

heet area as well as parts of adjoining sheets.

.A list of astrofixes determined by the Army in 1957
is gi7 - -;

Station

these formed the basis for the control of the sheet.

Latitude^Longitude
A 176 22°03' 44.8" 139°31'11.1"
A 177 22°04' 19.9" 14603'16.0" 

o

A 180 22 o00' 36.8" 140 58 24.0
A 181 o
444 2217' 37.2" 139°54'12.3"
'182A ':n9.114' .52.2" 140°39'27.0"

A 183 22°31 40.9" 139°30'46.8"
A 184 22°32 2?.1" 140°10'24.6"
A 185 22°31 48.6" 140°57'46.8"
A 186 22°43 35.6" 139°51'57.1"
A 187 22°43 58.4" 140°34'41.5"
A 188 22°55' 12.3" 139°31'54.8"
A 189 22°56' '40..4" 140°02'05.7"
A 204 22°54' 52.6" 139°54'25.5
Boulia .0 .

These localities are shown on the 4-mile controlled
sheet ' -oduced by the Army.

An extensive collection of fossils and rock specimens
was ma.- at many localities. The Cambrian and Ordovician fauna

is bpi: worked on by Dr. A.A. Opik and Miss J.G. Tomlinson;
notes on the Mesozoic plants are included in Appendix B, the
Mesoze^microfossils im AppendixA, and the Mesozoic macrofossils
in Appendix b. A representative collection of rock specimens for
each i .)rmation is stored in the Bureau's Museum, Canberra.

PHYSIOGRAPHY

From east to west the Boulia four-mile area includes
the fc. Thwing physiographic units

1.^The plains and the scattered low rises and buttes on
eithei aide of the Hamilton River. Th ..e plains can be divided
into^parts

The areas covered by brown, grey-brown and grey sandy
and . clayey soils;

t'ho areas covered by similar soils together with
rubble derived from the eroded Cretaceous sediments

and from the laterite and duricrust capping the
Cretaceous sediments.
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The areas covered by soil alone/mainly^, near the

Hamth,n River. They grade into the rubble-covered areas which

in tui either grade into low rubble-covered rises or lead up to
the settered butted.

The plains and low rises slope gently from torth to
south :749 feet at Toolebue Homestead in the north and 561 feet
aVthe Jam Bore near Slashes Creek Homestead in the south). The
plains also slope toward the Hamilton River.

To the east of the Hamilton River the buttes rise

about 5O feet above the level of the plain and are capped by
laterile^To the west of the river the height of the buttes

above te.level of the plain is probably slightly less and the
cappio are laterite, and a duricrust formed by silicified

Cretace-ous sediments and by a breccia of this silicified material
(Plate 13, Fig.1). The elevation of the tops of the buttes

decreaJes from north to south (918 feet in the north eastern

cornei of the four mile area and 868 feet just south of Parisian
Creek , u the eastern edge of the 'area), and also westwards.

2. The braided channels of the Hamilton, Burke, Wills and
Mort ILvers, which contain alluvial deposits of clayfl^, in
the ne-thern part, the Hamilton River contains sand. TIN Hamilton

falls 'fom 722 feet on the Selwyn to Hamilton River road in the
•. north, -,1:o 515 feet at Bulla Bulla Waterhole in the south; the

gurKt.
fall (D the

Ariver is from 753 feet at the junction of the Burke
and M -irt to 518 feet at Boulia.

3. The belt of hills and mountains extending from the
Swift r'ills in the north to Mt.Datson in the south is formed

mainly ()f Lower Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks. The highest point
(66,-4(00-.)

in thio belt is Mt.Unbunmaroo4 which is 1290 feet above sea level
and at ^600 feet above the surrounding plains.

The plains on either side of the Burke and Mort Rivers

and of gills Creek. In the north those plains are covered by red
sand, .. ,)il,and brown sandy soil. In the central and southern
parts^the area they are underlain by sandstone of the Marion
Forma, n and Noranside Limestone, and in the southern part of the
area^ir Surface is covered by alluvial sand, gravel and
pebble depOsited by the Burke River.

These plains slope from north to south (763 feet above
sea lc^at Digby Peaks Homestead in thgfaorth to 518 feet at

Bouli .n the south) and they also slope in towards the streams.

5.^The plateau,indluding and extending west and south

from tke De Little Range, and the low hills and rises it grades

into tr: the south. The plateau is made up of three units:
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^

The scarps - on the eastern and to a smaller degree the

western and northern sides, rising about 100 feet above the

surrounding plains in the north and diminishing in heigh't

to the south. These scarps are strongly dissected and are

capped by a duricrust of silicified Cretaceous siltstone

and a breccia of this silicified material.

The low hills and rises between the plateau scarps and

the central undissected area covered with rubble of the

duricrust capping the Cretaceous elsewhere on the plateau.

The plains in the centre of the plateau covered with

,_brown and grey-brown sandy soil containing patches of
limonite pebbles.

The platform surface slopes from north to south and
from-west to east. It is 820 feet on the top of the De Little

Range, 629 feet at the Old Alderly Homestead and 940 feet on top

Qf be scarP%east of Herrod's Tank. In the southern part Qf the4-mile area it merges into low rises covered by brown sandy
soil-and rubble derived from the Marion Formation.

6.^The plains and scattered low rises and buttes On the

western side of the Boulia four mile area, and extending into
the Glenormiston four mile area. The plains are covered by

brown sandy soil and brown clayey soil,and there are some clay-
pans and very small saltpans. The low rises are coveredvd.th

similar soil and with rubble derived from the Cretaceous sedi-

ments, The buttes are either capped by a duricrust or the top-
most., beds are ferruginous.

The plains slope from 845 feet at Herrod's Tank to
450 feet at Wirrilyerna Homestead.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

There have been few specific references to the Boulia

4-mile, sheet area, but several geologists have worked in adjacent
areas and many of their ideas and conclusions are applicable
to this area.

Daintree (1872) produced a reconnaissance geological

map of—Queensland on which the whole of western Queensland north

of the Simpson Desert and south of the Gulf Plains was shown as
Cretaceous, except for an inlicr of metamorphic rocks forming

the Cloncurry Gold-field. He named the Cainozoic Desert Sandstone

from a section along the upper Flinders River. Because Daintree
•

referred to the "barren characteristics of its disintegrated
soil" as one of the main features of the Desert Sandstone,



later workers used the term for lateritic caps formed on rocks

of various ages over much of Queensland,before the true nature
01.

^

^ of the material was recognised. The term has now fallen into
disuse because of the confusion it caused.

In the same paper (p.278) Daintrec recorded the

existence of Tellina in horizontal limestone at the head of the

Gregory River on the Barkly Tableland, and stated that the rocks

probably "belonged" to the Desert Sandstone.

The next fifty years were marked by great confusion

over the ages of the rocks present in the area of north-west
Queensland.

Hodgkinson (1877) recorded limestone near the Be Little
Range "south of the Burke River" ., but from his map it appears
likely that his locality wasx'.ong,and he was possibly referring

to the Digby Peaks area on the southern side of the Mort River.

He also named the Cairns (now Toko) Range and reported the

occurrence of "sandstone, outcrop of limestone in places,

nodules of same on plain and giddia flats; porphyrised and

ordinary quartz largely impregnated with oxide of iron".

Jack (1885) made a fourfold division of the rocks of

the Barkly Tableland and adjacent areas into (a) metamorphosed

rocks with some small patches of granite and diorite and some
very poorly preserved "corals", (b) unfossiliferous limestones

of the Barkly Tableland resting unconformably on the above,

(c) Downs formation, containing fossils ranging from "low in

the Oolitic to high in the Cretaceous", which he subdivided into

a lower marine series and an upper freshwater series, and (d)

horizontal Desert Sandstone, "partly a volcanic ash and partly

a hardened sandstone". In footnotes to a reprint (1898) he

noted that the "corals" in (a) were actually occurrencesof the
mineral scapolite, and that subsequent palaeontological examin-
ation had not substantiated the range of the Downs formation.

Jack (1895a) in discussing artesian water referred to
the Desert Sandstone as Upper Cretaceous, lying unconformably
on the Lower Cretaceous Rolling Downs "form-,tion", below which

was a series of soft grey frkable sandstones, grits and conglom-
erates with partings of sandy shale and calcareous sandstones.
These arenaceous rocks which 9 according to Jack formed the main
aquifer in the Great Artesian Basin he named the "Blythosdale
Braystones".

In the same year Jack (1895b) quoted Hodgkinson's
description of: the rocks of the Cairns Range 9 and correlated
them with the metamorphic rocks of the Cloncurry Gold-field.
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Between the two areas boring for artesian water had been

unsuccessful, so he concluded "that the metamorphic rocks of the

Cairns Range are continuous to the Cloncurry area either at or

very near to the surface". He described a horizontal limestone

which occurred on Carl Creek, Riversleigh, and the summit of
which was thought to form . the Barkly Tableland. This, the Carl
Creek Limestone, he correlated with the limestone containing
Tellina described by Daintree (1872) and therefore mapped it as
Cretaceous, but noted: "It is quite possible that the Carl

Creek Limestone may after all prove to be Lower Silurian; .

although in that case there remains the difficulty that the

occurrence of the Tellina at Rocklands has to be explained

away". Jack used "Lower Silurian" for the age now called
"Ordovician".

The discovery of Orthoceratites, of probable Ordovic-

ian age, from the east side of the Cairns Range was reported by
Jack (1897).

Cameron (1901) placed the metamorphic rocks of the
Cloncurry area in the Silurian and mentioned that they were
unconformably overlain by sandstone and limestone of possible

Devonian age. Post-Tertiary limestones oontaining Helix and

Isodara, which he regarded as forming the Barkly Tablelands,
were correlated with the Tellina limestone of Daintree (1874
and the Carl Creek Limestone of Jack (1895b).

In Dunstan (1913) p.782, mention is made of "mica in
four inch books from the Boul.ia area, Wills country"; and as
Wills country on his map (plate 20) . extends north only to Fort
William, and in this area no Precambrian or igneous rocks in
outcrop are known, the mica occurrence is puzzling, unless it
has been carried south from Precambrian areas by streams or

. aboriginals. The reference is given as "office records of the
Geological Survey ; but investigation has failed to discover the
"records". Also on page 801 reference 69391 Dunstan refers to
"opal from the Hamilton River" housed in the Geological Survey

Museum; the specimen has not been found and no further informa-
tion was obtained.

Dunstan (1920) correlated the old rocks of the Clon-
curry mineral belt and Cairns Range and mapped them as ?Silurian.
The limestones of north-West Queensland were mapped as Jurassic
(Artesian Water) Beds because of their position below marine
Cretaceous rocks and the occurrence of one specimen of"tree fern-

trunk°
at Curridger (now Cooridgee) Waterhole, 16 miles south-west of

Boulia, in rocks which he thought were interbedded with the lime-

stones. Dunstan also recorded thecxistence of mud springs on
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the Hamilton River and ascribed them to the escape of water

through irregularly crushed or crumpled beds ratherthan faulted

ones. He also recorded 6-foot seams of brown coal in water

bores on Sandringham Station (100imiles south-west of Boulia),

and coal from bores east of the Hamilton River near its junction
with the Georgina River.

The discovery of Cambrian fossils on the Templeton
River (north-west of Boulia sheet) was recorded by Saint-Smith

(1924), who suggested a Lower Cambrian age for the rocks con-

taining them. The underlying Mt.Isa Series was therefore

assigned to the Precambrian.

The following year Jensen (1925) in describing the
palaeogeography of Queensland i regarded the Cambrian as a period

of steady sedimentation With a sea extending from near Lawn Hill
and Mount Oxide, west over the B arkly Tableland and the Northern
Territory into Western Australia. The rocks, now gently folded,

he thought were probably deposited in a:shallow epicontinental

sea, rich in carbonate of lime. The Ordovician sea probably

extended over much of Queensland, but most of the deposits were
since eroded. North-west Queensland was land from the Silurian

until a shallow muddy sea transgressed most of the area during

the Cretaceous. This was followed by a regional uplift early
S •

^

^in the Tertiary and the formation of lake deposits to the east
of the Barkly Tableland.

The first meeting of the Interstate Conference on
Artesian Water was held in 1912 and further meetings were held

until 1928. The objects of the conferences were "to take into
consideration the question of whether the Artesian Water Supply

of Australia was in danger of being seriously diminished and,
if necessary, to advise as to the best moans of combating that

contingency", and to inquire into "the whole question of artesian

water supply through bores, with a view to devising some means

of utilising to greater advantage those underground stores of

water, and at the same time protect the interests of the respec-
tive States". At the various conferences summaries of geological

investigations and drilling activities were presented, and
theories of the origin of artesian water wore discussed
(I.C.A.W., 1913, 1914, 1921, 1925, 1929).

At about the same time Jensen (1923,p.1260; 1926,p.19)
stated that Permian sediments appeared to extend westward
beyond the coastal Palaeozoic folded belt to underlie the

"Walloons" throughout the Artesian Basin, which he thought was
trilobed and centred on Surat. He regarded the Permian sediments
as promising strate for oil accumulation and the probable source
of many of the petroliferous "shows" of western Queensland water
bores.
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The marginal formations of the Great Artesian Basin
were discussed by Reid (1929) 9 who stated that rocks mapped as
"Desert Sandstone" ranged in age from Bowen (Pormo-Trias) to

Walloon. He also discarded the name "Blythesdale Braystones"

because in the Blythesdale-Yureba area the rocks in outcrop
are non-porous4 and he therefore regarded them as forming a basal

member of the Rolling Downs "formation". Because coal had been

found in bores "in the Boulia district" and else4here in the

Walloon Series he regarded the Walloon Series as forming the

north-west margin of the Great Artesian Basin.

Whitehouse (1930) followed Rafi in eliminating the

"Blythesdale Braystones" and suggested that the Rolling Downs

"formation" should include all marine beds of the Great Artesian

Basin. In this paper he named the "Templeton Series" of Lower

to Middle Cambrian age, consisting mainly of banded cherts, and

the Ordovician "Glenormiston Series" of arenaceous and calcareou

sediments. Ho claimed that the two series occurred in two

distinct basins with quite different structures.

In 1931 C.Ogilvie forwarded trilobites and other

fossils from grey limestones "in and around" the Georgina River

basin to Whitehouse for identification, and suggested that the

rocks should be called the Georgina Limestones. Whitehouse
U- adppted this name and after identifying the fossils suggested )

(Whitehouse, 1931)1 -that there was probably a complete sequence
of rocks in the region ranging from the upper portion of the
Lower Cambrian into the Ordovician.

In a discussion at the Sydney A.N.Z.A.A.S. meeting,

Bryan (1932) regarded the tectonic movements and conditions in
the Upper Proterozoic as a prelude to and therefore an integral
part of those in the early Palaeozoic. He postulated two

kratogens one in north-west Queensland and the Northern Terri-
tory (Northern Massif), and the other in southern Queensland

(Eastern Massif). Between was a mobile area which rapidly

became welded to the stable blocks. Shallow transgressional

seas were probably present temporarily over the stable blocks.

Whitehouse in a series of papers (1936, 1939, 1941,
1945a) identified and described fossils he had collected from

the Cambrian and Tremadocian rocks of north-west Queensland.

In the first of these papers (1936), he divided the rocks into
four series based on lithological differences:

Ninmaroo Series
Pituri Series
Georgina Series
Templeton Series

Limestones
Sandstones and
Limestones
Sandstones and

-C,..,

Tremadocian
shales)) Cam-

shales rian
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Middle Ordovician rocks previously called the Glen-

ormiston Series (Whitehouse, 1930) were renamed the Toko Series

and their contact with the older rocks described as probably

faulted.

0
^ The three older (Cambrian) series were in turn divided

into eleven fossil stages based on trilobite faunas. The divis-

ions were emended in later papers. In the paper of 1939 he
increased the number of stages to twelve, adding two new stages

and deleting one. In 1940, (p.47) he noted considerable lateral
lithological variations and concluded that the Templeton Series

was a local non-calcareous variant of the Georgina Series. He

later decided (Whitehouse, 1941,p.2, footnote) that the fossil

zones were of unequal value and needed to be modified, and gave

a provisional reduction in the number of stages.

The Ninmaroo Series is named from outcrops in the

Boulia 4-mile sheet area. Referring to these, Whitehouse (1936)

stated "On Warenda Station east of Boulia there are three large

hills - Black Mountain (Unbunmaroo), Ninmaroo and Mt.Datson.

These consist of folded limestones of considerable thickness
and identical in appearance with the Georgina Limestones. Platy

blue limestones precisely similar to those of the Georgina group

abound in the lower part of the section. Higher beds have
yielded Eoorthis and a colossal wualth of echinoderm ossicles.

For a considerable thickness these beds are so matted with
pelmatozoal plates that they form typical echinodermal limestoneR
This Series I propose to call the Ninmaroo Limestones. In one

bed high up in the section on Black Mountain I have found a

great wealth of ellesmeroceratid cephalopods, suggesting that

these beds belong to the Lower Ozarkian (Lower Tremadocian). I
have found no trilobites with them; and the beds so very thick

above and below this horizon have not yielded fossils signifi-

cant for precise correlation. A considerable portion of the
Tremadocian no doubt is represented by these limestones".

It is obvious from this that Whitehouse intended the term
Ninmaroo Limestone (or Series) to cover the full sequence of
limestones on Black Mountain, Mt.Ninmaroo and Mt.Datson.

Dealing with the late geological history of Queensland,
Whitehouse (1940) postulated the existence of two periods of

laterization. The evidence for the second period was mainly
the subsequent silicification of (a) the ferruginous zone of the
laterite profile, and (b) rocks containing fragments^derived
from the laterite profile. He recorded the existence of
Tertiary limestones in several/areas of Queensland, assigning

most of them to the inter-lateritic period, and correlating the
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Tellina-bearing limestone of Daintree (1872) with them. Some

of the great soil thicknesses of the black soil plains he
ascribed to a pluvial phase in the Pleistocene.

Whitehouse (1945b) reintroduced the Blythesdale
- Series (formerly Blythesdale Braystones) for the main group of

aquifers at the base of the Rolling Downs "formation"; he also

postulated a time break in the Lower Albian between the marine

Roma and Tambo Series, but conformity between the Tambo and the

overlying non-marine Winton Series. The Roma, Tambo, and Winton
Series formed the Rolling Downs "formation" of Jack (1885).

A complete summary of Mesozoic and Cainozoic stratig-
raphy was given by Whitehouse (1954). He named (p.5) the Boulia

Shelf as an extension of shallow bedrock along the western

margin of the Great Artesian Basin, and stated that the Blythes-

dale Group (formerly Series) was the aquifer there,although it
did not crop out. The Roma and Tambo Formations (formerly

Series) were regarded as occurring along the westerm margin,

although due to its transgressive nature only the Tambo Formatic..,

cropped out. The Rolling Downs "formation" of Jack (1885) was

renamed the Rolling Downs Group and included the marine Roma and

Tambo Formations and the non-marine Winton Formation (formerly
Series).

In discussing the line of mound or mud springs White-
house (1954, p.15) noted that those near Mt.Datson and Elizabeth

Springs (Springvale area) are on the line of Ordovician inliers
which extends across the Boulia Shelf. The origin of these was

ascribed to water from a lower (Bundamba) aquifer bursting

through the thin clay cover over a buried bedrock ridge.

Sites for water bores on ChatswoiGh and Burnham
Stations were investigated by Shepherd (195o), who stated that
most of the Cambrian limestones were most unfavourhble for water
supply. He recorded siliceous shales overlying "Cambrian

calcareous shales" and lithologically distinct from either the

Cambrian or the Mesozoic rocks. Reference was also made (p.269)
to a lead deposit near Chatsworth.

As well as papers by Whitehouse on the Lower Palaeozoic
rocks of north-west Queensland, and the later rocks of the

Great Artesian Basin, several other summaries of the geology of
Queensland were published (Andrews, 1937; Bryan and Jones, 1946

David, 1950; Hill, 1951). These in general were based mainly
on Whitehous's work.
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Reeves (1951) who investigated the area for Vacuum

Oil Co., regarded the oil prospects of the Georgina Basin as

"unpromising because of the probability that only the oldest

formations occupy the crests of folds and have little thickness".

On his accompanying map (p.2516) the position of the Basin is

approximately that of the Barkly Tableland, most of which is

now regarded as consisting of ? Upper Proterozoie Camooweal
Dolomite.

By extrapolation, a gravity "ridge" running south from

Cloncurry was postulated by Marshall and Narain (1954) after

carrying out a regional gravity survey of eastern Australia.

Opik (1956a) recorded the results of mapping in north-

west Queensland, and, in particular, referred to the area north

of the Boulia 4-mile sheet. A complete Middle and Upper Cam-

brian sequence was established in the Undilla Basin and incom-

plete sections in the Selwyn Range and Quita Creek areas. In

the Chatsworth area,. immediately to the north of the Boulia

4-mile area, two limestone formations were found; the Pomegran-

ate Limestone and an un-named one (now called the Chatsworth
Limestone). The two form a/continuation of the Cambrian rocks

mapped by the authors in 1957.

Discussing the Cambrian palaeogeography of Australia,

Opik (1956b) stated that the Cambrian rocks of the Northern

Territory and north-west Queensland were deposited in two

distinct provinces separated by a meridional divide of ?Upper

Proterozoic Camooweal Dolomite, which, although of low relief,
was sufficient to separate the two faunas. The divide was

effective until the western province ceased to exist in middle
Middle Cambrian time.

In an unpublished report Opik (1957) recorded the
results of later work which indicated a Lower Cambrian age for

the Mt.Birnie Beds, previously regarded as "sub-Cambrian", and

named the Chatsworth Limestone which he had previously (1956a)
referred to as an un-named limestone on Chatsworth; he corrected

the age of this limestone from "uppermost Upper Cambrian, or even

Tremadocian" to probable Franconian age.

Much of the geological results from recent surveys in

North West Queensland will appear in The Geology of Queensland

Volume of the Geological Society of Australia 1959.

Oil companies showed interest in the area during 1956,

and two brief summary reports by Thomas (1957) for Frame-Broken

Hill Pty.Ltd., and Rowe and Swindon (1957) for Santos were

prepared. Geophysical work was carried out in the Boulia area
by the Bureau of Mineral Resources in 1957 and more detailed
work will continue in 1958 (Neumann,1959).
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A recent summary of the geology and possible petroleum
prospects of the western part of the Great Artesian basin is

• a
^given by Sprigg (1958).. He records north-east-trending domed

anticlines in the south-west of the State, which are thought to

overlie 6,000 feet of fresh water, lagoonal and marine Cretaceous

sediments. Seismic work indicates sediments to 12,000 feet; the

lower 6,000 feet are thought to include Lower Mesozoic and/or

Permian permeable sandstone and middle or lower Palaeozoic
sediments including Carbonates of Cambrian-Ordovician age.

Folding is probably late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary and the

folds in marginal parts of the Basin may reflect basement relief.

STRATIGRAPHY.

USE OF THE TERM "GEORGINA BASIN"

The meaning given to "Georgina Basin" by r.previous
authors is confusing because they have used it to mean either

a.drainage basin, a region, a general locality name, or a sedi-

mentary basin. A brief resume of the history and meaning of the

name is given hereunder. The bracketed term at the end of each
reference is the authors' interpretation of the meaning inferred
by the use of "Georgina Basin".

Jack (1895) first used the name in the title of his

paper when he described early bores drilled for water in the are.n . -
but no further mention of the name was made. (Geographical).

Whitehouse (1931, p.118) referred to a collection of

Cambrian trilobites collected by C.Ogilvie from "grey limestones
in and around the basin of the Georgina River". (Drainage Basin).

David (1932, p.118) used "Camooweal Basin" as "the
eastern extension of an immense belt of limestone extending from
the Western Australian border beyond Wave Hill, North East to

near Katherine, in Northern Australia, by way of Daly Waters,
Newcastle Waters, Anthony's Lagoon and Alexandria Downs to the

sources of the Gregory and O'Shanassy Rivers and thence to

Camooweal and Boulia. The term 'Camooweal Basin' may be used to
denote the eastern end of this important belt where the water is
distinctly moving South East. From Camooweal to Boulia the

extensive groundwater from these limestones go to reinforce the
Water in the intake beds of the Great Artesian Basin near

Boulia". On David's map (p.116) it occupies an area of similar
• .

position to the Barkly Tablelands. The geological age of sedi-
ments in the basin is given as Cambrian to Proterozoic (David

1932, table p.118). (Sedimentary basin). It is appropriate to
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use Camooweal Basin as that containing sediments of the

?Upper Proterozoic Camooweal Dolomite, which seems to have been
deposited in a shallow basin.

Whitehouse (1936 p.64) states "the basin of the

Georgina River and most of its main tributaries lie in a great

tongue of limestones with a general north-south elohgation. To

these beds the name Georgina Limestone has been given (Whitehow-

1931)"; a map showing the "geology of the Georgina Basin" is

also figured in this report but the Basin is not described.
(Drainage Basin).

Whitehouse (1940, p.23) referring to Tertiary lime-
stone deposits mentions their occurrence "in the southern

portion of the Georgina River basin". (Drainage basin).

David (1950, p.115) refers to the "Georgina Region"
as having an area of 60,000 square miles,partly in western

Queensland and partly in eastern Northern Territory, and mostly

in the basin of the Georgina River. The boundaries of the regif7,

are given in a sketch map (after Whitehouse, 1936) entitled

"Geology of the Georgina Basin", which extends from Elkedra
to Brunette Downs, to Riversleigh, and south to Boulia. The

section on p.116 shows a thickening of sediments between Avon

Downs and the Georgina River and "the broad structure appears
• •^

to be that of a shallow synclinal basin or trough with sub-

meridional axis" and "the total thickness of the beds is quite
• •^unknown but must be some thousands of feet". On p.694 the

Georgina Basin is referred to informally: • "the intensity of

folding diminishes considerably to the east, and in the Georgina
basin the Cambrian beds, with a thickness of some thousands of
feet, rest directly on the Older pre-Cambrian platform and are

practically horizontal", but further "the Cambrian strata of the

Georgina Region were deposited on a block so rigid that they
have remained undeformed till this day". Confusion still

obviously exists between basin and region. (Drainage and
sedimentary basin).

Reeves (1951,p.2485) classified the Georgina Basin as
one with no oil prospects, covering 60,000 square miles and

containing 2,000 - 3,000 feet of Ordovician? and Cambrian marine

sedimehts. On his accompanying map the position of the Basin

is approximately that of the Barkly Tableland. On p.2523 it
stated that the Georgina Basin has no oil prospects "because
of the probability that only the oldest formations occupy the

crest of folds and have little thickness". (Sedimentary basin).
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Noakes (1952) used "Georgina Valley" as one of two

physiographic units which form the Barkly Tableland; the .

second unit was the Barkly Internal Drainage Basin, which was

subsequently referred to as the Barkly Basin, thereby inferring

a physiographic and not a sedimentary basin. (Drainage area).

Noakes & Traves (in C.S.I.R.O., 1954, p.39), referrin

to the Tertiary cycle of erosion, state that the Georgina Basin

was "already established as in internal drainage basin and the

topography of the Georgina Valley was much as it appears now";

no further mention was made of the Georgina Basin but reference
is continually made to the Georgina Valley. (Drainage basin).

Stewart (C.S.I.R.0.,1954, P.43) uses Georgina Basin

Division as one of his geomorphological units of the Barkly
Region which "is drained by the southward flowing Georgina

River and its tributaries. (Drainage basin).

Traves & Stewart (C.S.I.R.O., 1954, p.60) use Georgin.

Basin as a surface hydrological or drainage unit.

Raggatt (1954), and Condon (1956) both figured the

Georgina Basin on a map accompanying their reports, but the
basin was not defined in the text. The area covered on their

map by the outlines of the Georgina Basin is similar to the

topographic unit known as the Barkly Tableland, and their

figured Georgina Basin extends further to the north-east than

the Camooweal Basin figured by David (1932).

Condon et al. (1957, p.51; 1958 9 p.60) referring to tb-

Georgina Basin, write that "little is known of the detailed

stratigraphy and structure of this basin except where it over-

laps the Precambrian of the Mt.Isa - Cloncurry area. There,

marine Cambrian and Ordovician sediments fill synclinal areas

and plunge off the Precambrian geanticline, thickening away froT'

the Precambrian outcrop. Trace petroleum has been reported fro .7.

these sediments. The Amaroo Bore is at the western margin of

this basin". Also in these reports (p.51 and p.60 respectively

is mentioned the Barkly Basin, which, "apparently shallow,

contains Proterozoic and Cambrian sediments, probably marine.
Little is known of the details of stratigraphy and structure";

this basin apparently forms part of the Georgina Basin of

Condon et al. Opik (1956a, 13) points out that the Georgina

Series (Whitehouse, 1931) included the Camooweal Dolomite

(upper Proterozoic or lower Cambrian) "as well as rocks of the
Undilla Basin which do not belong to the Georgina Basin at all",
presumably referring to the Georgina drainage basin in the sons.
of Whitehouse (1931). 8pik (1956b, p.242) refers to the Barkly

Tableland (which has been referred to loosely as the
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"Georgins area" by some authors) as a "grass plain on the

Camooweal Dolomite and adjacent Cambrian rocks....It is some-

times referred to as the 'Barkly Basin' but no basin structure

is evident, for Cambrian rocks form a blanket and Camooweal

Dolomite is an extended sheet".

Noakes, on a map of "Australia - Elements of Geology

and Structure", published in 1958 in lexicons of the Stratigrap'

of the Australian States,for the Oceaniana section of the

International Stratigraphic Index, includes much of the Barkly

Tableland in the "Barkly Basin" containing Adelaidean (Upper

Precambrian) rocks, presumably the Camooweal Dolomite; the

Cambrian of the Undilla Basin (Opik 1956a) and Lower Palaeozoi . 1

of the Boulia area are not included in the confines of his

Barkly Basin.

A brief summary of some references to the Georgina

Basin is given by Irving, (1958).

The name "Georgina Basin" still leads to much confuf1-1-

ion^but) for the purpose of this report, Georgina Basin is

defined as, that area of Cambrian and Ordovician sediments in

north-wst Queensland and central-eastern Northern Terriel:

which is bounded in the south-west, west and north-west by Pre-

cambrian (or Eocambrian), in the north probably by Camooweal

Dolomite, in the north-east and east by Precambrian of the Mt,

Isa-Cloncurry massif, and in the south-cast and south it is

covered by Mesozoic sediments of the Great Artesian Basin; it

contains several thousand feet of marine calcareous and sandy

Cambrian and Ordovician sediments.

. The Georgina Basin includes the area near Amaroo, nor.

of the Dulcie Range, and the Cambrian in the Duchess to Chatsw

area, but it does not include the Undilla Basin (Opik, 1956a)

which is probably separated from the Georgina Basin by the

Camooweal Dolomite.

A sub-surface ridge of granite, the Lucknow Granite,

which has been encountered in water bores drilled between east

of Toolebuc and Lucknow Homestead, may either form the south-

eastern edge of the Georgina Basin, or it may form a divide

separating the Georgina Basin from a possible basin . containing

Palaeozoic sediments east of the ridge; no evidence exists a'J

this stage to postulate a Palaeozoic basin east of the Luckno

Granite.



GENERAL,?,

All stratigraphic units described have been approved

by the Queensland Committee on Stratigraphic Nomenclature) and

the units are named in conformity with the Australian Code of

Stratigraphic Nomenclature (A.N.Z.A.A.S., 1956).

Lithological descriptions are given in terms of

Condon (1953).

Precambrian rocks are referred to in terms originally

defined and used by E.K. Carter (in preparation) and White (196C

Precambrian rocks are described as they are the source and base

ment of the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sediments; their possible

economic significance has been dealt with by Carter and White.

The Cambrian and Ordovician limestones are lithologic-

ally very similar; fossils are necessary to fit isolated rock

outcrops into the stratigraphic sequence.

The Cretaceous rock bodies have been given names

different from Cretaceous units in the eastern part of the

Great Artesian Basin. Should a lithological continuity with

any of the eastern units be established, the new names will not

be valid. Distinctive macrofossil assemblages such as occur in

the Roma and Tambo Formations in their type localities do not

exist in the Boulia area; although most of the fossils in the

Longsight Sandstone are typical of the Roma Formation, some are

Tambo forms. The Wilgunya Formation contains mainly Tambo

fossils but also some Roma. The mapped units are lithologically

distinct but some show transitional boundaries which are des-

cribed and illustrated under the relevant sections.

The Tertiary formations were deposited in a lake;

the Marion Formation may be in part aeolian.

The general stratigraphy of the area is given in

Table 2; field relationships of stratigraphic units are shown

in Table 3.



Digby Peaks, Signal
Hill, Cottonbush Ck.,
Alderley, Black Mt.
(E.& W.side),Mt.
Ninmaroe, Mt.Datson.

Hills and benches spin-
ifex covered' forms
sink holes and rough
clay soils.

Calcarenite, intra-
formational breccia,
calcilutite, dolomite,
two-tone limestone.

Overlain by Swift Fm.,
or by Mesozoic forma-
tions underlain by
Upper Cambrian
Chatsworth Limestone.

Nautiloids,
brachiopods,
echinoderm,
gastropods
ribeirioids

-Ninmaroo Lst.^2000-+
(Whitehouse 1936)

TABLE 2,

   

STRATIGRAPhe OF BOULIA SHEET

                      

OUTCROPS
AGE

Quaternary

NAME

Soils

THICKNESS
(IN FEET)

Up to 40 Extensive

TOP GRaPHY

'Good grass lands in
most cases.

LITHOLOGY

Sand. alluvium, brown
loaa, black limestone
soile.

FOSSILS

As mantle over older^None collected.
formations,

STRUCTURAL
RELATIONSHIPS

Tertiary Noranside Let,^40+^Burke Td_ver near
Noranside, Corrie
Downs, Fort William:

Forms black soil plains. Liaestone, marl,
chalcedony.

It overlies Marion Fm0
and lateritised Cretac-
eous eediments; it is
not affected by
lateritisation.

(New Name) Gastropods,
ostrocods,
algae, diatoms.

Marion Fm.
(New Name)

50^Lower part Burke R. on^Forms pebbly residual^Sandstone, conglomerate,
Two rivers, Strathel-^plains,^ sandy silt stone
biss, 3adalia Stations.

Overlies lateritised
Wilgunya Formation.

Fossil conifer
wood,

Lower
Cretaceous

Wilgunya Fm.
(New Fame)

Up to^It extends from the
1140^west boundary of the

Sheet to the De IAttle
Ra. and Wills Ck., on
Burnham Station and
east of Black Mountain,
from the head of Yomedah
Creek to east boundary
of Sheet.

Forms mesas up to 100
feet high the mesas in
east have ferruginous
ironstone slopes and
grassy • airs at base.
Form low lateritised
scrubby hills in north.

Silt stone, probably
rediolaria+bearing,
sandy siltstone, blue
claystone, glauconitic
sardstone, some sandy
beds, gypsum. Tops of
me sas silicified.

Is silicified and hat-^Gastropods,
eritised, unconformably foraminifers_overlies Precambrian,
conformably overlies^?radiolaria.
Longsight Sandstone.
Overlain disconformably
by Marion Formation.

Toolebuc Member 30 In a bed parallel to
and on east side of the
Hamilton River

Grassy plaine with
Boulders and concre-
tions,

Calcarecus sandstone
and silt stone, lime-.
stone, concretions
rich in fossils.

As a member of the
Wilunya Formation,

Pelecypods,
gastropods
forams, radio-
'aria, fish
scale's, teeth
vertebrates,

Longsight
Sandstone
(New Name)

100 exposed From Herroda Tank to
200 bore Stockport Str, on

data Datchet Downs, Burnham
Stn., east side Black
Mt., head of lions dad Ck

Forma ferruzinised
rubble plains or as
prominent bench below
overlying siltstone

. formation.,

Sandstone, conglomer-
ate, sandy siltstone.

Unconformably overlies
Precambrian and Ninmar-
oo Limestone overlain
By Wilgunya Formation,

Pelecypods
gastropods,
foraminifera,
plants.

Post Lower
Ordovician

Digby Peaks
breccia.
(New Name)

50^Digby Peaks small out-
liers near Swift Hills.

Prominent capped mesas. Silicified breccia of
mainly chert fragments.

Overlies Ordovician Swift
Formation, It is silici-
fied and lateritised.

Lower^Swift Forma
Ordovician^tion

(New Name)

60^Swift Hill, Ddeaby
Peaks, west side of
Black Hountain,

Hills protected by
silicified cap of chert
breccia which is norm-
ally less than 5 feet

Silicified siltstone^Unconformably overlies
chert, sandstone, silici- Yinmaroo Limestone in
fied calcarenite. (places capped by a "subsoil"

breccia of which Digby
Peaks Breccia is a par-
ticular case.

Trilobites,
brachiopods
nautiloids.



Upper
Cambrian

Chatsworth Lst. 1000±
(New Name)

Core of Black Mt.,
near Chatsworth Stn.;
Mt.Yinmaroo, Mt.Datson
and near Dribbling Bore,

-

Low spinifex covered
hills and benches or
open plains.

Calcarenite,calcilutite, Conformably overlies
sone intraformational^the "Pomegranate Lime
breccia^ stone" and ovrrlain by

Ninmaroa Limestone.

Agnostid
trilobites,
brachiopods.

Gola Beds
(New Name) 150^Near head of Lomedah

Creek.
Low spinifex and
turkey bush covered
rises.

Calcarenite,calcilutite. Not known yet but about Trilobites
time level of Chatsworth brachiopods.
Limestone; unconformably
overlain by Mesozoic,

O'Hara Shale^40^De Little Ra., and
(Opik,1956)^south of Buckingham

Downs.

Lateritised rises and
at base of Cretaceous
hills.

chert
sandstone.

Overlies "Pomegranate^Sponge
Limestone" and is uncon• spicules.
formably overlain by
Cretaceous sediments.

4•■■•■•■•■•■•■■•••

"Pomegranate Lot." 50
(Opik,1956). (probably

300 in
bores)

De Little là., near
Rocky Tank and in
bores on Buckingham
Downs.

--
Low turkey-bush rises
or black soil plains.

Calcarenite, calilutite, Underlying O'Hara Shale
chant nodules.^or Cretaceous sediments'

base not exposed but on
Duchess Sheet it over-
lies Selwyn Limestone.

Agnostid,
trilobites.
Brachiopods,
Fauna similar
to Georgina
Limestone of
Whitehouse
(1931)

Middle Cambrian and Lower Cambrian rocks in section only and do not crop out in the Boulia area.

Precambrian.^Metamorphic sediments, volcanics and granite dealt with in text.



TABLE 3..
• CORRELATION OF MESOZOIC AND PALAEOZOIC UNITS 

• NORTH WEST QUEENSLAND

.Table 3 ahows the correlation of units in the Boulia area with
those of other areas in, and forming the margin of,the Great
Artesian Basin.

-
AGE

•

-^BOULIA 1SELWYN RA.^GLENORMISTON^;GREAT ARTESIA]
DUCHESS^AND QUITA CREE1.^. BASIN

:El'ITTARY
Noranside Lst. 
Marion Fm.

Austral Downs Lsit.

Marion Fm. Eyrian Serie!

•
.ETACEOUS

Not recognised4
Wilgunya Fm.

Toolebuc
Mamb.

Longsight Sst.^•

Not known
i^Undifferen-

tiated

Not known

Wilgunya Fm.

Longsight Sst.

Winton Fm:
ETamo Fm.

•

Roma Fm.

Bly+hesdale
Fm.

,OWER
TOVICIAN

3^I^L
Kelly Ck. Pm:

Ninmaroo Lst.

i^1

1^I^il
O'HaraN,,
Sh.

7 Georgina

>^Lst.

Mungerebar 1st.

Steamboat Lst.

I

•

NO
RECORD

Swif^Pm.

Ninmarro Ls -t.

Chatsworth L
olal

• Bedl ^

O'Hara Shale

Pomegranate Lst.

Swift Fm.
1^1^I

,^Ninmaroo Lst.

.•

..

PPER
.04nRIAN

Chatsworth Lst.l

O'Hara Sh.

Pomegranate/
•Lst. \

Selwyn Lst, 
Devoncourt

Lst.

Roaring
Siltstone

I^1

-I? 1 -? 1- -I
Inca Fm.-
1
- -

t
- -

(
-

2PER
TDDLE
PiVitiIAN

.^.

-

.^.

//

No record.

Probably

complete^--
section.^•-

L ^1^1 
Quita Fm. 

Blazan Shale

I^I^1^1
_ L

Beetle Ck.

- 1 -^- 1-^-I^
Thorrtonia

Lst.

Beetle Ck.

Thorntonia Lst.

t^i I^1•I
IWER.
kMBRIAN

No record Mt.Birnie
Bede.^•

Sun Hill Arkose
Riversdalc Fm.

le Cambrian of Selwyn Range and Quita Creek areas rn part after 411pik (1956a).





OM.

PRECAMBRIAN;

Formations of Lower and Upper Proterozoic age out-

cropping in the northern part of the Boulia 4-mile sheet area

are, being described in detdil by Carter, Yrooks and Walker
(in preparation) and by White (1960). The names are used on

the Urandangimd Cloncurry 4-mile Sheet maps issued in colour

in 1958. This report therefore inCludes brief notes only on thr

formations in the Boulia area. The only Precambrian rocks which

have not been correlated with rocks described from the north are

the "granites" reported in bore logs. Cuttings from a driller's

interpretation of 'granite bedrock" in an un-named bore about

.four miles cast of Kheri Outstation are granitic. Subsurface

"granite bedrock" has been reported at several places in the

eastern part of the Boulia area and also south and south-west .

of the area.

Argylla Formation.
The Argylla Formation is published On the Cloncurry

'4-mile Sheet issued in 1958 and extends in a zone 1i miles wide

from north of the area towards Sulieman Creek on Buckingham .

Downs Station. Outcrop is bounded on the west, and perhaps on

the east by faults which have the same trend as the cleavage,

generally between 145 0 and 155 0 . On Buckingham Downs the forma-

tiOn is composed of lavas and pyroclastic rocks. Carter et al.

describe the lavas of this formation as mainly Meta-rhyolites,'
with some meta-dacites and meta-basalts. The pyroclastic rocks

near Buckinghpm Downs are green fine-grained to very coarse-

grained tuffs. They have been altered at contacts with rhyolitic

rocks in the eastern part of the outcrop zone.

Vertical and steeply dipping gneiss and schist crop

out below sediments (mapped as. ?Cretaceous) about two miles
north-west of Buckingham Downs homestead. They probably.belong

to the Argylla Formation; cleavage directions, 155 °- 160 0 , are

similar to those of the volcanic rocks farther north, and
similar rocks occur elsewhere in the formation.

Eastern Creek Volcanics 
The name is published on the Urandangi 4-mile Sheet .

issued in 1958. The southern margin of outcrops of the Eastern

Creek Volcanics reaches the northern edge of the Boulia area,
• l miles west of the Boulia-Dajarra Road (just north of Sulieman

Creek). A small inlier of quartzite, two to four miles south-

south-west of this outcrop, probably belongs to . the formation,

as the lithology is very similar to that of outcrops to the north,
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Carter et al.(in preparation) consider that the Eastern Creek

Volcanics, which in the type area (1i - 4 miles east of Mt.Isa)

consist of interbedded volcanics and quartzites with some lime-

stone and shale, becomes predominantly quartzite toward the

south,i.e, in the Boulia Sheet area. He considers also. that the

absence of metabasalt in the north edge of the Boulia Sheet is

caused by it lensing out to the south. Silicified sandstone

and quartzite with schistose cleavage are the main components

of the formation in the Boulia area. They are in part ferrugin-

bus. Cross-bedding and ripple marks are preserved in some •

places. A metamorphosed conglomerate occurs just north of the

margin of the Boulia area; altered pebbles are elongated north-

south, in the direction of the main cleavage.

Dips in the sandstone at the northern edge of the

Boulia area range from 200 to 50 0 ; main dip directions were to
south and west. The main dip of sediments of the inlier
appeared to be 42 ° to the cast.
Kuridala Formation

Thc name was originally proposed by White in 1956 7

but was formally named by Carter (1959) and will be fully des-

cribed by White (1960). It is named for rocks in the Kuridala
area (latitude 21 ° 17°S, longitude 140 °30'E), 17 miles north of
Selwyn. Rocks of the formation continue south to the north-

eastern margin of the Boulia 4-mile area,•where they crop out
in steep rocky ridges.

The dominant rock type is quartz greywacke, with inter-

bedded laminated siliceous quartz siltstono. The siltstone

forms about one-fifth of the sequence. Towards the east-side

of the outcrop pegmatites are abundant and have thermally meta-

morphosed the ixitruded rocks to muscovite schist. Irregular

quartz-tourmaline veins, mostly less than twenty feet long and

two feet wide, and small irregular quartz veins are common in

the pegmatite zone. One quartz-tourmaline vein 100 yards long

and six feet wide was recorded.

The quartz greywacke is medium-bedded and fine-grained

to coarse-grained, grading in places to quartz-pebble conglomer-

ate. The rock is composed of sub-angular to rounded grains of

quartz set in a finely crystalline sugary quartz matrix, commonly
containing angular feldspar grains.

The pegmatites are composed of quartz, feldspar, and

muscovite, with some tourmaline. They aro usually small and

irregular, ranging from a few feet to 100 feet long and six

inches to six feet wide. Trends arc roughly parallel to the
bedding and to major joints.
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To the west the rocks lie in open folds along axes

trending north-northeast and pitching to the north at 20 0 to
70 ° . The beds dip at' 60 ° to 70 ° . 'Folding is tighter to the
east. Foliated schists with marked lineation are common.

4: •
^ No estimate of thickness was made in the Boulia

4-mile area, but in the type area the formation is approximately

•
^

7 9 000 feet thick and is believed to thicken southwards(White,

loc.cit01960). The formation is assigned to the Lower Protero-

zoic by White.

Kalkadoon Granite .

Small scattered outcrops of granite between Wills

Creek and the Argylla Formation on Buckingham Downs Station are

probably part of the Kalkadoon Granite. They extend south

almost to the junction of Sulieman Creek with Wills Creek. A

sharp unconformity or fault apparently delineates the eastern

margin of the granite, as the granite crops out in small rises

extending west from the west bank of Wills Creek; but it has

not been found in the Four Mile Well; 4 miles north of Bucking-

ham Downs homestead, which is a well in the bed of Wills Creek

drilled to 200 feet. The rocks from this well were chocolate

and light grey, fine to coarse grained'arkosic greywacke. They

are known to a depth of 83 feet in the well itself and possibly
•

^

^
to 200 feet in the bore sunk in the bottom of the well; the

driller recorded that the bore penetrated "red sandstone" to the
•

^

^
bottom. The greywacke may be part of the Makbat Sandstone

discussed below.

The lithology of the Kalkadoon Granite or informally

"granodiorite" is described in detail by Walker in Carter et al.

(in preparation) and is therefore nOt discuased in this report.

Makbat Sandstone

The Makbat Sandstone has been named and defined by

Carter (1959) 9 and will be fully described in Carter et al.

(in' preparation).

The formation crops out two miles north of Buckingham

Downs, where it forms the hills on the eastern side of Wills

Creek.

One of the best outcrops is on the west side of these

hills where the following 50 feet plus of exposure is described:-
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Top 10+ Quartz sandstone: fine to medium-grained, red,
massively bedded, and contains i" to 1" diameter
mud balls; in places becomes feldspathic.
These beds grade southwards into a brown siltstone.

20^Quartz sandstone: coarse grained with pebble bands.

15^Conglomerate: with rounded pebbles and cobbles of
quartzite, quartz greywacke, amphibolite and white
quartz with haematite; matrix is coarse-grained and

sub-angular quartz sandstone.

Base 5+ Quartz sandstone: medium to coarse-grained, white and
red, thin bedded and laminated; feldspathic or
ferruginous matrix. Contains oscillation ripple
marks and 6" to 1-foot thick cross-laminated beds.

The formation occurs in a syncline. On the western

side its lower part is covered by the alluvium deposited by

Wills Creek, but on the eastern side the formation and structure

seem to abut the Kalkadoon Granite. No evidence of contact

metamorphism was seen along this boundary, and as the sediments

near it are strongly jointed and contain small veins of quartz,

it is thought to be a fault.

Carter et al. consider that the Makbat Sandstone is

Upper Proterozoic, but Opik (personal communication) thinks that

it may be part of the Lower Cambrian Mt Birnie Beds which occur

in the central part of the DUchess Sheet area, 20 miles to the

north-north-east.

SUB-CAMBRIAN OR LOWER CAMBRIAN

Mt Birnie Beds.

. The Mt Birnie Beds were mapped by Dr. A.A. Opik in

1956 as "Subcambrian"; they crop out on the Duchess 4-mile Shee..

area near Mt Birnie, Mt Bruce and Mt Aplin. The Beds are now
11

regarded by Opik (1957) as definitely of Lower Cambrian age as

they contain trilobite tracks and Diplocraterion similar to the
Lower Cambrian D,lyelli. The unit consists of 30 feet of silt-
stone, overlain by 100 feet of dark brown greywacke, followed

by 50 feet of green siltstone, then 20 feet of quartz conglomer-

ate and quartz sandstone, capped by 20 feet of quartz greywacke

and ferruginous sandstone. Some of the siltstone is reported

to be slightly radioactive.

The Mt Birnie Beds are similar to the Makbat Sandstone,

although the Makbat Sandstone is more silicified and indurated;

the outcrops are not continuous between the two localities and

separate names are retained.

•
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Although the Mt Birnie Beds do not crop out in the

Boulia area, they may be important as a subsurface unit under-

lying the Cambrian and Ordovician limestones in the Boulia area.

The Mt Birnie Beds unconformably overlie lower Proter-

ozoic granite and metamorphic rocks; they are overlain by the

lower Middle Cambrian Thorntonia Limestone and are separated.

from it by an erosional unconformity (Opik, 1957).

MIDDLE CAMBRIAN

Middle Cambrian rocks do not crop out in this area

but probably occur at depth. Outcrops have been mapped by Dr.

A.A. Opik on the Duchess 4-mile Sheet area to the north, and on

Glenormiston and Urandangi Sheets to the west and north-west.

Opik (1956a and 1957) has described a sequence of

marine bituminous limestone and shale, rich in fossils. The

total thickness is about 2,000 feet in the outcrop areas but

the subsurface thickness in the Boulia area is not known.

UPPER CAMBRIAN

Pome.granate Limestone

The following information about the Pomegranate

Limestone was provided by A.A. Opik (written communication).

"This name was used in unpublished reports between 1954 and

1956. It was published as Pomegranate Limestone (informal
/I

spelling) in Opik (1956a 9 p.23). The reasons for the informal

usage were 1) insufficient information as regards the rocks

below and above; (2) absence of a convenient section displaying

the lithology and thickness owing to the subhorizontal altitude

and undissected topography; (3) the probability of its being

the Georgina Limestone.

"It is now evident that in the type locality at the

heads of the Pomegranate Creek, Duchess 4-mile Sheet, on a

surface of about 3;0 square . miles, the Pomegranate Limestone is

outcropping and has a conformable contact with the O'Hara Shale

above. This shale is preserved as extended and numerous cappings.

The base of the Pomegranate Limestone is not exposed and remains

subsurface. The thickness of the limestone in single outcrops

is 20 to 25 feet. Considering local rolling and small faults

the total exposed thickness is about 100 feet and represents

the upper portion of the formation.

"The rocks are: grey fine-grained limestone (calcilu-

tite), 10 feet in thickness, -at top of the sequence.^Below

follow Toceds of thin bedded bituminous, and fissile laminated

limestone with softer, marly, interbeds. Interbedded are
sporadiCintraformational breccias of the same material.

•
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"The area of Pomegranate Limestone next in size,,on
ao,k/v)

Duchess Sheet, is south east of Pomegranate Creek* This is the
most accessible outcrop and therefore commonly visitedby

geologists. It is about three square miles, with about half

outcrop. It contains important fossils (Olenus below, and

Irzinge•la and Ler2ce2halia above). The liDestone is capped

here by the O'Hara Shale. Below follows (1) dense entitle

limestone, banded grey and pink; it rests on (2) bituminous

bedded limestone with one interbed of intraformational breccia
below

followed/by (3) dark manly limestone with two or three layers

of ellipsoids. This bed contains Olenus. The total thickness,

combined from all outcrops, is about 60 to 70 feet. The base is

not seen.

"On the Boulia sheet area Pomegranate Limestone occurs

only in the north-west in the De Little Range. I examined it

in 1954 ("Opik 1956a, p.23) and referred to it as Pomegranate
So

Limestone. Exposed are 43.&, feet of the top of the sequence. Its

fossils however, indicate that it is older than the rocks in

the main outcrops on Duchess Sheet. This is explained by the

fact that Pomegranate Limestone is thinning northward and west-

ward and replaced by the O'Hara Shale. It is probable that the

shaly, sandy and chert beds overlying the "Pomegranate Limestone

at De Little Range is an extension of the O'Hara Shale.

"The probability of the Pomegranate Limestone being

an extension of the Georgina Limestone rests with the following
• considerations: (1). the limestone on the Mt.Whelan 4-mile

Sheet area that may be the i1l7defined and always misused

"Georgina Series contain the same fossilb as the Pomegranate

Limestone, that indicates a contemporaneity of deposition;

(2) the lithologies are comparable, but not obviously identical.

"However, the meaning of what is the Georgina Lime-,

stone. is still open: it has been always used as a time-rock

term with a very variable time span and never defined properly.

It seems, therefore, inappropriate to apply this name to a

better known lithic sequence by which the meaning of "Georgina

Limestone Series" will be defined in other than the original

terms. The distance between the Outcrops at the Pomegranate .

Creek and the outcrops on Glenormiston Station within the

boundaries of which the Georgina Limestone Series occurs is abou'L

150 miles. Over this distance no evidence of continuity is

preseht, and only correlation by fossils is possible. For this

reason the name Pomegranate Limestone should be used for rocks

on Duchess and Boulia Sheets to denote the particular formation

for which this name was proposed, and not be replaced by an older

name the meaning of which is not clear. Moreover the error in
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introducing a possible synonym is small when compared with the

'pretence of knowledge of identity' that results when one name

(Georgina) is applied for rocks that are separated by a great

distance.

."To'sum up, the Pomegranate Limestone is.a limestone

formation in the Duchess and Boulia areas resting below the

O'Hara Shale and without its base exposed on the surface. Only

the upper portion is exposed and it does not exceed one hundred

feet in thickness. The rocks consist of bituminous limestone .

interbeddedwith many limestone and with sporadic intraformation-

al breccias. Its age is lower third of the Upper Cambrian, but

varies from place to place, because of its being in parts

replaced by the O'Hara Shale. The name is derivedfl-om the

Pomegranate Creek on the Duchess 4-mile Sheet area. The main

outcrop areas are the heads of the Pomegranate Creek and south-

east of Pomegranate Creek.

"Considering that all surface occurrences of the

Pomegranate Limestone are now mapped, its rocks studied, its agc

determined by fossils and the thickness estimated as seen on the

surface, a formal status (Pomegranate Limestone)for it is

• suggested".

The inliers of Pomegranate Limestone crop out at the

base of the De Little Range and south of Buckingham Downs on the

southern side of Valley Creek between latitudcs 22 °04'S. and
22° 20'S. and longitudes 139 ° 36'E. and 139 ° 53'E., in creeks and
gullies and on the sides of low riSesi which arc in places capped

by the O'Hara Shale. These rises contrast with the scarps

formed by more resistant overlying formations.

Near the Bluff at De Little Range,.more than 50 feet

of the top of the unit is exposed; it consists of soft, thin-

bedded grey and brown-grey fossiliferous marl and sandy marl,

with lenses or beds up to four feet thick of hard, thin-bedded,

brown-grey and grey calcilutite, some of which contain chert

blebs and nodules. In a measured section of 45 feet only twelve

feet was of these harder lenses or beds.

Similar rocks crop out on the southern side of Valley

Creek, near the road from Buckingham Downs to Buckley's Tank,

where a thin bed of grey and light grey calcilutite occurs near

the top of the unit.

Lower parts of the unit are covered by alluvium. A

dry bore'sunk one mile north of Buckley's Tank struck blue lime-

stone at 95 feet and continued in it to 346 feet, where the hole

was abandoned. Part or all of this limestone is probably the
Pomegranate Limestone.
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The Pomegranate Limestone on the Boulia Sheet con-
formably underlies the O'Hara Shale. The contact is well

exposed south of Valley Creek on the western side of the road
to Buckley's Tank from Buckingham Downs.

In places near tLe southern end of The Bluff, the
O'Hara Shale is missing and the'Pomegranate Limestone is over-

lain by the Lower Cretaceous Wilgunnya Formation, leached and

silicified. The Wilgunya Formation has been deposited on a
pre-Cretaceous erosion surface.

Opik (1956a, p.23) has determined 21.y .zana!:La2.

reticulatus, Clavagnostus, Homagmostus, Eugonocare, and an
"Elvinia?-like trilobite" from a locality in the Pomegranate

Limestone near the Bluff. He states that at Pomegranate Creek
on the Duchess Sheet area, the "fauna corresponds to the

Glyptagnostus-Stage at Glenormiston, or to the Olonus truncatus 
and 0.gibbosus zones of Sweden, and is lower Upper Cambrian",

O'Hara Shale 

The O'Hara Shale consists of siltstone, silty sandstone
chert, and conglomerate, conformable on the Pomegranate Limestor .
and unconformably overlain by Cretaceous sediments.

The formation was named by Opik (1956a) from O'Hara
Gap Station on the Duchess 4-mile Shoot, latitude 21 o 25'S
longitude 140 °05'E. It "consists of shale with interbeds of
chert and sandstone and is lithologdcally similar to the Pituri

sandstone and shale of the Glenormiston area. The O'Hara Shale
rests on the Selwyn Range Limestone, which is believed to be

Middle Cambrian, and the. formations are separated by a diastem.
About 10 feet above the base of the shale a chert layer con-

tains an undescribed fauna which is essentially Upper Cambrian
with some upper Middle Cambrian forms". (Opik 1956a. p.22).
The thickness is given as 200 feet (Opdk, 1956a.p.15).

The O'Hara Shale crops out along Wills Creek and
Valley Creek in the north-west corner of the Boulia four-mile
area between latitudes 22 ° 12' and 22 ° 20'S. and longitudes
139 ° 43' and 139 ° 53'E. Sediments which are probably part of the
formation crop out along Vali& Creek and Sulieman Creek on the
western side of the Boulia-Dajarra Road.

Mostly the formation caps low rises. In places along
the eastern edge of the Do Little Range the O'Hara Shale crops

out at the base of the scarp formed by the Cretaceous sediments.

On the southern side of Valley Creek near the road from Bucking-
ham Downs homestead to. Buckley's Tank the bottom part of the

formation forms part of a scarp 30 to 40 feet high. It
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consists of 30 feet of laminated siltstone,the lower 15 to 20

feet of which is dark brown and the remainder purple, frac-

tured and weathered. Well•rounded pebbles up to 6 inches long

of quartz, coarse-grained quartz sandstone, and fine to medium

•
^ grained ferruginous quartz sandstone occur in the middle 5 to

10 feet of the section. The top of the formation has been

eroded away.

Further south near the middle of The Bluff, the top

30 feet of the formation is exposed. It is brown laminated

siltstone, red and yellow brown laminated very fine-grained

silty sandstone, and thin chart beds. Well-rounded pebbles up

to 6 inches long are scattered throughout. The bottom of the

' formation and its junction with the Pomegranate Limestone are

obscured by about 15 feet of rubble, sothat the O'Hara Shale is

loss than 45 feet thick.

On the road from Buckingham Downs homestead to

Buckley's Tank, the O'Hara Shale conformably overlies the Pome-

granate Limestone. A mile and a half east of this locality the

Shale is unconformably overlain by the Marion Formation. FurthrT

south, at The Bluff, tIle Shale is unconformably overlain by

Lower Cretaceous sediments^in places the Shale was stripped

before the Lower Cretaceous sediments were deposited.
•

Sponge spiculus have been found in chert from the

section near the middle of The Bluff. Dr.Opik (personal

communication) considers the spicules to be of Cambrian age,

and as the O'Hara Shale overlies the Pomegranate Limestone,

which is Upper Cambrian, it is also regarded as Upper Cambrian.

Gala Beds. (New Name)

The Gala Beds are the fossilifcrous calcarenitc and

calcilutite beds cropping out along the Momedah Anticline. The

base is not exposed and the top is concealed beneath Cretaccou.s

sediments that unconformably overlie the Gola Beds.

The Gala Beds are named after the County of Gala,

because they crop out near the western margin of that County,

46 miles north-cast bf Boulia at latitude 22 ° 30'S and longtade
140° 30'E. The rocks form two small elongated inliers along the
Momodaly Anticline and occur as low rises covered with turkey-

bush. The outcrops are mainly soil-covered, but many beds of

calcarenitc protrude; the best outcrops are where the dips arc

greatest near the steep limb of the asymmetrical anticline.

The exposed sequence is estimated to be 150 feet

thick. Finc-grained calcarenites and some calcilutites with few

thin beds of intraformational breccia (See Plate 1, Fig. 3),
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wore the only rock typos observed. The base is not exposed,

.and sandstone and conglomerate of the Cretaceous Longsight

Sandstone rests unconfermably on the eroded surface of the bed:.

Structure in the Gala Beds is dominated by the post-

Cretaceous folding which formed the Momedah Anticline, but at

the extreme north of the northern outcrop 9 dips indicate that

this anticlinal structure has been superimposed upon an earlier

anticlinal fold, in the limestone, the eastern flank of which

dips at about 50 to the north-east. The western side of the

fold has been faulted: downthrow is to the west.

NUMOTOUS trilobites and brachiopods, including a rich

agnostid fauna, were found. Preliminary determinations by Dr.

Opik indicate that the Gola Beds occur near the top of the

Upper Cambrian. The relation with the Chatsworth LimeStone at

the base of Black Mountain is not yet clear, for the faunas are

not similar. The Gala Beds probably are equivalent to a poorl

fossiliferous part of the Chatsworth Limestone as developed at

the base of Black Mountain below the Ninmaroo Limestone, but•

further work is necessary on the fossil collections of both

areas before final conclusions may be drawn.
I I

Chatsworth Limestone. (New name by A.A. Opik).

The Chatsworth Limestone is the formation, consistin e.

of calcarehite and calcilutito with minor calcareous sandstone

and coquinite, that rests • Aconformably on the O'Hara Shale ark'

is overlain by the Ninmaroo Limestone,

The Chatsworth Limestone was named by Opik (1957)

from outcrops on Chatsworth Station in the Duchess and Boulia

4-mile Sheet areas. It had previously been referred to (Opik,

1956a) as an un-named limestone on Chatsworth. A.A. Opik has

provided (written communication) the following notes:

"The name "Chatsworth Limestone" has not been publisfr ,

previously. It was first used as a field name in 1957 by the

Georgina Geological Party (JON. Casey et al.)

"The history of the concept is as follows: in 19 5 4.

I observed that in the Duchess 4-mile Sheet area between the

Pomegranate Creek and Chatsworth several flat outcrops .of

limestone occur that are lithologically different from the

bituminous Pomegranate Limestone, and separated from the latter

by a sequence of siliceous shale and chert now recognised as

the O'Hara Shale. These limestones and their fossils are

mentioned in Opik (1956a, p.23) as "the unnamed limestone" and
an uppermost Upper Cambrian, ad even Tremadocian, age was
assumed. The correct age is Franconian (middle Upper Cambrian).
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"The designation "unnamed limestone" was employed

because from my reconnaissance in 1954 it became apparent that

the main development of this formation should be studied on the

Boulia 4-mile sheet in outcrops south of Chatsworth.

"In 1957 9 in the field, I outlined to J.N. Casey 'et al

my concept of a large Upper Cambrian calcareous formation whose

lower part is exposed in the Duchess Sheet area. It was jointl:

agreed to name the Unit "Chatsworth Limestone".

"As regards the occurrence of the Chatsworth Limeston:

on the Duchess Sheet, the following should be mentioned:

1. A direct contact of the base of the Chatsworth Lime-

stone with the O'Hara Shale is not exposed, but the super-

position is evidentfrom the map.

2. The lowermost, and most northern outcrops of Chatswort:L

Limestone are bedded impure limetones with ripple marks,

about seven miles north of Chatsworth.

3. The fossils used for the age determination occur at

the locality about four miles north-west from Chatsworth.

4. The rocks and fossils of this locality permit a

correlation with the lowermost beds of the main section sou -L
of Chatsworth.

5. On Duchess Sheet area, east from Mt.Murray, the Chats-

worth Limestone rests with a break on Middle Cambrian, and i,

apparently overlain by the Ordovician Ninmaroo Limestone

(here dolomitic) with a break in between.

6. The Chatsworth Limestone on the Duchess Sheet area is

represented by light coloured limestone beds alternating

with soft marly layers. Intvaformational breccia occur

sporadically. In coarse-grained crystalline limestone beds

calcite occurs as colourless grains mixed with much brown

.calcite.

7.^Chatsworth Limestone contains only thin and rare

bituminous dark layers, which prevail in the Pomegranate

Limestone".

The type,Aection is in the Boulia 4-mile area ten miles

east-north-east of Digby Peaks Homestead, at latitude.22 o03'S.,
longitude 140 ° 18'E.

On the Boulia 4-mile area The Chatsworth Limestone

crops out in the type area, where it forms low, rounded, spinifo::

covered,, rocky hills on which the limestone crops out as benches :

•
*

and at the base of Black Mountain, Mt.Ninmaroo, Mt.Dalton and at
Dribblingthe outcrop near^Bore.
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The type section near Chatsworth and the chain of

outcrops at Black Mountain, ,Mt.Ninmaroo, Mt.Dalton and Drilling

Bore are all predominantly grey and dark grey calcarenite and
tt

calcilutite, but the detailed fossil examination by Dr.Opik is

not yet far enough advanced to show either fossil similarity

or a time break between the faunas of all or any of the outcrops°

At the present state of knowledge it is more appropria -L

to make all these outcrops part of the one formation.

In the Boulia 4-mile area the Chatsworth Limestone

consists of fine-grained calcarenite, in places sandy, and

calcilutite, with minor beds of calcareous sandstone and

coquinite. As the outcrop is not a continuous sequence it is

suspected that the formation includes some non-outcropping beds

of marl or shale. The rocks are dominantly thin-bedded and

laminated with some cross bedding.

The type section is 10 to 12 miles north-cast of

Digby Peaks and runs from locality B54 base to B50 and from 4e-ip

B791 to B71 B791 is on the same bed as B50 but in a different

locality.

Total Interval 

^B792^520^35^Laminated sandy calcarenite with brachio-
pods (15 feet no outcrop).

485^10^Calcareous sandstone.

475^20^Thin and medium-bedded sandy Calcarenite
Agnostids at 470 feet (B791C).

455^15^Coarse calcarenite, some sandy calcarcnitr.
Brachiopods at 446 feet (B791B) and
Trilobites at 442 feet (B791A).

440^5 -^Laminated fine-grained calcarenite and
Calcilutite.

435^5 •^Cross-bedded calcareous sandstone,
slumped.

430^130^Fine-grained sandy calcaTenite with trilo-
bites and brachiopods at 425 feet and
430 feet (B5OB and C), trilobites, brach-
iopods, gastropods, blastoids ,in a coquin-
itc at 370 feet (B50A) and trilobites at
345 feet (B52)- about 40 feet is non-
outcropping.

300^60^Laminated and fine bedded calcarenite and
.calcilutite (beds up to six inches thick),
with trilobites, blastoids and brachiopodE
at 280 feet (B53).

245^30^Thin bedded calcarenite, "two tone" cal-
carenitc, some sandy calcarenite with
trilobites and a large bivalve (B54B).

^

B54^0-210^210^Coarse calcarenite with laminated.calci-
lutite; • trilobites and shells at 110
feet (B54A).

This 520 feet can be regarded as a minimum thickness for neither
the top nor the bottom of the sequence is exposed in this area.
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Other sections which show the lithology of 4the Chats-.
.worth Limestone are as follows:

(a) Inlier near Dribbling Bore, south of Mt.Datson:

About^Fine-grained calcarenite with some medium-
200 feet: grained calcarenite with lenses of coarse-grainc7'

. calcarenite, in part "two-tone". Thin to medium
bedded; some sandy laminae, cross laminae and
ripplemarking. Dolomite (secondary) occurs at
north end of outcrop. Trilobites and brachiopods.

(b) At the base of Mt. Datson.

300 feet: Fine-to medium-grained clacarenite with sandy
laminae. Minor coarse-grained calcarenite and
intraformation breccia. Medium bedded, minor
thin bedding.

350 feet: Fine to medium-grained calcarenite with some
oolitic beds. Medium bedded. Trilobites 45 feet
from base,

(c) At the base of Mt.Ninmaroo.

375feet^Fine-grained calcarenite with minor intraformatio:
al breccia and coquinite. Thin bedded and lamir-
ated with sandy laminae and minor cross-bedding.

(d) At the base of Black Mountain.

450 feet: Fine-grained calcarenito with minor intraforma-
tional breccia, some sandy laminae. Well-to
thick-bedded, laminated in part. Some pyrite.
Orthid-like brachiopods, trilobites. Underlying
dolomite beds of the base of Ninmaroo Limestone.-

600 feet: Fine-grained calcarenite andocalcilutite, some
coarse-grained calcarenite and friable sandstone.
Thin bedded and laminated, grey and blue grey
and with bituminous smell when struck. Trilobite-
(agnostids). Base not exposed.

The relationships of the various outcrops is given in Figure 6.

The rocks have been gently folded into narrow folds

trending approximately 350 ° on the west of the outcrop, north-
east of Digby Peaks, near the concealed probable boundary with

the Ninmaroo.Limestone. To the east of the typo section the

outcrop is poorer, but the limestones appear to be horizontal.

The line of outcrops to the south is folded and

faulted; at Black Mountain and Mt.Ninmaroo and to a lesser

extent Mt.Datson. The rocks have been folded into an anticline,

and subsequently faulted with a downthrow to the east of at
least 1,000 foot.

Preliminary determinations of fossils (trilobites,

including agnostids, and brachiopods) collected from outrops

north of the type area suggest a Franconian (Upper Cambrian)

age (Opik, 1957, p.8), but the occurrence in the Boulia 4-mile

area is regarded (p.9) as "the continuation (upward) of the

Upper Cambrian sequence of the Duchess Sheet".
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LOWER ORDOVICIAN

Ninmaroo Limestone (Revised Name)

The Ninmaroo Limestone is the thick acquence of lime-

stone exposed at Black Mountain,. Mt.Ninmaroo and Mt.Datson

which extends north to Digby Peaks in nearay continuous outer:::

and reappears on the extreme western margin of the sheet. It

is overlain unconformably by the Swift Formation.

Whitehouse (1936, p.69) originally used the name

Ninmaroo Limestone for a limestone series which crops out in

"three large hills Black Mountain, Ninmaroo and Mt.Datson'

which "consist of folded limestones of considerable thickness

and identical in appearance with the Georgina Limestones. Plat,

blue limestones precisely similar to those of the Georgina

group abound in the lower part of the section. Higher beds ha - .

yielded Eoorthis and a colossal wealth of echinoderm ossicles.

....In one bed high up in the section on Black 'Mountain

(contains) a great Wealth of ellesmeroceratid cephalopods

suggesting that these beds 'belong to the Lower Ozarkian (Lower

Tremadocian)".

The authors now restrict the use of Ninmaroo Limesto: -

to the upper beds (upper two-third's of the. 3,000 feet section -

Black Mountain), which contain many ellesmeroceratfd cephalopo(

brachiopods, and some gastropods, in a lithology of dolomite,
an

intraformational breecia,Ptwo tone" calcarenite. The beds of

platy blue limestone and those yielding Eoorthis described by

Whitehouse are now included in the Chatsworth Limestone.

Outcrop of the formation is nearly continuous along

a belt running from cast of Swift Hills in thenorth of the Bou -; . .

4-mile area to Mt.Ninmaroo in the centre. It is interrupted by

alluvial deposits of the Burke and Mort Rivers,and Eastern and

Six-mile Creeks and in many places is partly masked by soil.

inlier nine miles, south-south-east of Mt.Ninmaroo at Mt.

Datson is separated from the main outcrop by Tertiary Noransid

Limestone.

In the extreme west of the Boulia 4-mile area are

small outcrops of current-bedded dolomite containing Ordoviciay.

fossils (see plate 3 fig.1) similar to those in the Ninmaroo

Limestone outcrops further east. This, dolomite is tentatively

assigned to the Ninmaroo Limestone, but as it forms part of a

Recent work has shown the Ninmaroo Limestone to have
increasing amounts of dolomite and sandstone to the west and
Ninmaroo Formation is now used for this unit of lower Ordovic
to uppermost upper Cambrian (Casey, 1959).
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Fig. 1. Western line of the Burke River Structurc
at Black Mountain; photo is taken looking
west at upthrow side of fault; plain is
400 feet below top and is on downthrow side.

Fi L. JJooking east at the west side of
Lt.Datson. Tertiary formation
overlies the plain.

Fig.3. Intraformational slump breccia in a thin bed in Gola Beds sequence at Momedah Anticline
(locality B794); note the underlying bedded fine calcarenite is still only partly
consolidated (left) before brecciation and gouging which caused undercutting.
Natural scale.
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much larger rock-body in the Glenormiston 4-mile Sheet area

which is to be the subject of future mapping and investigation

it is not discussed further in this report.**

Black Mountain, Mt.Ninmaroo, wad. Mt.Datson are fain:

4 -^steep sided rocky hills, in places precipitous, with marked

benches where more resistant beds crop out; Black Mountain

.6t°0 feet above the plain. (See Plate 1 9 figures 1 and 2). The

only vegetation is spinifex. Outcrops east of the Swift Hills

and in the Digby Peaks area are on low, rounded hills, genoral

rocky and spinifex-covered. Areas between these have small

isolated outcrops surrounded by rolling grassy plains with

plates of Ninmaroo Limestone on the surface.

The most common rock types are fine- and medium-

grained calcarenite often dolomitic and sandy, intraformationa7
calcarenite

breccia, and "two-tone"/and some dolomite; locally the rocks

have been dolomitized. Calcilutite and coarse-grained calcare.

ite are also common with some coquinite, oolitic limestone am . .

calcareous. sandstone and with at least one bed of white, dense
kid)

Stratigraphic sections were measured across all the

main outcrops. Summarized sections, which were used as the

basis for the tentative lithological correlation given in

figures6 are as follows;

Mt. Datson

About 200 feet; Top - intraformational breccia with thin inter
bedded calcarenite. Exposed in dip slope belcv
unconformity with Noranside Limestone.
Not measured accurately.

80. feet: Interbedded laminated fine-grained calcarenite
and thin-bedded intraformational breccia..

170 feet: Dolomite and medium-grained calcarenite.
Medium to thin bedded with some cross bedding.
'Numerous "mandibles" * With some nautiloids
and ribeirioids.

320 feet: Fine-grained calcarenite, subordinate medium-
and coarse-grained calcarenite, mja'ior intra-
formational breccia and "two-tone" fine-grainE .
calcarenite. Thin to medium bedded."Mandibles -
present in upper 260 feet.

430 feet: Dolomite. Well jointed, thick-bedded. Medium-
bedded with minor calcarenite interbeds and
sandy laminae in bottom 100 feet.

 

Total 1200 feet Section measured from crest Of anticline.
Overlies about 650 feet of calcarenite mapved

Ch.a-s-wol4Th Limes** Mapping on this sheet in 1958 shows that this dolomite,
although only about 300 feet thick, has a wide areal extent;
it consists mostly of dolomite, but contains lmar1 two-tone
beds and some intraformational breccias.
*^"Mandibles" resemble nautiloid mandibles but have not been
positively identified; they may be a type of gastropod.

A section of 2560 feet was measured by.C.Brown in this ar
9

ea in
195.

 

11f

Note:

"reef-like' limestonvhich may be a chemical precipitate.
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Mt.Ninmaroo 

Top: 20 feet

260 feet:

300 feet:

250 feet:

750 feet;

250 feet:

375 feet:

Massive white fine-grained limestone.
Nautiloids, brachiopods.

Coarse- and medium-grained calcarenite
with sandy latinae, subordinate intraforma.7
tional breccia. Medium bedded, minor cross
bedding. Chu.t biscuits and plates, many
styolites. Ribeirioids, brachiopods and
echinoderm ossicles.

Intraformational breccia with interbedded
"two-tone" and medium-grained calcarenite,
some sandy laminae. Medium bedded, minor
cross bedding.

"Two-tone" and medium-grained calcarenite
with subordinate fine calcarenite and intre
formational breccia. Thin to medium-bedded
with some slumping. Nautiloids common.

Fine-grained and "two-tone" calcarenite
with minor intraformational breccia. Thin-
bedded and laminated. Minor amounts of
sand and chert nodules and biscuits. In
top 350 feet, nautiloids fairly common,
"mandibles", ribeirioids and echinoderm
fragments.

Fine-grained calcarenite with minor cal-
cilutite. Medium-bedded and laminated,
minor cross bedding.

Dolomite. Thick-bedded, minor cross
bedding.

Section measured fron near crest of
anticline.

Overlies 375 feet of calcarenite mapped as Chatsworth Limestone,

(at B519)
Overlying the calcarenites/is 20 feet of
laterised coarse sandstone and conglomerate
(Longsight Sandstone) and 20 feet of leachee.
silicified rock (?originally a carbonate
of the Swift Formation) separated by a
pisolitic soil from the overlying sandstone.
Medium-grained calcarenite, sandy. Some
chert biscuits and silica blebs. Brachio-
pods, echinoderm ossicles, gastropods and
coprolites.(B518). Soction.bas slight

petrolirerous smell.
20 feet: Massive white fine-grained limestone.

Nautiloids, crinoids, brachiopods, "coral-
like" structures, ?gastropods and ?algae.

255 feet: Fine- and coarse-grained calcarenite, sub-
ordinate medium-grained calcarenite, minor
cross bedding and chert biscuits. Brachio-
pods and echinoderm plates.

350 feet: Intraformational breccia with calcarenite
interbeds Minor amounts of sand, some
slumping, cross-bedding and ehert biscuits.
Nautiloids, brachiopods, "mandm]es" and
echinoderm plates.

(300 feet continued)

Total 2200 feet

Black Mountain
Top:^75 feet

A/
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300 feet;

945 feet:

Fine-grained.calcarenite and calcilutite.
Subordinate "two-tone" calcilutite and
intraformational breccia. Silica blebs
common. Nautiloids, brachiopods, gastropods
"mandibles", trilobites and algaeW,(A)
(See plate 3, figure 2).

Fine-grained and. "two-tone" calcarenite,
minor intraformational breccia. Thin and
thick-bedded, laminated in part. Some
slumping and chert rolls. Infrequent
nautiloids in upper 800 feet.

5 feet:^Dolomite, in two thin beds. •

Total 1950 feet^Section measured from crest of anticline:

Overlies 1050 feet of mainly calcarenite and calcilutite beds
mapped as Chatsworth Limestone.

Black Ridge 

This outcrop is probably the lithological
equivalent of the top beds at Black Mount-
ain and Ninmaroo.

Top^Dolomite.

About 20 feet:^Thickness not measurable below concealed
boundarY with Swift Formation,

Base 80 feet!^Dolomite (probably secondary). Medium and
thick-bedded, well jointed and travertine
coated. Small relic amounts of calcarenit ,

Chert nodules'and layers common. Poorly
preserved silicified nautiloids, brachiopo. -

echinoderm fragments and trilobites.

Digby Peaks 

230 feet; Fine to medium-grained calcarenite with
blotchy "two-tone" calcarenite and infra-
formation breccia. Thin to medium bedded.
Minor sandy laminae, silica blebs and
cross-bedding. Numerous nautiloids and
"mandibles", some ribeirioids.

East of Swift Hills,

Top 160 feet:^Fine-grained calcarenite and calcilutite,
subordinate "two-tone" calcarenite and
intraformational breccia. Thin to medium
bedded. Nautiloids, ribeirioids (B251).

170 feet: .^Calcilutite and fine--grained calcarenite
with dolomite'interbeds, minor, "two-tone'
calcarenite and intraformational breccia.
Thin-bedded and laminated. Nautiloids.

Base 210 feet:^Dolomite (secondary in part) some lensing
calcareous interbeds.

Thin bedded. Lead occurrence occurs in thin
unit:

Total 540 feet



West of Swift Hills

^

Top 350 feet:^Unconformably with Swift Formation.
Fine- to medium-grained calcarenite and
coquinite. Thin bedded and laminated (B231
Nautiloids, brachiopods, trilobites,
ribeirioids, echinoderm fragments.

^

150 feet:^Fine-to medium-grained calcarenite and
dolomite. Thin bedded, laminated and
massive. Nautiloids, ?ribeirioids, trilo- •
bites, echinoderm fragments (B230).

^

150 feet:^Fine-grained calcarenite and fine limeston.
Thin to medium bedded, minor cross-bedding
and laminated massive bedding. Brachiopods,
echinoderm fragments (B229).

Thin^Unmeasured sequence.

^

90 feet:^Fine-grained qalcarenite with subordinate
intraformatiaill breccia, "two-tone" calcar-
enite and minor calcilutite. Thin to
medium bedded.

^

250 feet:^Dolomite and fine-grained calcarenite.
Trilobites, nautiloids, ribeirioids,
echinoderm fragments (B237).

^

Base 250 feet:^Calcilutite and fine-grained calcarenite,
often "two-tone", minor intraformational
breccia. Thin to medium bedded. Nautiloids.
?ribeirioids, ?bryozoa (B228, B236).

Total 1240 feet

Whitehouse (1936, p.69, footnote) records "gneiss"

at the base of Black Mountain. No gneiss was seen at Black

Mountain; but it may have come as boulders from Zongsight

Sandstone which crops out nearby.

The intraformational breccias recorded in the above

sections consist of angular and sub-angular fragments of

calcarenite or calcilutite elongated along the bedding and

set in a matrix of calcarenite or marl frequently with oolites

in the matrix. The fragments appear to be derived from the

destruction of the underlying beds and to have moved very
3

little. This is shown clearly in Plate 1' figure 2. In some
specimens the breccia can be seen filling cavities under beds

and incorporating fragments from the beds. The breccias are

most common in the upper half of the Ninmaroo Limestone; in the

Black Mountain, Mt.Ninmaroo and Mt.Datson outcrops they are

sufficiently abundant to dominate about 300 feet in one part of

the section. Some breccias occur in the upper part , of the
Chatsworth Limestone but are not common. Most of the breccias,

undoubtedly owe their origin to slumping. Others are possibly

due to breaking up. of semi-consolidated rocks by wave action

or by desiccation on temporary exposure above water.
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Many of the calcarenites contain minor visible amcyln .

of fine sand. Thin sections of these calcarenites reveal sub-

angular grains of quartz and some flakes of muscovite set in

matrix of fine-grained recrystallized calcite. The muscovitr

flakes are still fresh, but nearly all the sand grains have

been corroded'and partly replaced. In places the replacemenG

appears to be complete and the previous position of sand

grains is shown by calcite pseudomorphs with a grain size

comparable to that of the quartz,but much coarser than the

recrystallized calcite forming this matrix. Walker (1957)

reported "frosting" of sand grains by carbonate replacement in

limestones and suggested that the silica released is volumetrj -

ally important in locating a source of material for secondaiT

silicification. Silicified boquinites and fossils and one

chert nodule which had a sharp external boundary,but a graL-''

internally into a calcareous core are evidence that the chei.t

in the Ninmaroo Limestone is at least in part ,secondary. Mc

of the chert blebs are associated with silicified fossil bandf,

and apparently represent fossils which have been imperfectly

replaced. All those so far seen in the Ninmaroo Limestone ha7

been within a few inches of the surface of exposures. It is

possible that silica released by the calcite replacement of

sand has migrated to the surface and concentrated to form

nodules, biscuits-,or layers of chert.

In a thin section from B806, west of Black Mountain,

laminated calcilutite showed a transition to homogeneous cher'.

within one inch along the bedding; the calcilutite s had

scattered corroded quartz grains and rare spherical chalcedr-'

bodies (?radiolaria) in fine-grained recrystallized calcite;

the transition zone consists of finely crystalline qu--tz id

chalcedony with irregular patches of unaltered calbite in the

silica ,and some euhedral rhombs of dolomite; the homogeneous

chert shows finely crystalline silica,and chalcedony and sow

opaline silica with 20% dolomite rhombs. Many of the

?radiolaria show outgrowths of chalcedonic silica in optical

continuity with the original fibres.

A thin section of intraformational conglomerate,si

miles west of Datchet Downs homestead ,shows subrounded f7

of fine-grainedandy limestone chaotically jumbled in a'

coarsely crystalline sandy matrix The sandy grains have

corroded borders and have been replaced by calcite. Intersti.:-

ial patches of chalcedony replacing calcite also occur in the

matrix which also contains mica and corroded felspar grains.
The subrounded fragments of
/limestone have recrystallized margins merging with the matrix.
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Dolomites and their origin are discussed in detail

later. Some analyses of samples of limestone and dolomitic

limestone are included in Table IV.

Analysis

58/381-89,^by J.R.

Ref.^No.

TABLE IV.

samples,^Lab.Nos.

Ratio ,
CaCO3%^MgCO3%

MgC0
2N.HC1

of dolomitic limestone

Beevers, 17.2.58.

Insoluble in
- Fe2030

B535^:^8 miles
west of Hercules 16.50 0.97 43.23 38.90 1.11
Bore.

B515M:
Black Mountain 2.23 0.14 95.23 -

B525^:^Noend of
Be Little Range 18.51 0.03 72.73

B534 :^4 miles W.
Of 7 mile Bore. 17.19 0.03 48.73 33.44 1.46

B516:Blk.Mountain 5.95 0.02 91.73

W22^6 miles W.of
Glenormiston HS. 1.07 0.09 54.23 45.54 1.19

B132:^Black Ridge 4.24 0.10 52.23 41.59 1.26

G14^:^4 miles E.of
Tripod 'NH. 1.03 0.40 53.20 43.84 1.21

B510b:^Blk.Mountain12.21 0.07 82.23

All are from Ninmaroo Limestone except B525 Pomegranate Limes . ;

and B510b Chatsworth Limestone.

The thickness of 1950 feet of section measured at

Black Mountain is probably nearly the maximum thickness of the

formation, although G.Brown in 1959,records 2750 feet of NinmP --

and 1550 feet of Chatsworth Limestone ( personal communication:

In the north, near Digby Peaks the Ninmaroo Limestone is uncon

formably overlain by the Swift Formation; the limestone was
slightly buckled upward before the Swift was laid down.

Buckling or upward movement in the north, relative

to the south, would explain why Ninmaroo Limestone areas in th(

north were eroded before later deposition occurred and the

boundary of the overlying Swift Formation is transgressive.

The western Swift Hills were an area of least erosion in the

north, and it may be significant that it is farthest, lateral

from the "Burl:..e River Structure", described below; this

structure was probably already forming at the time of the

deposition of the Swift Formation.

.
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The major outcrops of the Ninmaroo Limestone are in

faulted asymmetrical anticlines arranged en echelon along a

line runnng nortb-north-west from Mt.Datson. This is the
western edge or the

/Burke River Structure. Minor synclines are imposed upon the

main anticlines on Black Mountain and Mt.Datson. Where the

anticlines are well exposed the eastern flank is .seen to be

the steeper; the faults which occur along or close to the

anticlinal axes are downthrown to the east. To east and west

of the folded zone the limestone is generally horizontal, or

gently folded into broad folds with the samc north-north-east

trend. Some of the movement along the Burke River Structure

appears to have taken place while the Swift Formation was being

deposited, but as they are also involved in the folding the

main movement took . place later. There is evidence (see later
under Structure) that the Lower Cretaceous rocks were involved

in the faulting.

'Faulting is later than folding, and at Black Mountain

and Mt.NinmaroAuts the fold axes. The Black Mountain structr .

is shown in Plate 2. Small outliers of sandstone and conglomel

ate forming the main and subsidiary peaks of Mt.Ninmaroo have

been assigned to the Cretaceous Longsight Sandstone on the

basis of lithological similarity to that formation.. At B519

the conglomerate includes sate boulders of silicified sandstone

containing probable Middle Ordovician pelecypods (J.G.Tomlinson

personal communication) which may have been derived from the

Toko. Range area 150 miles to the west where similar forms occur

Similar sandstones,a little to the cast of the fault occur 300

feet topographically lower; If this interpretation is correct

the faulting has affected basal Cretaceous rocks, but to a

lesser extent than the Lower Palaeozpic formations, which were

displaced 800 to 1000 feet by the Black Mountain fault.

The gently folded limestone, east of Digby Peaksi lies

on the continuation of a line along which anticlinal folding

and faulting has affected both Upper Cambrian and Lower Cretac-

eous rocks. This line is nearly parallel tc? atliee/rilurekdegeRgerthe

structure and about eleven miles cast of the western edge of the
structure.

The Ninmaroo Limestone has been deposited in a quiet

shelf environment affected periodically by currents, as

indicated by the cross-bedding (see Plate 3, fig.1) and

scattered sand grains. Slumping is indicated by the slump

structures and intraformational breccias; these breccias are

formed either by the break up of semi-consolidated rocks by

wave action or by desiccation during temporary exposure above

water.
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PLATE 2.

THE BURIT RI= STRUTURE AT BLACK MOUNTIN



•

PLATE 3.

Figure 1. Ninmaroo Limestone showing cro3 bedding in a
dolomite bed; a thin styolite seam is to the
left just below main cross bedding.
Outcrop is 7 miles west of Herrods Tank .
(locality G.14) on photo 5005 run 5 Glenormiston;
it occurs in a partly filled-in large sink hole.
Height of exposure represented here i 3 feet.

Figure 2. Algal growths in Ninmaroo Limestone, on the
south-west side of Black Mountain (locality B515A).
The colonies grew on a fine calcilutite bed but
were killed and buried by a mass of intraformational
conglomerate. Note pier;e of broken algae, upside
down, in the conglomerate at right of photo.
Height of algae to left is 1 inch (natural scale).

•
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PLATE 4.

Figure 1. Interbedded chert and shale of Swift Formation
in cave on east side of Swift Hills, about 8 miles
north-north-east of Noranside Station Nmestead.

Photograph by Dr. A.A. Opik.

Figure 2. Swift Hills, eastern side, with caves formed
in bedded cherts near top of the Swift Formation.
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Although many of the dolomites which crop out along

and near the Burke River Structural belts are secondary, some

are primary; the primary dolomites and sandy dolomites are

very common west of Black Mountain on the Glenormiston 4-mile
Sheet.

Many of the fossils collected are undescribed, but a

preliminary palaeontological examination of the material by

Dr.Opik and J.Gilbert-Tomlinson show the Ninmaroo Limestone

ranges from high in the Upper Cambrian to Lower Ordovician'; the

fauna from Black Mountain and Digby Peaks is roughly equivalent

to the Tremadocian,ranging to early Arenigian. (Tomlinson,

1959; enclosed in this report as Appendix F.)^The boundary

between the Chatsworth Limestone and the Ndnmaroo Limestone was

located tentatively on Black Mountain at about 1050 feet above

the base of the section. Cambrian fossils were found in the

cores of the anticlines of Mts. Ninmaroo and Datson, but the

Chatsworth-Ninmaroo boundary can be located there only by

extrapolation from the Black Mountain section and it is placed

at the bottom of the main dolomite beds. The inlier south of

Mt.Datson has so far yielded only Cambrian fossils. North

north-west of Black Mountain only Ordovician fossils were

found. In the field,the presence of ellesmeroceroid nautiloids

and/or "mandibles" associated with "two-tone" calcarenites,
intraformational breccias

)

and dolomites was taken as an indica-
tion of Ninmaroo Limestone, whereas agnostids and orthid-type

brachiopods associated with blue-grey calcarenite and calcilutite
indicated Chatsworth Limestone.

Swift Formation;

TheSwift Fromation consists of chert, siltstone,

silicied coquinite, and sandstone, resting on the Ninmaroo
in places

Limestone/unconformably.

The name is derived from Swift Hills, which lie

between latitudes 22 °00'S and 22 005'S,and longitudes 140 °01 'E.,
and 140 °03'E.^We named the hills in 1957 after the late

Mr.Swift, whose son Jack is manager of Noranside Station.

The Swift Formation crops out in a belt running from

the northern margin of the Boulia 4-mile Sheet area, west of

the Burke River,to the west side of Black Mountain (Mount

Unbunmaroo). At Swift Hills the formation forms low roundea
.See Plate 4, fig.2.);

ridges; with a small scarp on the eastern side/south of Digby

Peaks it forms a broad divide with dendritic streams deeply

incised in fairly steep-walled valleys. West of Black Mountain
it forms low rounded foothills cut by steep-sided flat-floored
valleys.
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The lithology is predominantly bedded chert (see Plate

4, fig.1) with interbeds of siltstone, sandstone, silicified

coquinite, and limestone. At Swift Hills, the type area, the

following succession occurs (in descending order):-

Chert breccia
Age unknown.

^ erosional surface-------

20 feet: Thin bedded and laminated, white and
grey chert, silicified coquinite.

No outcrop.

Laminated, red and White, fine-grained
well sorted sandstone and siltstone,
(contact not seen).

^Ninmaroo Limestone--------

In places the bedded cherts have been eroded away,
and the chert -.breccia rests directly on the sandstone and

siltstone. An almost identical section is exposed at Digby
Peaks.

Two miles east-north-east of Digby Peaks 60 feet of

Swift Formation unconformably overlies Ninmaroo Limestone. Here

the lower half of the formation has thin bedded chert with a

few s.il.icified coauinite bands interbedded with white porouscontaining graptolltes;
siltstone- the upper half contains predominantly thin bedded

chert which grades upwards into a six-foot capping of silicified

chert breccia (see later under Dig:* Peaks bredcia).

West of Black Mountain at B806, thin-bedded and lamin-

ated calcarenite of the Ninmaroo Limestone grades upwards for

20 feet into thin-bedded and laminated chert and silicified

coquinite ,which resembles some outcrops of the Swift Formation;

however, near this locality this is^overlain by
40 feet of bedded chert of the Swift.Formation.

Most of the bedded, laminated chert from Digby Peaks

examined in thin section,shows that the original calcareous

coquinite (shell fragments, spines) has been completely replaced

by chalcedonic silica, opaline silica and quartz ,to form chert;

in some places solution and redisposition of silica has all but

obliterated the fossil outlines; some rounded hypersthene

grains and corroded quartz grains,representing 1% of the rock

were noted. Some silicified sandstone from Digby Peaks consists

of 30% quartz grains”showing much corrosion, set in an opaline

and chalcedonic matrix with accessory amounts of muscovite,
glaucophane and hornblende.

10 feet: (Digby Peaks Breccia).

25 feet:

12 feet:
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Near the base of the formation a porous sandy-

textured rock shows relicts of once being a calcarenite and

intraformational conglomerate,which was changed by leaching of

calcite and deposition of silica giving the matrix irregular

cavities which form 20% of the rock; .moreover, in places the

intraformational conglomerate grades along the strike to this

porous sandy-textured rock with corroded quartz grains in a
chalcedonic matrix.

The outcrops of the Swift Formation in the north show
a marked decrease of detrital quartz from outcrops in the south.

South of Eastern Creek very few dominantly sandy beds occur and

further south near Black Mountain sandy bads are absent.

At Swift Hills the Swift Formation is nearly horizon-
tal.^South of Digby Peaks,it probably dips gently to the
south-west to disappear under the Noranside Limestone and

alluvium of the Burke River. In some outcrops the beds are
irregularly contorted with dips up to 30 ° . The direction and
pitch of fold axes are extremely irregular and the folding is

probably due to slumping of semi-consolidated sediments and
compaction over an 'uneven surface of deposition.

The contact with the underlying rocks is concealed
at Digby Peaks and Swift Hills, but between two and four miles

south-east of Digby Peaks beds of the Swift Formation transgress
truncated beds of the Ninmaroo Limestone.. The angle of uncon
formity is probably of the order of 1 ° , although, it was not
measured. The contact is exposed one, four and eight miles

south-east of Digby Peaks, where charts of the SWift Formation
rest on an old karat topography with maximum relief of about

15 feet. Near B519, west cgAtalargaroo, Swift Formation over-
lies Ninmaroo Formation with^erosional unconformity and is
overlain by Cretaceous sandstone and conglomerate containing
boulders with middle Ordovician fossils.

Most of the rock types of the Ninmaroo Limestone
were apparently . represented in the Swift Formation, but the
latter contain more coarse detrital material. The environment
of deposition may have been similar to that of the Ninmaroo
Limestone, but the sea was probably shallower gnd transgressed
the Ninmaroo surface. The minor folding or tilting that

occurred before the deposition of'the Swift Formation caused

the land-mass to the north to be rejuvenated and to shed more'
coarse detrit.al material.
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The maximum measured thickness of the Swift Formation

is about 60 feet at Swift Hills and two miles south-east of

Digby Peaks,' but as there is evidence of erosion before the

formation of tho breccia the full thickness is unknown. Bores

give no reliable information on the thickness.

Recognisable fossils, including trilobites,. brachiopods,
nautiloids, and echinoderm fragments, are widespread in the

formation, but not abundant; the basal beds contain the brachio-

pods, and the higher ones the trilobites. They indicate a

Lower Ordovician age for the Swift Formation. Recently geologists

from Frome-Broken Hill Pty Ltd discovered grapolites from the

formation in beds higher than the brachiopods but with the

trilobites. (See Appendix F.)
AGE UNKNOWN - YOUNGER THAN LOWER ORDOVICIAN.
Digby Peaks Breccia (Informal, new name).

The name Digby Peaks Breccia is used for a thin
sequence of silicified chert breccia beds which unconformably

overlies the Swift Formation. Outcrops of the Breccia are too

small to be shown on the 4-mile map. It is named from . Digby
Peaks ( .latitude 22 °07'S. longitude 140 °07'E.), which are several
peaks 970 feet high and rising 220 feet above the Mort River.
See photo, plate 5 fig. 2.

The Breccia crops out at Digby Peaks and two miles
south of No.34 Bore (Noranside) on the east side of the Swift

Hills. At Digby Peaks it is 40 feet thick and consists of a

massive siliceous breccia of chert fragments, crudely bedded and
extensively silicified ; the breccia pieces are slightly rounded

towards th top. It unconformably ov.„:rlies leached and silici-
fied Swift Formation and the top is exposed.

A sub-soil breccia or "paper-weight" breccia (see
plate 8, fig.1) 1 to 5 feet thick occurs in many places over
the Swift Formation and Cretaceous siltstone formations; it has
been mapped as T1 °3'71141 but the age is in doubt. The sub-soil
breccia over the Swift Formation grades downwards into beds of
chert which are breaking up in situ; caves form within the

sequence of chert beds. The sub-soil breccia probably formed

during a late period of weathering. The Digby Peaks breccia

may be a particular form of this sub-soil breccia which has
been concentrated as a valley o or sink hole fill in the Swift
Formation; subsequent erosion has reversed the topography and

•^
left the silicified breccia as peaks.

a
^ Its age is unknown but it could have formed soon after

the weathering and erosion of the Swift Formation.



LOWER CRETACEOUS ROCKS.

General:

. In the Boulia 4-mile area rocks 9 of LoWei... Cretaceous
age, rest unconformably on Precambrian and Lower Palaeozoic rocks.

They are divided into the following formations;

Wilgunya Formation:^White massive siltstone, sandy siltstone.
(top)^Blue, grey and white clay, -

, some ferruginous sandstone.
Gypsum and barytes, crystals and concre-
tions. Toolebuc Member of sandy calcar-
enite,siltstone, and coquinite with
concretions.

Longsight Sandstone: .Quartz sandstone, red-brown,. ferruginous
(base)^and micaceous; conglomeratic towards base,

silty beds towards top.

Longsight Sandstone: (Casey, 1959).

The LoIngsight Sandstond consists predominantly of
, quartz sandstone and minor conglomerate, and unconformably rets

on Lower Palaeozoic sediments and Precambrian metamorphic rock,

and is conformably overlain by the Wilgunya Formation.

The formation is named after Lon,i .sight Peak, a
prominent hill, eight miles south-west of Alderley Homestead
at latitude 22 °30'S, longitude 139 ° 32'E. (see fig.1, plate 5).

It crops out in the strongly dissected area on the .
western side of the Boulia area, where it overlies stacks of

Ninmaroo Limestone (Plate 6, fig.1); it is exposed both in the

eastern escarpment of the dissected area ,and on the flat-topped

residual hills west of this escarpment. It also forms a belt

running north-south through the centre of the Boulia Sheet to

Mt.Ninmaroo in the south, which is capped by 40 feet of conglom-

erate and sandstone similar to that in the type area. Small

exposures occur in the Momedah Anticline at Momedah Creek, at

Pathungra Spring well on the Hamilton River, and in the north-

east of the Boulia area, west of Big Sandy Creek, where a

micaceous fossiliferous sandstone overlies Precambrian meta-

morphic rocks.

The formation produces low rises, covered with rounded

pebbles and boulders derived from the conglomeratic material in

the unit. Some good exposures are found in creeks and low

cliffs. The rocks are easily eroded and the topography is

dominated by the overlying silicified and laterized Wilgunya

Formation.
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PLATE 5.

Figure 1. Lpngsight Peak. Taken from near Rocky Bore,
Alderley Station, about 8 miles west-south-
west of homestead, looking south-east.

Photograph by Dr. A.A. Opik.

Figure 2. Digby Peaks -Swift Formation capped by Digby Peaks
breccia (valley fill), horizontal Ninmaroo Limestone,
covered by spinifex, in the foreground.“

Photograph by Dr. A.A. Opik.

-
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PLATE 6.

Figure 1. Longsight Sandstone overlying Ninmaroo Limestone
(dolomite with small caves); "Hidden City",
Alderley Station, near junction of Craigie's and
Cottonbush Creeks (Glenormiston 4-mile Sheet),
about 13 miles west of homestead.

Figure 2. Herrod's Tank - Basal Cretaceous sandstone with
plant fossils (Longsight Sandstone) at base of tank;
oVerlain by bentonitic shale (Wilgunya Formation).
Buckingham Downs Station, 19 miles south-west of
homestead.•



The LonEsight Sandstone is a quartz sandstone, very

fine to medium-grained, red, brown or white in colour; iii.

most places itVs ferruginous and micaceous. and in some places

it is silty, the base is usually conglomeratic. A complete

• .section is not exposed in any one locality, but the following

sections are typical:

1. One mile east of Herrod's Tank (B373 Run 4, photo 5109).

• Top - 10 feet:^Siltstone (?radiolarian), white, purple
and yellow brown (Wilgunya Formation).

^

10 feet:^Quartz sandstone, felspathic, white, fine-
grained with pebbly bands and sandy silt-
stone. (Wilgunya Formation).

^

10 feet:^Siltstone, sandy brown (Wilgunya Formation).
conformably overlying

^

30 feet:^Quartz sandstone, red, fine-grained, well-
sorted, well rounded grains with ferrugin-
ous coating; friable and porous; contains
worm burrows (Longsight Sandstone - upper-
most part).

In
2. Herrod's Tank (see fig.2, plate 6).

^

Top - 10 feet:^clay (? bentonitic), blue-grey (Wilgunya
Formation).

^

5 feet:^Quartz sandstone, yellow, fine to medium-
grained, well rounded, well sorted, .
ferruginous, with some siltstohe beds.

^

5 feet:^Quartz sandstone, red, as above with
pebble lenses.

^

10 feet:^Siltstone, purple, micaceous and quartz 
sandstone, felspathic, fine to medium-
grained, micaceous; well sorted and rounded;
rhythmic deposition. Plant fossils.

^

5 feet:^Quartz sandstone rpurple, poorly sorted,
subangular, pebbly with clay pellets and
current bedding.

Probably overlies NImmaroo Limestone unconformably as
the tank is a failure and it is reported that when thP
tank first began to fill with water, the bottom
collapsed into a big cave - this was covered by silt
when visited in 1957.

3. 4 miles west-south-west of Alderley Homestead.

^

25 feet:^Siltstone red, purple or yellow, silty,
sandstone and quartz sandstone, fine-
grained, micaceous (Wilgunya Formation)
conformable, overlying,

^

55 feet:^Quartz sandstone, red and purple, well
sorted, rounded, fine-grained, ferruginous
with clay and silt pellets and stringers;
the sandstone unconformably overlies dolomi'
of the Ninmaroo Limestone, exposed 2 miles
farther south-west.
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In the eastern and central part of the Sheet, the

following sections illustrate the lithology.-

A 95 foot section on the south side of Eastern Creek,

3 miles south-east of Datchet Downs Homestead shows -

Top - 15 feet: Quartz sandstone, white, silicified with
scattered quartz pebbles.

2 feet: Conglomerate, composed of rounded cobbles of
quartz, quartzite, and quartz tourmaline in
a quartz sandstone matrix:.

40 feet: Quartz sandstone, ill-sorted, grading to fine
conglomerate with few cobbles and boulders 14,
to 18 inch in diameter.

5 feet: Quartz sandstone, ferruginous and micaceous,
with well rounded and well sorted quartz grains

1 foot: Conglomerate.

2 feet: Quartz sandstone, coarse ferruginous.

17 feet: Sandstone and conglomerate rubble with some
outcrops of white quartz sandstone.

8 feet: No outcrop.

3 feet: Quartz sandstone white, micaceous, well
rounded and well sorted grains.

2 feet: Conglomerate, with pebbles of quartz and
quartzite in a ferruginous sandstone matrix.

^Angular Unconformity^
Ninmaroo Limestone (Ordovician).

Although the top of the formation is not exposed the

Wilgunya Formation overlies the Sandstone one quarter of a mil

to the east, where it. is evident that less than 20 feet of

section is missing in this area..
One mile north of Momedah Creek at B320, 95 feet of

section overlain by 30 feet of siltstone i8 exposed as follows:

Top - 20 feet: Siltstone, brown, sandy.

10 feet: Siltstone, white massive (Wilgunya Formation)
with fossil Maccoyella.

45 feet: No outcrop. Rubble of ferruginous sandy siltst

35 feet; Conglomerate consisting of well-rounded quartz
and quartzite pebbles in a ferruginous quartz
sandstone matrix.^.

15 feet: Quartz sandstone, medium-grained micaceous,
cross bedded with indeterminate plant remains

^ Angular Unconformity^
Gala Beds (Upper Cambrian Limestone).

Lenses of silb6Lone and sandy siltstone occur within

the sandstone in creek sections near this locality.

In the bed of Momedah Creek, south-west of the Momedah
Anticline, quartz sandstone with indeterminate plant remains,
micaceous quartz sandstone, fontainebleau sandstone, and cong1or6:
erate with angular pebbles are exposed.. The creek bed is con-
stricted along this stretch and the outcropping permeable sand-
stones probably form intake beds for the artesian aquifer to
the east:
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Pebble and boulder conglomerate ranging in thickness
from a few inches to 20 feet overlies an irregular surface of

Lower Proterozoic rocks north-east of Burnham Homestead, on the

Duchess Sheet and extends south to the Boulia Sheet; pebbles ar..

mainly quartz and quartzite but in places boulders up to 12 fec

across occur. The matrix of the conglomerates is dominantly

well rounded micaceous quartz sandstone but it varies according

to the nearby basement rocks. The underlying mica schists give
a matrix consisting- mainly of mica, and pegmatities contribute
large amounts of mica and felspar.

A small area of flat-lying, leached and lateritized
sediments unconformable on Precambrian rocks occurs two miles
north-west of Buckingham Downs Homestead.

The following section was measured:

Top - 5 feet: Conglomerate, light grey to purple, with fine
to medium grained sandstone matrix; conglomerat'.
contains Cambrian chert pebbles.

5 feet: Siltstone, silicified, light brown and grey.

10 feet: Siltstone, as above, with sandstone, fine-
grained red-brown becoming purple near top.

2 feet: Sandstone brown and red, fine-grained, arkosic,
3 feet .: Conglomerate, arkosic with chert, granite,

quartzite pebbles.

, Precambrian granitic gneiss.

Dr. Opik (pers.comm.) has found indeterminable plant
fossils in these rocks at Sulieman Creek; the conglomerate con-
tains angular pebbles of chert with Cambrian fossils. These
sediments probably represent the marginal variation of the
Longsight Sandstone.

The authors interpret "the small outcrop of gneiss at
the base of Black Mountain" reported by Whitehouse 1956,p.69, as
being a boulder from the Longsight Sandstone.

Bores show that the Sandstone underlies Lower Cretac-
eous fine-grained sediments wherever they occur east of the Burl...,
River. East of the Hamilton River the sandstone forms the main
aquifer of that part of the Great Artesian Basin which occurs in
and around the Boulia 4

-mile area.

The Longsight Sandstone being a well sorted, coarse
sandstone, current-bedded with some plants and shallow-water
fossils was deposited in shallow water. Marine fossils were
found near Big Sandy Creek in the Duchess 4

-mile Sheet area,
about 4 miles north of the northern boundary of the Boulia

Sheet. Some of the sandstone beds, particularly the basal beds
which overlie Lower Palaeozoic and older units, may have been

laid down in a lagoonal or estuarine environment- as indicated
by plant fossils.
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Plant fossils have been found in purple siltstone
at Herrod's Tank, and at G11 9 18 miles north-west of Herrod's
Tank (See Appendix B.) and at G139.(11- miles north of Yarrie,

Rockhole in &lite siltstone; the last two localities are on tbn

Glenormiston Sheet. These plant-bearing beds may belong to a
slightly older unit than the Longsight Sandstone, but the

plants probably were washed into estuarine conditions prevalent
at the margin of the formation.

The thickness ranges from a few inches near the nortli
ern margin of the Boulia 4-mile area,to about 200 feet in

Lucknow No.3 Bore in the south-east corner of the area; about
95 feet is the maximum thickness exposed.

Bore records indicate that the Longsight Sandstone
extends over much of the eastern part of the Boulia area at
depth. Figure 7 shows the subsurface thickness of the Longsight
Sandstone from bore records. A comparison between this figure
and figure 8, which shows the structure contours at the base of
the Cretaceous, verifies the conclUsion that the unit thins
over basement iridges, indicating that these ridges were in
existence at the time the formation was deposited; the anti-

clinal trend lines indicate edges of the subsurface ridges ana

not structural features developed after the deposition of the
two units.

The Longsight Sandstone is believed to be Lower Cre-
taceous in age. Lower Cretaceous Wilgunya Formation overlies
the Longsight Sandstone conformably, and ?Cyrenopsis sp. of
Lower Cretaceous age wqs found in micaceous sandstone near Big

Sandy Creek 4 miles north of the boundary of the Boulia 4-mile

area, and other fossils were found on the western margin of the
Sheet. The determinations are given in Appendices B. and C.

The plants have a range from Upper Triassic to lower Cretaceous,
and the marine pelecypods are lower Cretaceous, prabminantly

the Roma Formation type. Elsewhere in the Great Artesian Basin

it has been established that a large marine transgression began

in late Jurassic time, and culminated in the lower Cretaceous.
The rocks of the Longsight Sandstone were apparently deposited

close to a shore-line; so the formation is probably transgress-

ive in both time and space. A relation can thus be postulated

with the Blythesdale Group, both units lying in about the same
stratigraphical position with the top of the Longsight being

younger than the top of the Blythesdale. A complete correlation

cannot be made with the whole of the 'Blythesdale, for Whitehouse
. (1954) referred to several sandstones and intercalated shales
forming a group, not a formation.
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PLATE 7.

Figure 1. Small mesas of Wilgunya Formation with flat tops
formed by siliceous bcds. View from near Momedah
Crock to the west towards the Black Mountain ridge
in background.

Figure 2. Small rounded buttes of Wilgunya Formation,
two miles south of Brighton Gap on St.Lucia
Station. Here white siltstone (probably,
radiolarian bearing) overlies a bench of
ferruginous (?glauconitic originally)sandstone
of the Wilgunya Formation.
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Wilgunya Formation: (Casey,. 1959).

The Wilgunya Formation consists of a sequence of clay-

stone and siltstone with some sandstone and sandy siltstone which
overlies the Longsight Sandstone,conformably and forms an impe=

411'
^

cable covering to the Groat Artesian Basin aquifers, and Which
fr
^

thickens to the south and ;:outh-east.

The name is derived from the west-flowing Wilgunya
Creek which joins the Hamilton River north of the Hamilton Hotel.

The type section lies eight miles north-east of Dover Homestead
at latitude 22 °32S., longitude 140 ° 50'E.

Over most of the eastern half of the Boulia 4-mile
area the Wilgunya FormAtioil forms rolling soil-covered plains.

Laterite cappings near the eastern margin of the area form flat-

topped hills about 60 feet to 80 feet above plain level. On the
western side the formation forms lateritized rises and low

scarps. Outcrops of the fresh rock are rare; they occur in

steeply incised creeks and on the sides of laterite-capped hills.

Bores show that the characteristic blue clay of the formation

underlies younger rocks in tLe southern part of the Boulia
4-mile area and extends in q. large tongue, nor -thwardsunder the
broad valley of the Burke River. The leached and . silicified
siltstone forming hilltops ,7rade downwards into the blue

"claystone." Other outcrops occur in the west as a belt 20 miles

wide extending from Valley Crook in the north to the edge of the
sheet in the south; this belt is strongly dissected in the
north and moderately dissected in the south. Outcrops occur at

the De Little Range and as low rubble-covered hills to the west.

In the centre and eastern part of the area, outcrops extend from
the Sheet boundary in the north, to Cazna Downs in the south.

They form dissected plateaux with steep escarpments on the east-
ern side, e.g. Brighton Gap ar ea, Lateritized outliers east of
the escarpment form steep-sided buttes and hillocks (see figures
1 and 2, plate 7), - Two inlierq of the formation occur west and
north-west of Black Mountain in Noranside Limestone.

The lithology is predominantly a poorly indurated
claystone with irregular lenses of siltatone up to 30 feet

thick; the lenses are preval=int on the west side of the Hamilton
River; they-are not mapped separately but included in the
Wilgunya Formation. A large lens of limestone which crops out

along the eastern bank of the Hamilton River was mapped separate-

ly as the Toolebuc Member. gypsum veins and crystals are common
in the claystone.



The 120 foot section exposed eight miles north-east .

of Dover HomesteacLis the type locality, and a further 630 feet
nearby

has been penetrated in the Ten-Mile Bore. The seetiori in

descending order is: -

8 feet:. Ferruginous laterite cap

20 feet: Claystone and silt'stone, silicified and
mottled.

5 feet: Claystone, red-brown, hard.
15 feet; Claystone, white massive, no limonite.
20 feet: Claystonc, white and grey, greasy with

limonite disc-shaped conrretions up to
18 inches in diamater.

6 inch: Limonite band,
25 feet: Siltstone, massive white with barytes

nodules and irregular limonite veins.
Sample B731).

20 feet; No outcrop, clay and siltstone rubble.

10 feet: No outcrop.

The bottom of this section finished at the Ten Mile Bore, the

log of which gives a section of the rest of the formation:

10 feet: Soil and clay.

70 feet: Clay, yellow (may include Toolebuc Member)
20 feet: Shale, blue.

530 feet: Shale, black with some sandy lenses.

60 feet: Sandstone - LonEsight Sandstone, aquifer.

At B195 in the south-east corner of the Sheenear thr

Lucknow to Springvale road,a 90 foot section of horizontal beds

was measured in a hill capped by silicified sub-soil breccia.

The top 70 feet were siltstone overlying 20 feet of claystone

containing gypsum plates, with a prominent one foot bed of brown

sandstone at the base. Although the 1953 Queensland Geological
Map shows Upper Cretaceous Winton Formation in this area, we

have not been able to recognise the Winton unit in the area

mapped on the Boulia Sheet, however, the top 70 feet which

contains ferruginous concretionary silztone and ?glauconitic

sandy siltstone beds, maybe the Winton equivalent.

The rocks underlying this section form rolling soil-

covered plains; the few exposures seen are of blue clay with

small lenses of sandy limestone and laminated siltstone. Small

irregular gypsum veins and calcite nodules up to one foot in

diameter are common in the blue clay. Bores within seven miles

to the north, west and south of this locality have penetrated

more than 1000 feet of blue clay with intercalated thin
sandstone beds.
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Ten miles north-east of Toolebuc Homestead,a similar

60 foot thick section of siltstone and claystone, with gypsum
plates occurs; it is capped by 5 feet of laterite.

The Wilgunya Formation thins from 750 feet at the

type locality east of the Hamilton River, to 155 feet in Carbo

Bore (7 miles north-east of Pathungra Homestead) and to 1.20 feet

further west at B705 ad B706 on Yomedah Creek, half a mile west

of Momedah Anticline; it thickens again west of Black Mountain

and thins further west near Alderley Homestead; the No.3 Bore,

in the south-east corner of the Sheet, where 1140 feet of "Shale

(drillers terminology) was penetrated before entering "sandstone
and clay" of the Longsight Sandstone aquifer. Theilithology .
also changes from predominantly claystone in the east ,to silt-

stone and sandy silt stone with thin, but prominent, bench-
forming sandstones in the Momedah area.

The 120 foot section at B705, Momedah Creek is typical
of this change in lithology:

Top 80 feet: Siltstone, white, massive.
3 feet: Sandstone (B706 sample), fine grained,

ferruginous, bench-forming.
5 feet: Siltstone purple and white, sand grains, some

?radiolaria.
5 feet: Claystone (B705c sample) grey, foraminifera.

2 feet: Sandstone,Medium-grained, grey, no glauconite,
bench-formfaig.

10 feet: Claystone (B705b), grey with gypsum crystals,
foraminifera.

2 feet: Sandstone, medium-grained, white, well-rounded
grains.

10 feet: Claystone,(B705m) benthonitic, grey with gypsum
veins, forams.

The base is concealed by alluvium, but two: miles north

of here at B152, 60 feet of a similar section overlies 25 feet

of Longsight Sandstone consisting of red, ferruginous, feld-

spathic sandstone with a coarse (6 inch cobbles) conglomerate at

the base. At B152,the top-massive siltstone is only 20 feet

thick but the thin bench-forming sandstone below the siltstone

still persists, and can be used as a mapping marker in at least
the Momedah-Brighton Gap area.

At B150, 17 miles north-north-west of Warenda 1,95 feet
section predominently of white, yellow or ferruginous siltstone

and
was measured/over1;_le . a bench formed by one foot of sandstone
with 20 feet of claystone at the base; this section is import-
ant as the siltstone bed immediately above the sardstone bench

contains marine Cretaceous pelecypods and gastropods(B150a).
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For nearly fifty miles along the escarpment which
trends parallel to, and 5 to 10 miles west of the Hamilton
River, the sections are similar, with a massive siltstone unit
up to 80 feet thick, on top overlying a strong bench-forming
3 to 5 foot thick ferruginous sandstone unit (which may have been
glauconitic before weathering) and this in turn over about 20
feet Or more of claystone; in some exposures the underlying
Longsight Sandstone is visible at the base below the claystone.

On the west side of Black Mountain,the section is

similar to that at Momedah Creek, except more siltstone and sand
stone occur.. A representative 95 foot section, 3 miles north
of Pyalong Bore (Fort William Station) is as follows:-

Top 65 feet: Siltstone white, grey or ferruginous, sandy,
micaceous.

10 feet: Sandstone, yellow, brown, silty, forms marked
bench.

5 feet: Siltstone, white and grey, sandy,
2 feet: Sandstone, white micaceous.

10 feet: Siltstone,sandy, micaceous.
3 feet: Sandstone, brown, micaceous.
Base covered by alluvium.

Further west in the Stockport, Maryvale, Alderley

area, the Wilgunya Formation forms a similar escarpment range

as it does near Momedah-Brighton Gap,and Dover Homestead -

Lucknow areas. In this western area (Alderley) the unit becomes

thinner (about 50 feet exposed) with siltstone and sandstone
is

interbeds,and much of the section/characterised by silty sand-

stone or sandy siltstone beds. A representative 55 foot sectior
is exposed 4 miles west of Bengeacca Bore, Alderley.-

20 feet: Siltstone, brown, yellow or purple, sandy.
2 feet: Sandstone, fine-grained, silty.
5 feet: Siltstone, multicoloured, sandy.
3 feet: Sandstone, red-brown, fine-grained.

20 feet: Siltstone, multicoloured, some beds sandy.
5 feet: Sandstone, yellow-brown, medium-grained,

well-sorted, micaceous.

At the De Little Range the section is predominantly
siltstone, 55 to 70 feet thick, capped by 5 feet of chert
breccia which is silicified and mottled (Plate 8, figure 1
with the basal beds containing veins of gypsum,which on we ther-

ing appear likVsoft "fossil wood"; the basal unit at De Little

Range is separated by a thin coarse conglomerate form the under-
lying Pomegranate Limestone .
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One mile west of the Dam Bore ., Stockport, 75 feet

of siltstone, sandy siltstone,and sandstone crop , out, and the
bore log suggests a further 170 feet of Wilgunya Formation.

Except at the Momedah Anticline and inthe hills west

of Alderley Homestead, the Wilgunya formation is either gently

folded with dips of one to two degrees, or else it is horizontal,

It has been affected by the fault at Momedah giving dips of up

to 60 degrees near the fault; dips up to 25 degrees to the

east occur west of Alderley where the sediments have been

draped over a Palaeozoic high and has been folded along rejuv-

ated older fold or fault lines.

Very few macrofossils have been collected from the

Wilgunya Formation except in the Toolebuc Member; the macro-

fossils have been found in sandstone, sandy siltstone or silt-

stone beds and not in the claystone. Evidende for the Lower

Cretaceous age of the macrofossils is given in Appendix C.
Casey (1959)

Toolebuc Member (of the Wilgunya Formation).-

The Toolebuc Member consists of laminated and thin-
bedded sandy calcarenitei calcarenous siltstone and coquinite
within the Wilgunya Formation; many calcareous"concretions"
weather to the surface.

The name is derived from Toolebuc Homestead, which

is near the north-eastern corner of the Boulia 4-mile sheet area,

The Toolebuc Member crops out along a broad belt one
to four miles wide, which follows the eastern bank of the

Hamilton River. It is poorly exposed and forms rolling soil-

covered plains which usually have numerus scattered concretion-
ary boulder:3 on the surface. In places the outcrop is marked by
low rises and ridges.

At the junction of Warburton Creek and the Hamilton

River the member consists of a laminated and thin-bedded sandy

calcaraite and coquinite. A prominent feature of the limestone

is the spherical boulders which weather out at the surface.

These boulders always show traces of the original bedding but arc
more compact than the enclosing rock. They show no signs of

concretionary structure and are probably formed by solution
and re-deposition of calcite after diggenesis.

Slumped beds of calcarenite showing dips of up to 80 °
occur in areas of horizontal bedding, e.g. two miles east of
ABC bore on Lorrett Downs Station.
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In outcrop the thickness of the member is probably

nowhere more than the 30 feet measured in low rises on the east

side of the Hamilton River near Toolebuc Homestead and on the

Hamilton to Winton Road. The member is a lens within and
•^conformableprobably^with the claystone of the Wilgunya Formation.

It is not recorded as any lithological or drilling change in the

drillers logs of water bored, but as it contains a uranium

mineral on the fish scales and bones ,which gives the rock a

three to four times background count, the member should show

well on a gamma-log of the water bores.

The member occurs near the western edge of a marked

and continued eastwardthickening of the Wilgunya Formation,

and the member may mark the edge of shallow water conditions

on the western margin of the Great Artisian Basin and represent

an off shore bar, or zone with prolific organic growth in an

otherwise muddy sea.

Thc Toolebuc Member is lower Cretaceous with an

assemblage similar to the Tambo Formation; it is richly fossilif-

crous with many Inoceramus shells and plates, some ammonites and
Aucellina, foraminifera (Globigerina) and radiolaria. See
Appendix A and C for further descriptions.

Relat_Lunships of the Cretaceous Formations 

The two dominant lithologies of the Lower Cretaceous-

the sandstone of the Longsight Sandstone,and siltstone/claystone

of the Wilgunya Formation, form a variable, and in places mixed

sequence in different parts of the Boulia 4-mile area.

Longsight Sandstone: trio sands and conglomerate with,

in places, silty penses of the Longsight Sandstone are trans-

gressive over an irregular pre-existing land-surface of Pre-

cambrian and lower Palaeozoic rocks: they represent a shore-

line deposit of an advancing sea (advancing from the south-east;

whibh swamped lacustrine and brackish water lakes that formed

on the land surface before the advance of the sea; in these

lakes were trapped the plants and wood now found in some out-

crops. The sea first covered the southern and eastern parts of

the Boulia 4-mile area, extended north in the valley where the

Burke River now is, and finally covered the higher land in the

west andthe ridge of Lower Palaeozoic rocks in the centre. As

the sea deepened or transgressed, finer sediments of the

Wilgunya Formation formed over the coarser marginal sediments

of the Longsight Sandstone. The age of the Longsight is

expected to vary; it will be older in the central part of the

Great Artesian Basin and in the lakes existing on the margins
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prior to their inundation, by the sea,and will be youngest at

the points of farthest extent of the transgression particularly

where, overlain by Wilgunya Formation. In the Boulia area, we

may expect the age to vary from Upper Jurassic, where isolated
•

lakes occurred,prior to the seas transgression', to lower

Cretaceous (Aptian) as the sea reached its widest transgression.

Wilgunya Formation: it is thickest in the south-east

where claystones predominate, thins towards the centre of the

area where siltstonos and sandy siltstones occur,and pinches

out over the Burke River Structure and in the west,whero sandy

siltstones predominate; it also extends northwards under recent

deposits in the Burke River valley.

Except in the Toolebuc Member, macrofossils are not

common,in the Wilgunya Formation. Whitehouse (1954) referred

to clays of the Tambo Formation forming the margin of the Great

Artesian Basin in the Boulia area; these clays would be the

Wilgunya Formation. The pelecypods and gastropods collected

from the Wilgunya Formation (stratigraphically below the Toolel-
Member) suggest a Roma rather than Tambo ago, whereas the

Toolebuc Member fossils suggest a Tambo age. It is possible

that the Toolebuc Member represents the break between Roma and
• r.^Tambo forms, but the Wilgunya Formation on present knowledge

can not be broken lithologically into two sooarate units, the •

one below the Toolcbuc with Roma-typo macrofossils, the other

above the Toolebuc with, at present no macrofossils.

Further work in 1958 found ammonites in the south-was:

continuation of the Toolebuc Member onto the Springlale and Mt.

Whelan 4-mile Sheet; these ammonites may accurately date the

Toolebuc ago.

Miss Crospin (pers.comm.) has not yet been able to

show differences in the microfossils from either the Roma
in their

Tambo Formation/type areas or from the Boulia area. Her

determination of the microfossils is given in Appendix A.

Until more detailed palaeontological and geological
work is done in the Boulia area or until mapping has positiveL:

traced the units through to the Roma and Tambo type areas,

Whitehouse's lower Cretaceous divisions cannot be used in the

Boulia area; undoubtedly the Wilgunya Formation is the lateral
41.^ continuation of part, or both of the Roma and Tambo Form.Ations,

and the Longsight Sandstone is related to all or part of the

Blythesdale Group, but which in places contains Roma-type
fossils.
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TERTIARY

Marion Formation (Casey, 1959).

The Marion Formation consists of silicified sandy

quartz siltstone resting unconformably. on lateritized Cretaceou

Wilgunya Formation. Its top is the present erosion surface.

The Marion Formation is named from Marion Downs

Station, 40 miles south-south-west of Boulia; the hills west

of the station are capped by the formation.

The reference section is 5 miles north-west of
Strathelbiss Homestead 9 14 miles north of Boulia, and one and

a half miles east of Six Mile Creek, at Latitude 22° 44' souti.,
Longitude 139 0 47'cast.

The formation crops out as a north-south belt extend-

ing from Windsor Park in the north to Boulia in the south,

along the west bank of the Burke River; the maximum width is

about 7 mils. It is separated by the gravels and alluvium of
the Burke and Georgina Rivers from the hills on Marion Downs

Station west of the Georgina River.

Rounded pebbles of weathered Marion Formation blanket

the area, and it is pebbles of this formation that form most of

the gibber plains south towards Lake Eyre. The formation pro-

duces an --idulating, partly dissected grassy plateau with
gentle slopes. In places the underlying siltstone of the

Wilgunya Formation is exposed. To the west of the main area of

outcrop, the Marion Formation and part of the underlying Cretac.

eous siltstone have largely been stripped by Mucklandama and

Limestone Creeks, leaving residuals of siltstone capped by the

Formation. Rubble derived from the sandstone of the formation

is spread over the intervening low country.

, The unit consists mainly of sandy siltstone containir,?

sand grains which vary from fine-grained to coarse-grained; the

sand grains vary in concentration so that in places the rock

becomes a silicified sandstone or silty sandstone. The sand

grains arc sub-angular to sub-rounded, some of which arc froste

Chemical analysis of the "silt" matrix shows a low percentage o -
argillaceous matter - most has apparently been replaced by

silica, as in all localities the rock is strongly silicified

and much of it is ferruginized. The rock breaks cleanly, has a

vitreous lustre, and gives the general appearance of a "billy".

Where it is ferruginous, thin sections show that the deposition

of iron oxide preceded silicification; individual grains are
coated with iron oxides a silica mineral (with the fibrous
pattern of chalcedony under crossed nicols but with the relief
of opal) fills the interstices.
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Although in hand specimen the rocks resemble a

"quartzite" and^break evenly through grains and matrix,

it . is a silicified sandy siltstone and there is no optical

continuity nor intergrowth between the grains and matrix.

Good outcrops of the rocks occur throughout the area.

About 20 feet was measured on the west bank of the Burke River,

three-quarters of a mile north of Corrie Downs and five feet is

exposed overlying a "laterite" developed on Cretaceous siltstone

in a gully crossing the Fort William to Ninmaroo road, two miles

south of Fort William H omestead. Conifer wood occurs in the

five feet of exposed formation five miles north-west of

Stratholbiss liomestead where it again rests on lateritized

Cretaceous siltstone. In the outcrops half a mile south-west

of, and one-quarter of a mile south-east of Edges Bore, and two

miles north-west of Kingdom Bore, Aldcrley Station, five feet

fine-grainedEandstone overlies five feet of a coarse-grained

sandstone containing rounded quartz pebbles, which rest on

lateritisod Cretaceous Siltstonc.

At the typo locality, about 15 miles west of Marion

Downs Hqmestead at S20 (on air photo 5041, run 5, Mt.Whelan
Sheet), 20 feet of section was measured; the silicified silty

sandstone at the top gives an "ant hill"-like weathered appear-

ance, the structure of which may have an algal origin. The

base rests on an eroded, 'silicified and ferruginised Cretaceous

siltstonc with pieces of this siltstone in the overlying Marion

Formation.

Most of the "gibbers" over the plains south of Boulia

arc disintegrated Marion Formation.

- The Marion Formation forms a medium to thick bedded

deposit with some current bedding,with a very coarse sandstone

at the base. Jointing produces a block7 surface and the effect

of weathering on the blocks produces rounded detrital matorial.

The formation is sub-horizontal and UnconforMably

overlies the Cretaceous Wilgunya Formation, which was lateritiscd

and partly eroded before the depesition of the later sediments.

The relationship of the sandstone to the Noranside Limestone,

which was deposited to the oast, is not. clear as the contact

obscured, by the alluvium of the Burke River, On Windsor Park,

where the two crop, out together, .the.boundaries arc obscured

by TubbIe, but the Noranside Limestone . at least in part over-

lies the Marion Formation..
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The formation is considered to be a freshwater and

aeolian deposit derived from streams draining from the Cretac-
eous elastic rocks in the west into a Tertiary lake which

covered much of the western part of the Boulia 4-mile sheet.

The maximum thickness observed is 10 feet, but a

total thickness of 30-50 feet is estimated. There is insuffic-

ient evidence for any correlation of the Marion Formation with

existing Tertiary formations although it is lithologically

similar to the Eyrian Series as developed near Lake Eyre in

South Australia and to the Moonie Formation of the Inglewood

(S.E. Queensland) area.

Fossil conifer wood is found in the formation or as
the,w

pieces on the surface with Marion rubbl^
ood

e; 4as a range from

Permian to Recent.

Noranside Limestone (New Name). (Casey, 1959).

The Noranside Limestone is the formation of limestone
and chalcedonic limestone resting unconformably on the Palaeozoj

limestones and the Wilgunya Formation. Its top is the present

erosion surface.

The Noranside Limestone is named after Noranside Out-

station of Chatsworth Station, situated between the Burke River

and Wills Creek, 50 miles north-north-east of Boulia.

No section includes all the rock-types of the Formatie.

so reference areas are given for the two main areas: -

(1) White siliceous limestone in a gully crossing the

Boulia-Selwyn road 1.2 miles south of Old Noranside Well, at

latitude 22 ° 12' south, longitude 140 °04' east.
(2) Pink, red, and white, banded impure limestones in Six

Mile Creek, 1.4 miles south-south-west of Six Mile Bore

(Corrie Downs) on Fort William Station; 0.4 miles south of

an east-west dogproof fence, at latitude 22
o 27' south;

longitude 140 ° 12' east.
The Noranside Limestone crops out in a belt 5 to 15

miles wide, and extends from Noranside in the north to the
Hamilton River in the south-east. Other smaller areas of lime-
stone occur on Burnham Station; another west of Pathungra Home-

stead; near Maryvale Homestead and east of old Alderley HomestoT'''

and south of Wirrilyerna Station off the Boulia Sheet. Good ou 4.-
crops are rare; the limestone usually occurs as numerous flat

plates and scattered outcrops on a brown or black soil plain.



Basically all rocks in this sequence are Similar; they

all consist, or have consisted,of precipitated caloium carbonate,

seen in thin section as'a darkish mass with varying amounts of

crystalline calcite veins. Iron oxides,detrital quartz,. chalce-

donic silica, and organisms have Caused variations in the rock.

Most elastic material is at the base of the sequence.

The ferruginous material in the basal 10 feet of the sequence

is derived from a r.ndistributed soil. Detrital and pisolitic ix,

oxides give the rock a pink and red colour; the iron oxides are

usually present in minor amounts only but in the lowest bed in

the sequence they form about 30% of the rock. Iron oxides in

the top of the sequence show only as surface staining of the

chalcedonic limestone. Detrital quartz grains are present and
are similar to the grains in the Marion Formation. They are at

a maximum in the lower levels and are apparehtly absent at the+

Organisms were important in the formation of the lime-

stone. Microfossils (ostracods and diatoms) with gastropods ane,

unidentifiable remains are common. ?Algae are responsible for

many stru^tures - aggregations of lime pellets, laminated

structures around detrital nuclei, and numerous dark lines

throughout the rock. They may be responsible for the breaking

up of the bedding in the lower levels. Some apparent algal
can

structures may however, be travertine,/simulate organic structu -

An irregular zone of siliceous limestone tops the
butsequence. This is probably due to a later silicificationhe

silica may be primary. Chalcedonic silica, and sometimes opal,

occur in veins and appear to be replacing the crystalline calcj'
leaving the finer material unaltered. In this zone, the rock

has a "breccia" appearance on the fresh surface, but on exposed

surfaces, the silica weathers out as an iron-stained cellular
mass. The general sequence is

Quaternary soil

Irregular siliceous white limestone capping
Non-siliceous white limestone

Grey "earthy" lime and white limestone with
included ferruginous matter, which is probably
equivalent to

Pink and white limestonescontaining fossils

Impure calcareous rocks (redistributed ferruginous
soil).

Good exposures of the various lithologies occur at the
following localities:
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1. In the type area near Old Noranside:

40 feet limestone, siliceous (chalcedonic) white
2. Middle Creek one mile south of Noranside Homestead;

7

^

^5 feet, limestone, crystalline, white cbntaining

ostracods (B332).

3. One mile NNE of Middle Creek Well (Noranside);

Top 15 - 20 feet limestone, siliceous white;

lime, "earthy" grey with some ferruginous matter.

4. In reference area^on Six Mile Creek;

Top limestone,siliceous white
10 feet no outcrop

4 - 5 feet limestone, impure, red, white and pink

1 - foot redistributed ferruginous soil.

The impure limestone contains poorly preserved diatoms.

5.^At a fence corner 1.4 miles north-west of Six Mile Bore on

Corrie Downs, B137) pink and white banded limestones crop

out and contain a thin shelled, turretted gastropod
(?Bulinella sp.), ostracods and diatoms (Diploneis cf.
oliptica, Epithema sp., Navicula sp.)
Low rises of cellular opal which crop out 2 miles south-0as'

of Limestone Bore on Alderley Station, on Stockport Statio ,i

one mile north-east of Six Mile Bore and as scree 6 miles

west of Boulia are probably spring deposits, and may be

equivalent in age to the Mt. Coley Sinter (Mt.Whelan 4-mile

area).

Bedding in the Noranside Limestone is indistinct; the

lower parts of the ,lequence show a fine but often irregular bed-'•

ding. The flat plates of siliceous limestone may be an express-
ion of the bedding, The limestone cl'ps very gently to the south.

It is overlain by alluvium of two ages, the later one being
that of the present river system.

The Noranside Limestone was deposited in a lake which

formed in the Btxke River valley, and extended from the Hamilton

River in the south-east to Digby Peaks in the north. The lake
was cut off from a northern lake developed in the Duchess 4-

mile area by a ridge of Palaeozoic limestone near Digby Peaks.
A smaller lake formed on Burnham Station. The lime-rich water

for the lakes probably came from springs issuing near the
junction of the Cretaceous sediments and the Palaeozoic lime-

stones or from the fractured limestones along the 1:31./rke River

Structure. Lakes of this type can b8rcaused by tilting in the
opposite direction to this river flow/by faulting across the

valley with the down-throw upstream.
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Its relationship to the Marion Formation, which it

overlies at least in part, is not clear. Both are lake deposits,

and may possibly have both been deposited in the same lake:
but no gradation between the two formationshas been observed

and the limestone is not appreciably richer in quartz grains
near outcrops of MT,Tion Formation. Both were formed in linear

valleys, which apparently have different trends - the Noranside

Limestone trending south-south-east and the Marion Formation

south-south-west. On this evidence it is suggested that during

a period of erosion after the deposition of the Marion Forma-

tion the Burke River shifted to a position further east along

the western margin of the Burke River Structure, and within

this new valley the Noranside Limestone was deposited.

All lakes in the area were destroyed by a slight tilt

of about five minutes to the south (measured on the surface of

the Tertiary limestones over 100 miles), combined with gentle

meridional warping. This tilting, which is of more than local

importance, initiated the present Burke River System. It des-

troyed the springs, leaving the mud springs near Dribbling Bore,

where an extensive lime-pan deposit is forming at the present

time, as the most northern leakage of artesian water in this
area.
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The diatoms present are identical, (Crespin, personal
communication) with a flora found.in deposits at Innot Hot

Springs in north-east Queensland, at South Yarra'in Victoria,

at Eight Mile Creek in South Australia and in various spring

and lake deposits in south-west Western Australia. This flora

suggests a very late Tertiary or early Quaternary age
(Crespin, 1947).

GEOMORPHOLOGY

The distribution and most of the outlines of the
geomorphic units are controlled by two lineations, one trending

north-west, and the other trending east-north-east to north-eas+

The flexures and faults affecting the Cretaceous sediments in

the area trend north-west, but no structural features have been

recorded in the east-north-east/north-east direction, although

the tilt of the lake in which the Noranside Limestone was
deposited is nearly normal to it.

Post-Cretaceouserosionalapadepositional surfaces

are the most important in the present landscape of the area.

Older erosion surfaces do occur. The unconformity between'the

Lower Palaeozoic and the Cretaceous sediments is at present

being stripped and dissected in the vicinity of The Bluff and

south of Valley Creek on the road from Buckingham Downs to

Buckley's Tank. In these localities the Lower Palaeozoic silt-

stone e :a. very fine-grained sandstone beds near the unconformity
are ferruginjrzed and silicified. On the western side of the

Swift Hills, at the northern end of the outcrop of the Ninmaroo
.Limestone, the carbonate beds have been silicified, JEWMT1
are abundant. The surface marked by these phenomena is
probably the uncOnformity between the Ninmaroo Limestone and the
Swift Formation.

Of the post-Cretaceous land surface the oldest is the
surface formed by the laterite and duricrust (surface 3,fig.9),
which caps the buttes on either side and the me rm on the western
side of the Hamilton River. This surface slopes to the south

and west. Westwards it forms the plains adjacent to the belt
of hills running from the Swift Hills to Mt.Unbunmaroo, and

farther west it is covered by the sediments forming the plains
.about the Burke and the Mort Rivers and Wills Creek. It

reappears on top of the plateau west of the Burke River. In
the Burke River area it is covered by the Marion Formation and
the Noranside Limestone, which are lake deposits in what is now
the broad valley of the Burke River. They pass northwards into
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and are partly overlain by grey, grey-brown and, chocolate soils
_

and by areas of sand. Fossil evidence indicates that the lake
'eXisted during .late Tertiary or early Quaternary times.

At the present time in the south, the depositional

surface 2 (fig.9) of the Marion Formation and the Noranside

Limestone is being covered by alluvium deposited by the Burke

River; and in the west, on both sides of the Hamilton River,

Contemporaneously plains are being formed (surface 1, fig.9)

that are similar to the pediplains described by various authors
(sec Bal chin & Pye, 1956).

At some time between the Lower Cretaceous and the late

Tertiary the Lower Cretaceous sediments were uplifted and

lateritized and silicified. The surface so formed was faulted

and upwarped and tilted to the west. A lake then developed in

the valley now occupied by the Burke River, and the Marion

Formation and the Noranside Limestone wore deposited in it, while
to the north deposits of grey and brown-grey soils and red sand
were forming. Subsequently this area was tilted to the south,

the lake was drained, and the present drainage system was
initiated. The Burke River occupies the area in which the lake
previously existed; the Hamilton River in the east, and the

Georgina River (Glenormiston four mile area) in tho west, are

dissecting the post-Cretaceous laterite and duricrust surface.

At the present time an alluvial plain is forming in the central
southern part of the four mile area.

Erosion features associated with the fluvial erosion

tycle are developed in the plains about the Burke River, on part

of the plateau in the western side of the area, and west of the

mesas in the eastern side of the area, but elsewhere the surface
is being formed by pediplanation and stripping.

Graded erosion profiles are formed on the folded Lower
Palaeozoic carbonate rocks except on the eastern face of Mount

Unbunmaroo, and,. whore the relief is less than 50 foot, similar

profiles are formed on flat-lying Cretaceous sediments. However,

bi
on-graded
rofiles associated with pediplanation are formed on flat-lying

Cretaceous—sediments where the relief is greater than about 50
feet.

, It seems then that some of the factors affecting the

distribution of the two types of erosion processes in the Boulia
four mile area are

(i) lithology
(ii) structure
(iii) the relief in the eroded areas
(iv) presence of a resistant cap.
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STRUCTURE

BURKE RIVER STRUCTURES

The main structur"Ds in the area are the "Burke River
and named by A.A.Opik in:19):61, on the Duchess Sheet, he traced
Structures" first recognized/them by photo-interpretation

across the Boulia Sheet. Opik (1957) in referring to the

structures "as prviously observed on Duchess Sheet and reconnoit

red on the Boulia Sheet" stated that "they should be considered
a prominent tectonic belt of a post-Ordovician age".

The Burke River Structures are the north-south-
trending belt of structures which extends from the trough of

Middle Cambrian sediments on the Duchess Sheet south across the

Boulia Sheet and will include all structures east of the main

Burke River and will incorporate such structures as may appear

in or through the Mesozoic cover in this area; but the term is

not used for those structures west of the Burke River.

Opik in a paper "Cambrian and Ordovician rocks of
Queensland" to be published in 1959 in the Geological Society
of Australia publication of "the Geology of Queensland", will
refer further to the Burke River Structures.

The main western line of the Burke River Structures

runs from near Duchess (the Pilgrim Fault), south near Mt.Birnie 7

through Signal Hill, west of DigbyPeaks.' to Black Ridge, and
south through Black Mountain, Mt.Ninmaroo, Mt.Dason and

Dribbling Bore, with its surface expression visible farther

south at Elizabeth Springs and south-west of Springvale; the

most southerly outcrop of lower Palaeozoic sediments on this
line is at Dribbling Bore.

The main eastern line of the Structures shows near
Limestone Creek (Duchess) and continues south past Chatsworth
Station to the east of Limestone Bore (Burnham), east of Datchet

Downs homestead to Momedah Creek and Momedah Bore, where it is

concealed by alluvium of the Hamilton River.

In the Sigzi; Hill Area east of Bore.34, Noranside,
the Burke River Structures are represented by faulted and folded
dolomitic limestone of the Ninmaroo Li:fie:stone, extensive

dolomitisation has occurred near the fault and a metasomatic

lead deposit has been formed in dolomite which is fractured and
forms the core of a tight anticline.

Black Ridge (12 miles north of Black Mountain) is an
elongated area of Ninmaroo Iiestone which is brecciated and

dolomitised; it appears to be faulted on the east side against
Swift Formation and dips low to the west on the western side;
no fault plane was observed.
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the Black Mountain  = Mt.Ninmaroo area Ninmaroo
Li—tstone and Chatsworth Li smestone are exposed; they have been
folded and subsequently faulted. The fault plane dips steeply

east and the sequence is downthrown about 1,000feet to the east

dolomitisation and breaciation has occurred near the fault line.

The dolomite beds which dip west and are well exposed to the

west of the fault and which mark the base of the Ninmaroo

Li .:stOje. in this area are probably the stratigraphic equivalent

of beds which show brecciation and secondary dolomitisati6n

east of the fault. Within two miles of the fault on the east

side the dips decrease from near vertical to horizontal and

then reverse to form a shallow syncline with dips up to 1 0 to
the west.

The fault cuts off the eastern part of a dome in

which Chatsworth Limestone is exposed and juxtaposes it against

Ninmaroo ...ULestaneto the east. The dips on the west side of
the fault are up to 35 ° , but they flatten rapidly to 10 0 within
about 50 yards and then gradually decrease to sub-horizontal as

the distance from the fault is increased.

Capping the Swift and Ninmaroo units^at B519 is
about 30 feet of lateritized sandstone with a conglomerate near

the base. The conglomerate has boulders which contain fossils

of Ordovician age; these fossils are not like those from the
Swift or Ninmaroo units^but are younger and resemble those

from the Toko Range area. (J.G.Tomlinson pers. com.11) This

conglomerate and sandstone is interpreted as being part of the

Cretaceous Longsight Sandstone which crops out nearby on the

east side of the fault, but at a level 600 feet lower. If the

correlation of the units is correct, the Cretaceous has been

displaced vertically 600 feet by post-Cretaceous movement.

Post-Cretaceous movement can a)so be dellianstrated in the
Momedah Anticline.

Mt.Datson - Dribbling Bore: The structure line through
Black Mountain also passes through Mt.Datson and Dribbling Bore;

it continues to the south on the Springvale Sheet., where it

disrupts Cretaceous strata. Pressure water escaping along this

line may have formed lakes in which the Tertiary Noranside

Limestone and the deposits near Springvale homestead were
deposited.

Dolomitisat ion and brecciation occur in beds near the

fault line at both Mt.Datson and Dribbling Bore; downthrow is

to the east and the beds west of the fault dip 40 ° to the west.
Ninmaroo Li=estone overlies Chatsworth Limestone at Mt.Datson,
whereas only travertinized Chatsworth Limestone is exposed at
Dribbling Bore (See Fig.10).
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• Momedah Anticline^The main eastern line of the

Burke River Structures has its best development in the Momedah
Anticline (See Plate. 10 2^.) which crosses Momedah Creek,

althoqgh it ias with
11 /files north of Warenda Homesteaciv exposedi witn such topographj ,. ,
relief as structures at Black Mountain, it nevertheless forms an

important structure. Upper Cambrian Gola Beds exposed form the

most easterly outcrop of Palaeozoic limestone known in this area.

The Cambrian is folded to an asymmetrical anticline'
trending north-west with 65 ° dips on the western limb and low
dips to the east; the anticline is faulted on the west and down-
thrown to the west.

The Cretaceous sediments (Longsight and Wilgunya

Formations) have been affected by tectonic forces which formed

the anticline; the sediments dip low (2 ° ) to the east, east of
the structure, steepen to 75 0

 to the west near the fault and
become nearly horizontal west of the fault. A ferruginous

(?glauconitic) sandstone bed in the Wilgunya Formation, which

forms a bench in this area is displaced about 200 feet vertically
by the fault.^Brecciation, shearing and silicification occur

in the zone of steep dips. Two sets of normal faults with throw

of up to 20 feet occur at angles to the main fault line.

The Monedah Anticline line can be traced intermittent1: -
to the north-north-west towards Chatsworth; the anticline and

syncline developed on the 'western edge of the type area of the

Chatsworth Limestone are regarded as being part of the same line

Any extension of the structural line south-east of

Momedah is concealed by the alluvium of the Hamilton River.

The eastern and western lines of the Burke River

Structure form the limits of a graben which has preserved the

Cretaceous sediments as will as the Ordovician Ninmaroo Limestone

To the west of Black Mountain other parallel north-

north-west trending asymmetrical anticline axes are visible in

Cretaceous sediments, but erosion has not dissected the younger

beds to reveal the underlying pre-Cretaceous structure; however,
dips up to 25 ° in the Cretaceous pediments are common along these
structural lines, compared with subhorizontal dips elsewhere.

In the asymmetrical anticlines west of Alderley and

Blair Athol Homesteads the eastern limb is the steeper, but near

Rocky Bore the steeper limb is the western.
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All the.structural lines are confirmed by the study of

water bore information (see fig.8 and section on hydrology)

and by the gravity results from work carried out by the Bureau

of Mineral Resources in 1957. More detailed gravity work was
done in 1958 and 1959 both by the Bureau of Mineral Resources
and (in 1959) by Mines Administration. The 1957 gravity results
show a positive anomaly (I*25 milligals) 10 miles west of Boulia

trending north-west 9. a south-trending negative anomaly (-10

milligals) east of Buckingham Downs and Be Little Range, and a

north-north-west trending positive anomaly (+30 milligals) from

Noranside towards Black Mountain. These anomalies all coincide

with "highs' and"troughs" postulated fro surface geological

mapping and from a study of water bores.

Although the main tectonic movement has followed the

deposition of the Ordovician sediments and preceded Cretaceous

sedimentation, at least some folding and faulting has followed

the Cretaceous; the direction and place of failure in the

Cretaceous beds has been in the direction of previous folds and

faults in the Cambrio-Ordovician sediments.

r the folding and faulting has taken place at
different times along the same general lines, then if a topo-

graphic as well as a . structural "high"(such as Black Mountain

with a relief of 600 feet) was covered by a thick sequence of

, younger sediments (particularly shales), the younger Sediments

would not only develop a structure as a result of compaction

over the "high" but would have this structure accentuated as a

result of any subsequent folding or faulting which is expected

to follow the pre-existing structural lines.

Only broad regional tilting to the south has been

postulated in Tertiary times in the Boulia area, but farther

south, near the South Australian border, domes have been developeO

in the Tertiary sediments (probably equivalent to the Marion

Formation) (Sprigg, 1958).

Structures visible on the ground in Cretaceous or

younger sediments in at least the western part of the Great

, Artesian Basin may not only be structures in the Cretaceous

rocks, but probably reflect topographic relief in the underlying

:lower Palaeozoic carbonate or Precambrian basementrocks as

the topographic relief (as at Black Mountain) are also structur-

•^al highs, drilling of structures shown by younger rocks may tap

some of the petroliferous lower Palaeozoic strata in high

structural positions.



ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

PETROLEUM PROSPECTS

The Cambrian-Ordovician rocks have some of the more

important requirements of a petroleum-producing sequence, and

if they extend to the deeper parts of the basin an interesting,

although speculative, area for petroleum exploration is estab-

lished. Hitherto the limestones in this area have not been

investigated for petroleum accumulations.

As the areaia in Queensland, it is covered by the

Queensland Petroleum Act of 1923-29, which was amended in 1939

and will be again amended in 1959; an area can be selected under

an "Authority to Prospect" which requires the holder to engage

in exploratory work for a certain period with an outlay greater

than a fixed minimum. For more detailed prospecting, a Petrol-

eum Prospecting Permit is required; if oil is discovered a

Petroleum Prospecting Lease is taken out. A purmit is for

200 square miles and a lease for 100 square miles, and any one

'person can hold up to five permits and five leases. Queensland

has recentlybeen divided into three zones in the 1959 amendment,

and prospect holders can take land in each zone. The area

covered by the Boulia Sheet was taken up by Papuan Apinaipi

Petroleum Co.Ltd., under^Authority to Prospect No.54P, which

expires on the 31st August,1961, but it is subject to renewal.

The main conditions for petroleum accumulation are

given with reference to the Lower Palaeozoic rocks of the Boulia

area.

Source; It is accepted in this report that oil is

formed in marine or freshwater sediments by micro-organisms

(including bacteria) acting on organic matter (either animal or

vegetable) under anaerobic conditions. It has been estimated

that preserved fossils represent as little as 5% of the total

life that existed in beds - unpreserved plankton forms make up

most of the remainder.

Source beds exist throughout the Cambrian-Ordovician

sediments in the Boulia area, and M.C. Konecki (Appendix D) has

analysed samples which were found to contain the equivalent of

13 barrels per acre-foot of oil extractable by toluene. The
rocks are dark limestone with a strong petroliferous smell when

first broken. .Trask calculated that some organic shales near

recognized oilfields yield 19 bblA rcre/foot of oil (Hager,1951,

p.7). A strong smell of petroleum was reported by the driller

when drilling through Cambrian limestone in a bore 8 miles south-

west of Glenormiston in 1910 (Tysons Bore) and mention of this
was made by Moss (1932).



Dark shales and marls occur in the sequence, but they

rarely crop out and their occurrence is known mainly by referring

to logs of water bores.

* Shepherd (1945a) reports oil shale from a bore on the

main Camooweal-Mt.Isa road, in which the sample from 205 - 206

feet yielded an estimated 15 gallo:Is of petroleum per ton

from Middle Cambrian limestone.

Reservoir Although there are few clean sandstones

in the sequence which could act as reservoir rocks, dolomites

and limestones, which form prolific yearvoir rocks elsewhere in

the world, could act as reservoir as well as source rocks. The

large oilfields in the Middle East tap limestone reservoirs -

the limestone has been affected by tectonic movements. The

limestones and dolomites in the Boulia area have been tectonic-

ally deformed; they are well jointed, vuggy, cavernous and

dolomitized although they show much recrystallization of calcite,

at least in outcrop. There are few water bores in tectonically
thesedeformed areas because Areas are usually too rocky and hilly to

be of pastoral value; so no indication of porosity, permeabilit,T . ,

or petroleum content can be given from a hydrological study of

the deformed areas. But on Chatsworth, Burnham, and Buckingham

Downs Stations, where bores have penetrated a considerable

thickness of blue, grey, and dark limestones, the rocks have bee:

too dense to yield water or have yielded small quantities of

salt or "stagnant" water; this water has not been analysed for

trace Petroleum but the authors know of no reports of "oil" or

"gas" from the drilling logs. Although outcrops are poor, it is

our impression that most of the unsuccessful water bores have

been drilled in sub-horizontal, undeformed strata.

Analyses of surface samples of limestone have shown

a porosity of less than 4% and a permeability of nil; this lack

of permeability iSAWalmost entirely to recrystallization

which probably took place after the beds were tectonically

deformed., or because permeability determinations were done on
"plugs" cut from the samples.

It is expected that basal sands and sandy lenses will

occur at depth in the limestone succession, particularly near

granite and Precambrian "highs" shown up by structure contour

lines drawn on the basis of numerous water bore logs (see fig.8.)

Traces of "oil" or "gas" have been reported from

Lucknow Homestead bore, Warenda 19 and Dinan's Gorge (Springvale

No.3) bore; all situated near basement ridges or on structural

lines; but it is not 'ear if the oil came from the basal Cretac-

eous units or from Lower Palaeozoic sediments overlying granite

ridges. However, further west on Glenormiston, drillers report
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"oil scum"from water bores drilled in upper Cambrian limestones

viz. Tysons Bore. In Springvale No.7 Bore, 18 feet of oil shale
was reported by drillers at 678 feet.

'Cap: Shale, soft marl, and soft calcilutite suitable
as cap rocks are known throughout the section.

Structure: The anticline at Black Mountain is probat
.

closed in the Upper Cambrian limestone with a cap of soft cal-

cilutite just exposed at the apex; it is faulted on the easte_

side. Several other culminations are indicated along the Burke

River Structures, including one on the downthrown side of the
fault east of Mt.Ninmaroo.

Although time breaks are known in the Cambrian -

Ordovician succession, particularly in the north of the area,

at Chatsworth and Digby Peaks, those breaks (indicated in most

cases by a break in the fossil record) become fewer to the sou:

in what is expected to be the deeper part of a basin.

Oil and gas, or both, usually in trace amounts, havc
been found in water bores, as well as in some bores drilled fo7
oil in the Cretaceous shales and Cretaceous -?Jurassic sandy

sediments of the Great Artesian Basin. Within this basin in
Queensland three_ smaller basins are recognize. Carpentaria^ .Euroka Shelf from the Eromanga Basin in -me centre Vlach^separa

e 
o

Basin in the north, separated by the/Eulo Shelf and Neebine

Ridge from the Surat Basin in the south-east (Mott,1952).

The Boulia area lies in the west part of the Eromanc
-

Basin and it is only reports of oil or as in bores in this

basin that will be considered hero. MotJ41952) gives more

information from bores in other areas of the Groat Artesian
Basin,

The Cretaceous sediments are not very thick in the
Boulia area, but they thicken rapidly to the south-east and eae'

.thick
where they are 1,800 feet/cast of Lucknow (No.7 Bore). The

Winton Formation is not recognised as a mappable unit in the
Boulia area but Mott (1952) reports that these freshwater

deposits have yielded methane but no oil or wax. The Tambo and

Roma Formations (viz. Wilgunya Formation and maybe part of the
aesio.te

Longsight Sandstone in Boulia area),/"Heeves' (1951, p.2519)
Statement that " no trace of oil has been encountered in Cretac•
eous sediments in 5,000 water wells", the marine sediments have
yielded traces of oil or gas from many localities in the

Eromanga Basin. Oil was found at Stainburn III, Delta N.II,
andCleeve 9 , Tallyabra, gas and wax were reported from near

.Barcaldine, wax in Springleigh III bore, dry gas in Windorah

bore and at 3,270 feet in Bulgroo I (north-west of Quilpie) whoi
pressure was 800 lbs/sq.inch.
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The Blythesdale Group (viz, at least part of Longsighl-
Sandstone) is a widespread aquifer containing marine, transition .E_
and freshwater sandstones.. Many occurrences of oil or gas are

atpibuted to this unit and refe'rred to as "at the base of the

Cretaceous Shales", or "in the aquifer"or in "?Jurassic sand-

stones". Mott (1952) reports oil from this formation at

Kingsborough and Stainburn III near Aramac, at Westland III,

Cairnhope II and at Knockaninny near Barcaldine; he reports

petroliferous gas at Ruthven I, Binoch II, Langdale and

Elderslic I and inflammable gas at Westland II; oil and gas

were reported at Lucknow. As well as Lucknow and Warenda 19,

Mott's map also shows Bedourie as a "showing of oil or gas not

confirmed by analysis but considered important and authentic."

An explanation of the reported occurrence of oil or
gas from boros near Boulia is appropriate:

1. Lucknow 10.^Referred to by Moss (1932) as a "small
amount of oil met with while drilling"for
water.^It is figured on locality maps by
Gray (1938), Wade^(1950)^and Mott^(1952),
who refers to it in the text.

2. Warenda 19. Figured as occurrence of "gas" on the com-
pilation map of Artesian Basin bores by
Moss (1932) and is on the map by Mott (1952
This bore has since fallen in, but local
people report "gas bubbling" from the lore.

3. Springvale 3. Occurrence of gas is mentioned in the
(Dinan's Gorge) Irrigation and Water Supply (I.W.S.),

Brisbane,^logs.

4. Springvale 7. 18 feet of brown oily shale is mentioned in
I.W.S.^logs and Station records.

5. Blair Athol Staltion owner reported "retrA;Lg oil smell
Homestead. wheYET4illed.

6. Kheri Station. This seems to have been included in error
in Condon at al.^(1958,^table^la) as the
co-ordinates given in I.W.S. logs are wrong
and this bore is in fact Springvale 5, which
has no record of oil or gas .^The I.W.S.logs
or Station logs do not show gas in the
."Kheri Bore",^so the origin of "gas" is not
known.

Moss (1932) reports that paraffin wax and petroleum

gas have been found in Lower Mesozoic rocks underlying Marine
Cretaceous il7Artesian bores .which include Barenya 5 (total
depth 2200 feet), Ensay I (1964 feet), Evesham I (4150 feet),

Delta Oil Bore, Thomson watershed (3319 feet), Portland Downs 3

(4163 feet), Thornleigh (4003 feet), Warbreccan (4333 feet),
and some mentioned by Mott 1952. Moss however, also mentions

that there has been no definite occurrence of free oil in



Cairnhope 60m.N.E.
Winton

1000^2732^0-1540 Cret.
-2275 Jurassic

Elderslie I^60m.N.W,
Winton

725^3500^No log

Knockaninny 7 m.S.^850
Barcaldine

2180^0-800 Cretac.
-2000 Jurassic?

.Langdale 30 m.S.W.
Longreach

2520^0-2190 Cretac.
-2520 Jurassic
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Artesian bores .rifled in Cretàceous rocks except perhaps

ElderIie 14; which encountered ?bitumen at 300 feet in Winton

Series, and Oakley (10 miles north-east. of Longreach) where

'oil was found at 1700 feet, 250 feet above the Jurassic,.. but

-

^ he regards these occarrences as probably from kerosene shale,
•
^which does occur in the Cretaceous.

TABLE 5.

SOME BORES WITH TRACES OF PETROLEUM - EROMANGA BASIN

Name^Location Surface Depth Formations^Petroleum
Elev,^Feet

45 m.W.^?^2580^Cretaceous^1489' Oil
Quilpie^ (Mott 1952)

Springleigh^50 m.W.S.W.
III.^Blackall^968^7009^0-34 Tertiary^2500' Wax.

-3257 CretaceoUs (Mott 1952)
-3540 Jurassic
-3679 Triassic
-4515 Permian

Cle eve 10 m.E. of^720^3000^0-23 Tertiary^1500' traces
Longreach^-2110 Cretaceous oil in brown

-3000 Jurassic^shales and
sands.

(11dott.1952).

590^4310^0- 3250 Cretaceous 3550'pet.in
-3910Wurassic sands from gas

mainly CO2,
(Mott 1952)
4.5% ethane.
2200'black oil
in greasy
shales above
water sand
(Mott 1952)

Above 330' 7

3.5% Ethane,
gas (Mott,'52).

2176' oily
sludge
(Mott, 1952)

Gas.7.7%
ethane (Mott'52'

Longreach
"^Oil Wells

Longreach^620^3351 0-2323 Cretac.^2336') Dry
-2700 Blythesdale3229 ) gas
- 3254 Walloon

2910' wax
• 3227'small oil.

(Mott 1952)

(Cont.p.84)

Roma-Tambo 

Tallyabra

Blythesdale 

Bimerah II
^

65
Longreach



At, Lucknow
H.S.

45m.S.W,^643
Longreach

Longreach^620^3298

2080^0-2000 Cretac. 2035' dark oil
-2080 Jurassic? (Mott.1952)

0-2330 Cretac. 3230' dark wax
-3268 Jurassic (Mott,1952)
-3298 Granite

609^1165^0-783 Wilgunya
-1000 sand,pipe
clay (Longsight
sandstone).

Oil while
drilling.
Moss 1932
Gray 1938
Wade 1950
Mott 1952,

Table 5.(Cont0)^.
Name^Lobation
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Surface Depth
Elev.^Feet,

Formations^Petroleum

Ruthven I. 45m.S.S.W,^800^4105
Longreach

-.Westland

Longreach
II

Lucknow
10.

0-110 Tertiary
-3118 Cretac.
-4009 Jurassic

40Q0'? gas.
2.8% e$hane
(Mott, 1952),

Warra H.S.

4m.N.N.W.
of H.S.

Warenda
19

Springvale
3

(Dinans G.)

589^780^0-700 Wilgunya Gas, Moss 1932
-780 sand and^map.
drift sand^Mott 1952.
(Longsight)

434^1375^No log,^Gas,I.W.S.records,

Springvale
7

18m.S.W.of^465^1588
H.S.

0-1139 Wilgunya^678-696' brown
-1588 Longsight oily shale .

I.W.S.& StnRecs.

Blair Athol At H.S.^610^221^0-99 Wilgunya
-221 Longsight
-226 Limestone

Strong oil smell
towards bottom
in green sand.
Station record.

HYDROLOGY

As the area forms the north-west margin of the Great
Artesian Basin, a study of the 360 bores drilled in the Mesozoic and
Palaeozoic sediments shows interesting results.

Most of the water tapped by the various stations comes
from the Longsight Sandstone which forms the main aquifer in this
part of the basin.

During the 1957 survey, and during subsequent surveys
in 1958 and 1959 information on the well (or bore) location, depth,
!water horizons, strata penetrated etc., were requested from owners or

managers of stations. This information together with details supplied
by the Irrigation and Water Supply Department, Brisbane, has been
listed under Stations (the station in alphabetical order) or bore

data sheets in Appendix E, but which can be obtained separately from
the Bureau on request.
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All bore positions were checked on the ground; no

'information was available for 75 of the bores; 'information from

the remaining bores enabled a study of the sub-surface geology

and aquifers to be carried out; the results of this study are
=-^given in Figure 8, a structure contour map on the basement on

which the Mesozoic was laid down, and Figure 7 gives the thick-
ness of the Longsight Sandstone penetrated in bores.

The details of the subsurface strata have been

interpreted from drillers logs which describe bedrock as

"limestone" or "granite"; it was often difficult to decide what

strata had been penetrated from the names given by the water

bore drillers. In representing the basement, bores which ended
in "granite" have been given^the granite symbol. Only one

sample of rock described as "granite" has been available for

inspection; it was definitely granitic. The sample was from an

un-named bore, completed in 1957, about 4 miles east of Kheri

Outstation. "Limestones", whether "white" "yellow" (?dolomites)
9

or "grey", have not been differentiated because they almost

certainly belong to the Lower Palaeozoic formations described

in an earlier part of this Report. They are not symbolized on

the map; bores represented as full black circles ended in

"limestone" basement. The sub-surface contour lines were pre-

pared from the heights relative to sea level at which basement

was penetrated. They show the topography of the basement and

have facilitated the understanding of the distribution of under-

ground water. They have also yielded more information to confirm

the existence of structural trends in the region. It is because

of their value in this respect that they have been extended to

cover areas south and east of the area represented by the Boulia

4-mile Sheet; the boundary of the sheet is outlined on Figure 8.

A section prepared from water bores is shown in figure 11; it

extends from the Boulia Shelf south-eastwards into the deeper

parts of the Artesian Basin.

Groundwater has been pumped from a few bores, but most

water obtained has been under pressure; 40 bores have artesian

supplies and the rest are sub-artesian. The flow has stopped

at several bores since they were sun]: and these are now sub-

artesian. 60 unsuccessful bores have been recorded; water was

not met, was not in sufficient quantity to warrant pumping, or

was too salty. The distribution and properties of the water

are discussed in descriptions of the aquifers.^ s.
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Recent Aquifers:

411,

^ Water from.river gravels is used at the Blair Athol

and Goodwood Homesteads. It occurs at a depth of 60 feet at

Blair Athol Homestead, which is/situated between Mucklandama

Creek and the Burke River just north of their junction. At

Goodwood Homestead, near the channels of the Burke River on the

south side, Water was struck at 65 feet. Both supplies are sub-

artesian. A good supply of potable water is obtained at Blair

Athol; the supply and quality of the Goodwood water is not

known. The Blair Athol bore continued to limestone be.drock at

225 feet and passed through Wilgunya Formation and probably

penetrated the Cretaceous sandstone aquifer which may have

supplemented the water ottained at shallow depth from gravels.

The sub-artesian supply suggests that the aquifers are large

lenticular beds with impermeable clay cappings.^ntakes probably

occur at higher levels in the adjoining streams whenever water

flows. Other similar aquifers probably occur below or near the

principal streams in the area.

Unless these aquifers are fairly large, they could not

be regarded as reliable sources of water because they would be

influenced by the seasonal variations in rainfall.

Tertiary Aquifers:

The Tertiary (Noranside and 'Marion) formations consist

of white limestone and chalcedonic or opaline rocks, sandstone

or unconsolidated sands, and clay, generally red or yellow.

. The sediments were deposited in a lake and occupy what was

probably a low region from Noranside Station in the north to the

south central part 'of the area. Another 'small patch of Tertiary

limestone covers the area around Burnham Station in the northern

part. Other lacustrine deposits of the same age occur just

south of the south-west corner of the Boulia area; these were

formed in a lake which extended along the present course of the

Georgina River. The thickness of the beds is difficult to

determine because of the similar descriptions given in the bore

logs of the Wilgunya Formation (the uppermost Cretaceous rocks

in the area) and the Tertiary beds. The bore-log description

"white rock" for example could either be the Tertiary Noranside

Limestone or white siltstone common in the uppermost Cretaceous

formations. Likewise "yellow clay" could be interpreted as either

Tertiary or Cretaceous. Interpretation has generally been based

bn known surface geology. The greatest depth at which water is

obtained in beds believed to be of Tertiary age is at Kalkadoon

bore, Elrose Station. Sub-artesian supplies are obtained from

two beds described as,"white limestone" between 72 and 80 feet

and between 123 and 132.feet; the beds are separated by
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"white clay". Eleven other bores supplied water at depths of

less than 100 feet from beds of probable Tertiary age..

The supply of water from Tertiary aquifers ranges

from 150 to 720 gallons per hour; the average for eight bores,

four of which passed through two aquifers, is 680 gallons per

hour. Water from four of the 'bores was too salty and unsuitable

for use, or brackish and suitable for stock only. Why salt

occurs only in a few bores is not known. However, water enter-

ing the Tertiary sediments would have passed over the older

rocks of the area and probably carried dissolved salts into the

sediments in some places. The concentration of salt near the

southern margin of the Tertiary deposits probably results from

the solution of salts by the water during its movement southward

through the sediments. Aquifers north of the bores from which

salty water is obtained therefore give supplies of good water.

Comparatively fresh water enters the aquifers at intakes around

the higher margins of the Tertiary deposits. Aerial photographs

show that some stream channels run from watersheds into Tertiary

deposits and disappear before linking with any major stream.

However in most cases, by cementing off the top salty

water and continuing through "blue clay" to the underlying

Cretaceous aquifer an excellent supply (often artesian) of good

water is obtained. This is particularly the case in the area

from Granton between the Hamilton and Burke Rivers, south to
,^-

the junction of these rivers.

Four bores on Wirrilyerna Station penetrated similar

beds in the Georgina River Tertiary basin. The rate of supply

was 800 to 1800 gallons per hour. All of them yielded salty

water. Close's bore-water contained 1316 grains per gallon of

total salts and a total hardness (mostly permanent) of 400 °
(British).

Cretaceous Aquifers: 
In the west part of the area, where apparehtly silt-

stones predominate over claystones, the Wilgunya Formation

contains useful water: ttiirteen bores derive their supplies

from aquifers in it. Productive beds occupy the basin between

the Burke River structure and a southern subsurface extension

of the Be Little Range structure. Beds of the same age occur

in an embayment between a subsurface dolomite-limestone ridge

and a dolomite ridge in an area west of Boulia; these also

supply water. The aquifers occur at depths of 50 to 180 feet.

Supplies range from 330 (3 aquifers) to 1500 (2 aquifers)

gallons per hour. The water occurs as groundwater or is sub-
artesian.. The quellity of the water is generally good; the
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water from two boreS was brackish but useful for stock. Where

this formation abuts against and overlaps the ridges as well as

occupying the low areas between, meteoric waterhas ready access

to the intake beds. Replenishment of supplies in this case
depends on seasonal cohditions.

But in the east part of the area, claystones of the
Wilgunya Formation are at plain level and bores penetrate this

impermeable clay before the sandstone aquifers below, although

30 bores derive some water from sandy beds in the claystone, the

formation is not regarded in general as an aquifer but as an

impermeable'cap over the basal sandstones which supply large

volumes of artesian and sub-artesian water. The formation

thickens along the eastern and southern margins and aquifers

occur to depths of 950 feet. Supplies of 300 gallons per hour

have been recorded from the formation where it overlies

shallow basement along the northern margin of the area from

Burnham Station to Toolebuc Homestead.- Some of the water is

salty. Intakes are probably local. The Hamilton River and many

of its tributaries traverse outcrops of the shale and claystone;

also, the formation extends in some places to the main watersheds

of the area. It is also possible that pressure water from the

underlying sandstone formation seeps upwards or has access into
the lowest aquifers of the shales.

Longsight Sandstone consists in outcrops of porous,
friable sandstone and conglAcerate; at depth, it contains small

"pipe clay" and shale lenses. The formation is of Lower Cretac-
eous age and equivalent in part to the Blythesdale Group
(Whitehouse, 1954).

The basement of "limestone" and "granite" (water

drillers nomenclature) on which the formation was deposited has

been discussed already. In late Jurassic or early Cretaceous

time, this basement was inundated by water which formed a shore-
line against the higher early Palaeozoic formations and Protero-

zoic rocks which occur along the northern and western margins

of the area. The folded and faulted early Palaeozoic limestone

and dolomites extended as ridges south to south-east from the

shore-line, forming embayments; parts of some of these ridges

remain as inliers. Other ridges composed of Precambrian "granite

were covered by water and buried by subsequent deposition.
Ridges and embayments are shown by the sub-surface contours in
Figure 8. One of these subsurface "granite" ridges extending
from Kheri towards Lucknow is called the Lucknow Ridge, and this

may have been effective in limiting the eastward extension of
the lower Palaeozoic seas; on occurrence of "limestone" has
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(at Mackanda)
been recorded from water bores drilaqd east of this ridge/

HOWeyer, as thcl/jobOzoic sediments thicken: appreciably cast of

the Lucknow Ridge, few water bores penetrate below the Cretac-

eous-Jurassic aquifers.

The Longsight Sandstone, in part at least equivalent

to the Blythcsdale aquifer, was not previously recognised in the

western edge of the Great Artesian Basin, it is now known to

'crop out in the central and western parts of the Boulia area

and in the subsurface it underlies the Wilgunya Formation.

Water is found at shallow depth near the margin of

present outcrop to over 1,000 feet on Lucknow Station. North-

north-east and south of Lucknow Station, the basement (Lucknow

Ridge) slopes.steeply to the east. Although the sandstones

thicken over this slope, they have 4teep initial dip, and

bores cast of the Lucknow Ridge have to be deeper than those of

the BouliMa reach water.

Good supplies of artesian and sub-artesian water are

obtained from most bores which penetrate the basal Cretaceous

aquifers, not only in the eastern part of the Boulia area but
in the deeper parts . of embayments to the west; the best yield
is 687,000 gallons a day from Bunda Bore on Slash , Creek

Station. No water was obtained however, from bores penetrating

the Lonusight Sandstone near its pinch-out against subterranean
ridges.

On the basis of his Figure 60 and discussion on the

chemical quality of water, Ogilvie (1954) suggests that a body

of water (which gives supplies to the Boulia area) moves down

thc route of the Diamantina River past Birdsvillc. In Figure 60

linos join localities where water had the same amounts of

dissolved salts; they formed contours which showed definite

trends. The movement suggested above was based on onu of three

main trends. The route fits in "with flow lines which one would

expect from the distribution of natural spring outlets, which

occur....down the western edge of the basin more or less along
the '45' grains per gallon l line for 200 miles from a point

north of Boulia". For water to move in this direction, the

intake beds would be north-east of Boulia; probb,bly the intake

beds north of Hughenden supply the water. As iSopotential

diagram showing the hydraulic surface at the end of 1948 is

included in Ogilvie's report (Figure 8, opposite p.46). The

gradient drops from 600 feet at 141 °00E to 500 feet above sea
level at about 140 ° 30'E in the south-eastern part of the area
of the Boulia 4-mile Sheet.
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Examination of the known water levels of bores in the
area shows that the hydraulic surface is not as simple as determ:-
ined by Ogilvie. Levels of 700 feet plus occur in the north-

east part, on Toolebuc Station, and high levels between 600 and
• 700 fee -b .-trend, one east-southeast from Pathungra Spring bore

to IBC bore on Lorrett Downs Station, and the other south-west

from No.3 bore on Lucknow Station. The first two high levels
• probably represent proximity to intake .areas below the Hamilton

River channels; conglomerate and sandstone occur near the

surface in Pathungra Spring which has a well sunk through the

alluvium of the Hamilton River. Incidentally, live fish are

reported to issue with the water from this spring sometimes.

The high water levels near No.3 bore could indicate

intake from the watershed formed by a range of small hills
which extend in the same south-west direction from No.3 bore on

Lucknow Station. It will be seen from Figure 8 that large areas
with no bore control exist in the rest of the area where bores

did not penetrate the basement. Many of these bores obtained

their water from aquifers in beds younger than the basal Cretac-

eous sandstone. However, where supplies are obtained from the

sandstone, the hydraulic surface gradient is in the same

direction as the gradient of the basement. This explains why

artesian water supplies have been obtained from the basin-like

structure produced by small subterranean ridges and hills below

Stockport and Maryvale Stations. Water probably enters the
• intake beds around the higher edges of the basin where Bengeacca

Creek and other creeks cross them. Unfortunately, no informatior
is available on the fluctuations of water levels and their
correspondence with local variations in seasonal rainfall;

springs near Bulla Bulla waterhole sOuth of Mt.DatSon showed

signs of occasional outflow, but the periedicity.is not known.

The recognition of outcrops Of the basal Cretaceous

sandstones and of local high water levels in the hydraulic

surface in the Boulia area is probably sufficient to suggest

that water moving along the Diamantinc River route in the Great
Artesian Basin .(Ogilvic, 1954) is supplemented by water .entering
from intakes in the Boulia area; also the regional hydraulic
gradient in the Artesian Basin which is from cast to west (as

deduced from the isopotential lines of the main aquifer) is
locally modified by intakes in the Boulia area.

The volume of water contributed by this local source,

however, does not appear to have altered the chemical ad
thermal properties of the water in this Ty:xt of the Artesian
Basin. The total salts in solution in water from bores into
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the basal Cretaceous sandstone on Stockport Station ranged

from 31 to 45 grains per gallon. Although some of the analyses

may have been affected by water entering the bore from younger

formations, they conform approximately with the 45 grains per

gallon line which Ogilvie (1954, Figure 60), shows through the
• **

Boulia area.^Ogilvie (p.36,38) infers that temporary hardness

of water in intake areas is higher than in other parts of the

Great Artesian Basin; temporary hardness of 50 and higher was

▪ common in intake areas as in the Hughenden area. 15 0. temporary
hardness is recorded in water from Horse Creek bore and 10 ° in
water from Limestone bore on Stockport Station. The basal sand-

stone formation from which the water is derived is the equivalent

of the main aquifer of the Great Artesian Basin, and because of

the high temporary hardness of the water, it is probably an

intake bed in the Stockport area. The homestead bore which

obtained supplies from both the basal sandstone and the over-

lying Wilgunya Formation yielded water of temporary hardness

of 12 ° (7 0 due to CaCO3), Temperatures of water from the basal
sandstone aquifers, measured at the surface, are known for b,bout

20 bores. For those bores which obtained supplies from the

basal sandstone ohly, an average gradient of 1 oF rise for 22
foot of depth was determined; the depth of aquifers were between

50 and 800 feet. This is an average gradient for only part of

the area; insufficient data were available to plot lines of °qua.

thermal gradient as done by Ogilvie (1954, Fig.74) but the

figure falls within the limits shown by Ogilvie for the area.

Flow has diminished in the Boulia area, although to a

lesser ,extent than in other parts of the Great Artesian Basin.

Several bores which originally gave artesian supplies arc now

. sub-artesian: .springs that previously flowed continuously now

no longer flow or flow only occasionally. Three springs or

groups of springs are known in the Boulia area. Pathungra

Spring on the west side of the channels of the Hamilton River

has ceased to flow; a bore drilled at this position first gave

artesian supplies but is now sub-artesian. Leakage of water here

before extensive boring commenced in the area undoubtedly resul

from the closeness of the basal sandstone to the surface, giving

pressure water from intake beds nearby an easy passage for escap,

** David (1950, Vol.2, p:529, Table 33) gives an analysis of
water from "Warenda Station Bore, near Boulia"; this water
contained 73 gns./gall. total solids. If this reference applies
to the present Warenda Homestead bore, the analysis is of
water from the "limestone" bedrock and not derived from the
Great Artesian Basin.
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Two other groups of Springs, one near Dribbling bore on

Granton Station and the other in the channels of the Hamilton

River near Bulla Bulla Waterhole on Warra Station, occur along

the western structural line of the Bourke River Structure which

trends south-south-east from Black Mountain towards Springvale

(70 miles south-east of Boulia). Bulla Bulla Waterhole itself

is permanent and is apparently spring-fed. The group of springs

at Elizabeth Springs, discussed by Whitehouse (1954 9 p.14), is
also on this structural line; Elizabeth Springs is between

Black Mountain and Springvale. Whitehouse postulates "either

a continuation of this bedrock ridge (from Black Mountain),

thinly buried, or a fault zone continuing its general direction"

to explain the seepages on this line. Faulting along the line

was recognised in 1957 and the subsurface contours of the base-
ment (Figure 8) show a structural culmination, plunging south-

south-east just west of the line. A folded and faulted ridge

therefore seems a logical explanation for the line of springs.

Whitehouse further suggested that Elizabeth Springs supplies

are larger than those from springs to the north because "they

arise from a lower (Bundamba) aquifer just beyond the limit o -P
the (Boulia) shelf".

Pre-Cretaceous aquifers 

Some useful water is obtained from the rocks which

form the basement for the Cretaceous sediments and which drop

out in the northern and western margins and central part of the

area. Aquifers of large extent are not known; the water occurs

in zones of high porosity due to jointing, underground caves,

channels in limestone, or dolomitization. Many of the sand-'

stone" aquifers recorded in the logs Of bores drilled in local-

ities of dolomite outcrop are thought to be porous dolomite or

sandy dolomite beds. In some places the "sand" that clogs

pumps tapping water in these beds is known to be fine dolomite

crystals. Both non-pressure and pressure-water supplies have

been obtained.

The best yields (60 to more than 1,000 gallons per

hour) are from low areas between the structural highs developed

in the area, and most bores dilled near or on outcrop or along

the highs have yielded poor s4plies or no water; these account

for most of the unsuccessful bores of the area. Station people

who have had drilling experience in the Boulia area regard

dolomites as having better water prospects than "blue"
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limestones; this may be due not only to the higher porosity

of the dolomites but also te the structures in which they occur.

a
^ Only six analyses of water supplies from early . Palaeozoic . rocks

have been available for examination; they show total salts

varying from 42 to 107 grains per gallon and total hardness from

11 0 to 36 ° (British).
The occurrence and effect of fluorine in water

Fluorine occurs in water from some aquifers in the

Boulia area; it does not appear to be confined to any particular

aquifer. Unfortunately analyses of water from some bores on two

stations only have been available for examination in the prepar-

ation of this rebort. These show 0.7 to 0.8 ppm fluorine for

water obtained on Alderley Station and 0.6 to 0.8 ppm on

Stockport Station. Fluorine has also been reported as occurring

in water from Wirrilyerna and Pathungra Stations. Mrs.Pulley,

wife of theowner of Pathungra Station, stated that their

children's teeth had been badly mottled by fluorine. Whitehouse

.(1954,p.15), records that in some areas water which moves

•over granite bedrock contains large amounts of fluorine. The

incidence of fluoresis (mottled teeth) on Pathungra Station

suggests relatively large amounts of fluorine and therefore

possibly confirms the driller's interpretation of "granite"

•
^bedrock in nearby bores. The few occurrences of fluorine in

the western part of the area may be due to movement of water

from the north, where outcrops of granite are known. However,

Ogilvie (1954, p.38) points out that although amounts of

fluorine are greater for water close to bedrock, its distribu-

tion throughout the Great Artesian Basin is so erratic that it

is of little use in determining direction of flow. Also,

minerals likely to yield fluorine are not necessarily confined

to granite. Goldschmidt (1954) suggests that fluorine is

produced by weathering of minerals of the mica group and

fluorine-bearing hydroxy-silicates such as amphiboles and humite,

and by minerals such as villiaumite (NaF) and fluorite (CaF2)

which are probably dissolved by surface waters. Minerals of the

apatite group may exchange some of their fluorine for hydroxyl

but, as Goldschmidt points out, the importance of this prccess-,

is questionable; the reverse process, fixation of fluorine from

circulating water by bones and other skeletal remains to form

fluorapatite, is a comparatively rapid pre..c!ss.

Fluorine could be liberated in solution therefore from

most of the formationsknown in the Boulia area. This question

cannot be discussed further without additional analyses. However,

the occurrence of fluorine and its effects on human beings and

stock could be very important in this area. Fluoridation of
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town water supplies and results of excess fluorine in water

have been discussed with Doctors Crick, Cook, and Hipsley, and

Mr.Christiansen of the Public Health Department, Canberra; the

information given below is taken from references recommended

and made available by them.

In the fluoridation of town water supplies, a balance

has been sought between addition of sufficient fluorine to

prevent tooth decay (dental caries) and keeping fluorine to a

minimum to prevent mottled enamel by "fluorosis% The quantity

generally recommended is 1 ppm F. This is equivalent to 1

milligram ingested daily by an adult drinking one quart of

fluoridated water. For all practical purposes, the safe upper

litatt for fluorine ingestion is regarded as 1.5 ppm F (Hobbs,

1954).

The effects of excess fluorine intake are summarized

in a table in Shaw (1954, p.93).

Toxic Effect^Amount of Fluorine

Acute fatal poisoning^5-10 grams.

Growth depression^50 or more mg./day.

Ostcoscicrosis
(skeletal changes)^8-20 or more mg./day

Mottled enamel (enamel
hypoplasia or fluorosis) 2-8 or more mg./day

Stock are affected in the same manner as human beings

but to a lesser degree. Where there are excessive amounts of

kluorino in water, therefore, efforts should be madeto reduce

it to 1 ppm or to obtain an alternative supply of water. Removal

of fluorine is discussed briefly in the report of the United

Kingdom Mission to North America (U.K.M.,• 1953). Various

methods suggested are listed below:-

a. By granular tricalcium phosphate, magnesium oxide
or hydroxide.

b. B7 ,treatment with alum.

c. By lime-soda softening in presence of magnesium salts.

d. By hydroxyapatite anion exchange.

e.^By activated alumina.

Unfortunately no mention is made of costs of these

methods and the possibility of their. economic use for small

supplies as required in isolated places such as in the Boulia

area. The cost given in Shaw (1954) for the hydroxyapatite

method as used at Climax, Colorado, U.S.A., was $120 per million

gallons in 1944. The commission of inquiry in New Zealand

(C.I.F.P.W.S., 1957) gave evidence that the purchase and cost

of operating bone filters was within the range of the average

Factor of Safety
-
71ilution)

2500x

50x

8-20x

2x
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American family bUt few filters were in use because of the

nuisance of caring for them.

MINERAL DEPOSITS

Lead:

A small deposit of galena occurs near latitude 22 °01',
longitude 140 003 1 9 ten miles north-north-east df Noranside

Homestead in the hills east of Bore 34.

The galena forms irregular blebs and patches up to

two inches wide in,a brecciated and vuggy, thin to medium-bedded

brown dolomite which is part of the Ninmaroo Limestone. Usually

the patches and blebs of galena are enclosed in travertine which

encrusts and partly replaces the walls of joints and vugs. In

places, remnants of dolomite occur in the travertine. The

faces.of many galena crystals are curved.

The deposit lies on the western structural line of the

Burke River Structure on the crest of an asymmetrical anticline

which trends north-south. Parallel faults lie 150 feet and

about half a mile to the west of the axis of this anticline.

Well developed joints trending at 110 ° and 125 ° , and moderately
developed joints tretding at 025 ° and 040 ° , cut the dolomite
near the deposit.

As the deposit is partly a fissure filling and partly

a replacement, it is epigenetic. Its relationship to he

jointing and its restriction to the crest of an anticline

indicate that structure was an important control during its

formation. Some lithological control may have been exerted by

the dolomite surrounding the deposit, but was probably slight,

as the joint and vug walls are only slightly replaced by the

travertine associated with the galena.

As there is no evidence of Palaeozoic or later igneous

activity in the area, a hydrothermal origin of the deposit can

be discounted.

However, there is a possibility that the travertine

and the galena may be an old spring deposit. Springs occur at

the southern end of the Burke River Structure and they may have

existed along the length of the belt before the late Tertiary

or post Tertiary southward tilting of the region stopped their

flow.

The deposit was reported by Shepherd (1945) and is

referred to by Carter et al.(in preparation). According to
Mr,J.Swift of Noranside it was last worked about the end of 1956
when a 15' trench, 6' wide and about 6' deep, trending at 120 °-
1300 was sunk.
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The deposit gave a Geiger count of 27 c.p.m. compared
with 23 c.p.m.

ELI12.;n_9_12)
Manganese minerals

near the northern end of The

pyrolusite and psilomelane,

up to 6 inches long in thin

occur at the base of the scarp

Bluff. The minerals, probably

occur as nodules and earthy patches

chert beds and laminated siltstones

over surrounding dolomitic limestones,

41.
•

of the O'Hara Shale. Specimens of manganese collected'by the
manager of Buckingham Downs also assayed 3 dwt of gold per ton.

Manganese minerals also occur in the Dighy Peaks area.
Specimens of rhodocrosite from a lens in recrystallized lime-

stone in the Ninmaroo Limestone 12 miles north-east of Digby

Peaks Homestead assayed 13.9% Mn02. Pyrolusite and psilomelane

occur q- miles west of Digby Peaks and on the western side of
the Swift Hills. Both occurrences are on outcrops of the

Ninmaroo Limestone. The occurrence on the western side of

Swift Hills seems to be on the stripped eroded surface marking

the unconformity between the Ninmaroo Limestone and the Swift
Formation.

Uranium:

Fish scales and teeth are common in limestone nodules
and concretions of the Toolebuc Member (Wilgunya Formation).

Nearly all have a light coating of a pale yellow-green mineral
which gives the rock a radiometric count of 3 to 4 times back-
ground. In thin section this mineral is bright yellow. A

determination by X-ray diffraction was carried out by W.M.B.

Roberts who:reported the presence of novacekite and some
carnotite.

Novacekite in pure form is a hydrated magnesium

uranium arsenate; it forms a continuous series with uranospinite,
tne arsenate

a hydrated calcium uranium Larsen'tetAs often replaced by

phosphate. The main mineral coating the fish remains in the
Toolebuc Member is probably an impure novacekite with some

of the magnesium replaced by calcium and some or all of the
arsenate replaced by phosphate.

Carnotite is a potassium uranium vanadate; vanadium
is present in the shells of most marine organisms.

Gypsum:

Gypsum is widespread in the claystone of the Wilgunya
Formation, and is especially noticeable where fresh clay is

exposed in tanks in the east of the Boulia 4-mile area. The
mineral occurs as small crystals and in places as crystal
aggregates up to three inches in size.
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Barytes:

Very small quantities of barytes were found in bands
of up to one inch thick near the top of the Wilgunya Formation.

The only occurrences were between Brighton Gap and Momedah
Creek, within 100 yards of the Momedah Anticline,

FEATURES OF LOCAL INTEREST 

In the Boulia arelMa pinnacle-like outcrop referred
to by local people as a "meteorite" as well as sink-holes,

which are locally called "craters" and attributed by laymen to

meteorite falls or volcanic activity. They actually result
from surface weathering or solution effects.'

Meteorite
A supposed "meteorite" occurrence which was causing

much local interest in the area was investigated. It occurro'
on Stockport Station, 5 miles north-west of The Dam bore on

the north-east border of Windburg Plain. It was however, an
erosional remnant of the Tertiary Marion Formation; it is 15
feet high and 5 feet across, and has a smooth silicified surface
containing patches of dark ferruginous sandstone which may have
appeared as "meteoritic iron' to the layman. Lithological
specimens are in the Bureau's museum and Plate 8 9 figure 2,
illustrates the form of the outcrop.

This occurrence has nothing to do with that reported

by Richards (1930); Richards describes a specimen 19 inches
by 11 inches by 9 inches weighing 90 lbs. which was collected
in 1925 by Mr.Story, the late manager of Glenormiston Station,
from a small plain about 5 miles west of the Homestead, 90 miles
west of Boulia, Latitude 22 o 54'S. 9 Longitude 138 o43'E. This
specimen is covered by a thin crust of iron oxide which disguises
the brecciated character of the mass, but analysis shows it
consists of 89.7% Fe, 8.7% Ni (Fe: Nickel ratio 10.3:1) with

trace amounts of dobalt,phosphorous, sulphur and carbon; it is
described as a .brecciated octahedrite with a density of 7.6.

Caves

Sink-holes and caves (by solution) 2 "In compact,
well-stratified, and strongly jointed carbonate rocks, the
avenues of , easieft descent for vadose water are vertical joints
and planes of stratification. Those avenues most favourably

situated with respect to supply from above and free circulation

below are readily enlarged by solution as the descending water
passes through them. Enlargement is most effective at the
surface, where the water moves most rapidly and where it is

freshly charged with carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
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PLATE EL

•

Figure 1. Silicified sub-soil breccia (part of Tertiary?
laterite profile) at south end of Makbat
Sandstone outcrops and between Makbat and
Wills Creeks on Buckingham Downs Station.

Figure 2. "Meteorite" - Outlier of silicified and partly
ferruginized Marion Formation - located on
western part of Stockport Station.
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and from decaying vegetation, and decreases

rapidly downward,' (Longwell, Knopf and Flint,,1939) .

Where solution down the vertical joints is greater than along
4

stratification planes, sink-holes of inverted cone shape

develop. Underground caves are more likely to develop when

solution is greatest along stratification planes or in joints

isolated between stratification planes. Sink-holes and caves

are well known in the Boulia area and in at least one place,

one mile north-north-east of Digby Peaks, a combination of both

occurs. The sink-hole part, shown in Plate 9, figure 1, is
about 15 feet deep and 20 feet in diameter at the surface. The
cave, with heights varying between 5 and 10 feet and about 30
feet wide, extends underground for about 40 yards from the wall

of the sink-hole; many bats live in this cave. Other sink-

holes, known locally as meteorite or volcanic "craters", are -

(a) 4 miles south of Craigie's Lagoon on Alderley

Station, where red basal Cretaceous sandstone has

collapsed into sink-holes in Ordovician dolomites;
see Plate 9, figure 2;

(b) 7 miles west of the homestead on Alderley Station
where an early stage in the development of the mature

(karst) phase of the carbonate erosion cycle has been

reached - sink-holes into underground caverns are

coalescing to form small solution valleys;

(c) in the south-west corner of Herrod's Tank - the basal

Cretaceous sandstone and overlying shale have collapsed

into a sink-hole in the underlying Ordovician dolomite.

(d) Near the head of Warenda Creek, east of Black Mountain;

this sink-hole was not visited.

Underground caves have been reported in the logs of
bores on several stations. Permanent water is obtained from

only those caves which have formed below the water table or

above which the water table has risen.

B.^Caves are also formed by differential erosion of rock

faces at the surface, particularly below the hard, siliceous

caps of many of the small flat-topped hills in parts of the Boulia

area, such as at Digby Peaks. These are formed partly by solu-

tion effects along joints and partly by wind abrasion. They

serve as dens for wild animals such as kangaroos and dingoes;
cwves

some of the large^such as those with wall paintings near
Black Stump Dam On Tobermory Station (south-east of the Boulia
area), were once the refuges of aboriginals.
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PLATE 9.

Figure 1. Sink-hole in Ninmaroo Limestone; 1 mile
north-north-cast of Digby Peaks.

Figure 2: Sink-hole in dolomite of Ninmaroo Limestone
and overlying basal Cretaceous (Longsight)

411

^

^ Sand3tone; 4 miles south of Craigie's
Lagoon on Alderley Station.
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Caves could be of economic interest for the possible

accumulations of guano or skeletal remains they contain, but no

such deposits have been found in the Boulia area.

Stylolites: An explanation of their development is given
by Longwell et al, (1939,)^stylolites are produced by

solution-pressure effects and "consist of a series of inter-

locking small columns of rock, intertoothed like the bristles

of two hair brushes forced together. As the rows of columns

lie in more or less horizontal belts, they appear on vertical

faces of rock as zigzag lines (stylolite seams)." Water perco-

lating along a plane between two soluble beds dissolves the more

soluble parts of the. upper and lower bed. The less soluble parts

of the two beds are forced into one another "in the form of

columnar teeth. The rock opposite the end of each column contin-

ues to be fi,scolved more rapidly than the rock between the

columns because the greater pressure at the column-ends increases

the solubility of the rock". A residue of insoluble material

accumulates around the columns, and they stand out on weathered,

vertical rock faces. Stylolites have boon observed in carbonate

formations in the Boulia area, particularly where dolomites occur.

It is possible that the solution of the more soluble calcium

carbonate (compared with magnesium carbonate) from a dolomitic

limestone would tend to result in a dolomite or more dolomitic

rock being formed; stylolite seams are in fact, more commonly

seen in dolomitic rocks. Apparently large volumes of rock are

removed during this solution process; Longwell et al, state:

"It has been estimated that in some districts the thickness

of soluble rock has been reduced 40 per cent by this process
alone."

PROBLEMS

THE ORIGIN OF THE CHERT IN THE SWIFT FORMATION.

Three main theories on the origin of chert may be

applied to the chert in the Swift Formation: Primary silica

deposite as a gel during sedimentation; deposition of siliceous
organisms, notably radiolarii a and diatoms during sedimentation;
and later replacement of calcareous beds.

Primary Silica

About 16 parts per million of colloidal silica are
carried to the oceans by present day rivers (Tarr, 1917); but
as the oceans contain only 1 to 5 ppm. of silica, much of the
silica brought in by rivers must be deposited on the sea-floor.
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The silica may be directly precipitated as a silica

gel (Tarr, 1917; Gruner, 1922; Lovering, 1923; Schwartz, 1928;

Moore & Maynard, 1929). But these authors do not all agree that

silica can be directly deposited as a gel in the open sea, but

one method that has not been adequately investigated but which

has boon suggested, is the precipitation of silica as silicates
with clay minerals.

The landmass supplying the Lower Palaeozoic sediments

of the Georgina area seems to have been low-lying, and conditinns

were probably ideal for chemical rather than mechanical weather-

ing. This being so, the rivers would be probably highly charged

with silica and conditions would have been favourable for direct

precipitation of silica. In this case one would expect the

Swift Formation, which was deposited more rapidly, to have a

smaller proportion of chert than the Ninmaroo Limestone which

was deposited more slowly. The reverse is actually the case

and chert is comparatively rare in the Ninmaroo Limestone. Some

of the chert of the Swift Formation may have originated as

primary silica deposited during sedimentation, but thin section

work shows that much of the silica is in fact secondary and has
replaced calcite.

Siliceous Organisms 

•^ Bramlette (1946) favours the hypothesis that silica

has been deposited in the oceans by siliceous organisms, notably

Radiolaria. Spherical siliceous bodies which may be Radiolaria

are common in sore of the chert of the Swift Formation but it is

unlikely that they have been an important agent in the deposi-
tion of the silica.

Secondary Siliaft
.

Microscopic examination of representative samples of

chert from the Swift Formation shows that the chert in most

cases is composed of secondary silica which has replaced calcite
in the original sediment.

There are two possibilities for the origin of second-
ary silica in the Swift Formationg

(1) The silica could have been deposited with the sediments

as a silica gel and later dissolved and reprecipitated,
replacing calcareous fossils.

(2) Ox the silica could have come from detrital quartz

and feldspar in the limestone. Throughout both the

Ninmaroo Limestone and the Swift Formation the detrital

quartz and feldspar have been replaced by calcite in

all stages from slight corrosion on the borders to
complete replacement... The silica removed from the



rocks in this manner must have been deposited else-

where in a more suitable chemical environment (Walker,
1957), cionceivably in the upper, more sandy limestone

beds which have nOw been altered to chert beds in the
Swift Formation.

As support for this hypothesis the Swift Formation

contains more detrital quartz and feldspar than the underlying

Ninmaroo Limestone so chert should be more common in the Swift

Formation. Also, the rocks of the Swift Formation are more

pebmeable allowing freer movement of meteoric waters and there-

fore more favourable circumstances for replacement.

DOLOMITE 

The mineral dolomite can form in at least five ways

(Opik, 1954; Chave, 1954; Cloud and Barnes, 1957):

(1) By precipitation from magnesium-bearing brines;
(2) By diagenetic replacement of aragonite or calcite in

calcareous sediments;
(V^By redistribution of MgCO3 contained in the skeletons

of lime-secreting organisms;

(4) By metasomatic replacement;

(5) By replacement of aragonite or calcite by magnesium

salts dissolved in ground water. Dolomitic rock

bodies can then be divided into:

A. Primary deposits formed as precipitates.
B. Secondary bodies formed

(a) during diagenesis

(b) after diagenesis

C. Clastic deposits formed of material derived from

pre-existing dolomite bodies.

A.^Primary dolomite occurs as formations, members or

lenses which are interbedded with limestones or evaporites.

They show normal stratigraphic relations to associated rock

units. The dolomite comprising these formations, members or

lenses is usually very fine-grained and compact, and it shows

normal sedimentary structures. Such dolomite bodies are poor

in fossils. It is thought that the environment necessary for

their development inhibited life, but Alderman and Skinner

(1957) have recorded that in South Australia plants, copepods
(crustacea) and small molluscs exist in the water from which

dolomite is now being precipitated.

elk



FIGURE 10

DISTRIBUTION OF DOLOMITE
4, in Chatsworth Limestone

at..Dribbling Bore, Boulia area
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B. Bodies of secondary dolomite are usually found in

limestone rock units. They occur in patches and there are

abrupt changes from dolomite, to limestone. There is likely to

be structural and/or sedimentary control of the location of

these patches. Fossils replaced by dolomite may be numerous.
,

Secondary dolomite formed during diagenesis is compact,

whereas that formed after diagenesis is vughy and often more

strongly jointed than the surrounding sediments. Dolomite

bodies formed after diagenesis are associated with structural

features, (probably including unconformities, where an increase

in the proportion of dolomite present may result from the leach-
ing of CaCO3).

C. Clastic deposits of dolomite are hard to distinguish

from primary deposit's, especially when they are recrystallised.

They show normal stratigraphic relations to other rock units and
normal elastic-sedimentary structures.

Dolomite rock bodies occur in the Boulia four-mile

area in the Ninmaroo Limestone. They can be divided into -
( ±) Zhose bodies which crop out along the Burke River Structure

at Mt.Datson, Mt.Ninmaroo, Black Mountain, Black Ridge and

in the hills between Swift Hills and the Burke River. The

dolomite in these bo4ies is vuggy and fine to medium-

grained. It occurs in thick to thin and sometimes laminated

beds, which are commonly well jointed. There is some lith-

ological control of the distribution of the dolomite in each

of the dolomite bodies but the boundaries of the bodies
transgress the bedding (figure 10).

All these dolomite bodies are of secondary, post
diagenetic origin.

ii)^Beds of dolomite which crop out along the Burke River

Structural Belt but which are not associated with structural

elements. On the western side of the Swift Hills, such beds

are formed of very fine and fine-grained dolomite. They are

laminated and thin bedded and arc interbedded with thin

bedded calcilutites and fine and very fine-grained calcar-

enites, some of which are fossiliferous, sandy, cherty,

oolitic or two tone. Some intraformational Conglomerate

also crops out. Similar sequences occur elsewhere along the

belt of outcrop running along the Burke River Structural
Belt.

Most of these beds are probably primary deposits, but

some maype secondary or at least have undergone a secondary
concentration.
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(iii)^In the Cottonbush Creek area, flat lying dolomite

containing minor limestone interbeds forms the Ninmaroo

Limestone. The dolomite is thin bedded and shows current

bedding. In places it is sandy. It contains few fossils.

This area of outcrop extends on to the Glenormiston

four-mile area. The dolomite is probably primary with

some beds of secondary dolomite formed during diagenesis.
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MICRO-EXAMINATION OF SAMPLES FROM  THE BOULIA AREA WEST QLD.

by

Irene Crespin

Sixty four samples from the areas covered by the

Boulia, Glenormiston, Mt.Whelan and Springvale 4-mile Sheets,

were received for examination. The rocks consisted of siltstone,

cherty siltstone, sandy siltstone, sandstone, and limestone.
Many of^the siltstones were unfossiliferous, but some oontained

Lower Cretaceous foraminif era and radiolaria. Sample B137 is

from the freshwater Noranside Limestone, most probably of late
Tertiary or Pleistocene age, and B258a is a silty sandstone of
probable Cambrian age.

Boulia 4-mile Sheet.

B258a1.122.2_, from 1 mile west of Sonning Bore, up face of De

Little Range.

(a) Base section 9 10 feet thick reddish silty sandstone and

cream siltstone with sponge spicules and ?radiolaria and well
preserved quartz crystals; sponge spicules typically Cambrian
(Dr.Opik, pers.comm.); mapped as O'Hara Shale.

(b) Bed 20 feet thick of siltstone, cream to pink with many

grains of brown hydrated iron oxide after. pyrite (W.B.Dallwitz,

pers.comm.) No microfossils, but mapped as Wilgunya Formation.

(c) Bed 20 feet thick of white to pink siltstone; no micro-

fossils, The lithology is similar to radiolaria-bearing Mesozoic

rocks in Western Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland.

Other rocks examined from the Boulia area are silt-

stones, some of which are cherty. RadiolaraAcurred in some,

whereas others contained radiolaria, small pelagic forams and
small arenaceous forams.

B97^from hills 2 miles west of Brighton Bore, Pathungra Station.

A white radiolaritccontaining radiolaria (genosEhaera sp.,

Porodiscus sp., cf.StylosEhaera) and poorly preserved arenaceous

forams (HaplophramoideS sp.)

B98, east of Momdah Anticline, 5 miles south-west of Brighton

Bore. A white chalky radiolarite with poorly preserved forams

(HaploEhrgmoides sp., SEiroplectammina cushmani, Crespin,

Trochammina sp.).

B174, 4 miles east of Lorrett Downs Homestead, run 8, photo
5123. It is a yellowish calcarenite, mapped as Toolebuc Member,
containing many radiolaria (Cenosphaera sp., and Dictyomitra sp.)
and rare tests of th:.: pelagic foram Globizerina, probably
G.Elaniaira Tappan.
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B310, from a scarp near the track, 1* miles east of Herrod's

Tank, Buckingham Downs. The sample is an ochreous sandstone with
rare forams (SEiroElectammina sp.) •
B336, from Reid .is Well, Windsor Park, run 5, photo-5089.

Three cherty siltstone or cherty radiolarite lithologies occur;
(i)^dense,.hard, cherty rock with CenosEhaera and AmEhibrachium;

• (ii) chaiky,white, siltstone with CenosEhaera, Lithocyclina,
Astruhaaus, and AmElibrachium;

(iii) chert in which any trace of radiolaria originally present
were obliterated by recrystallization and silicification.

B417, Sandy Creek Well, north of Badalia Homestead.
Sample is a sandstone with some siliceous sponge

spicules and a few arenaceous forams (Ammobaaulites minimus 
Crespin, Liroplectammina oushmani Crespin, Trochammina 

minuta Crespin).

B637, (run 12, photo 5143. 1 mile north-west of Gidyea Bore,

Stockport) is in the Wilgunya Formation and contains a rich

assemblage of foraminifera including:

Ammobaculites minimus Crespin
A.fisheri Crespin

A.subcretaceous Cushman and Alexander.
Ammobaculoides cf.Eitmani Crespin.

HaElahraEmoides chapmani Crespin (c)

globosa Lozo

HvEerammina sp.
Involutina cretacea (Reuss).
Bpiroplectammina cushmani Crespin ( S.edgelli 
Trochammina minuta Ore spin^Crespin

B720, 3i miles north-east of Old Kheri Outstation, on the
Toolebuc road, and B721, 4- miles north-east of Old Kheri Out-

station, is a calcarenttte, mapped as Toolebuc Member, with
radiolaria (CenosEhaera sp.) and minute foram (GlobiEerina

ElanisEira Tappan).
B734, 1 mile south-east of 10 Mile Bore, Dover, run 7, photo

5143, is from the Wilgunya Formation, and contains CenosEhaera

in a moderately friable siltstone. -

B781 9 1 mile east-north-east of 9 Mile Bore, Warenda, run 11,
photo 5205, from the Wilgunya Formation, contains arenaceous
forams (Ammobaculites fisheri Crespin,  A.minimus, HaEloEhraEmoides
sp., .5piroplectammina cf.edEelli Crespin),Siphotectularia sp.

sandm.
Arenaceous forams occured in the following/niltstone

samples, but in all case, as is characteristic of the fauna in
the Lower Cretaceous, most of the tests are crushed: B617, B705,
(on Momedah Creek, 1 mile west of the anticlinal axis), ABC Bore
(Lorrett Downs), Bob's Well and Blair Athol Homestead. (Blair .

Athol Station) and sample (a) Kingdom Bore (Alderley.
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Haplophragmoides chapmani was especially common in
B.705 and ABC bore. Arenaceous foraminif ,ra recognised in a
sample from the Kingdom Bore were

Ammobaculites mininus Crespin
Ammobaculites fisheri Crespin (c)

Haplophragmoi des chapni CresPin ( e)
Haplophragmoides sp.nov. (c)

Spiroplectammina cushmani Crespin (c)

Trochammina pinuta% Crespin

A second or bottom samplPi)rom this bore consisted of
unfossiliferous sandstone. It may represent the aquifer bed.

The species listed above were also present in samples

from Bob's Well and Blair Athol homestead bore, but were less
common.

B.617 (from Buster Dud Bore, Buckingham Downs) con-

tained many siliceous sponge spicules and a few minute arenaccous

foraminifera; this bore passed through some Wilgunya Formation
and then 200 feet of Cambrian limestone.

Springvale 4-mile Sheet.

S.1 (Springvale run 3 photo 5109, 1i miles north-west
of Spring Creek Bore, Warra) is a fossiliferous calcareous silt-

stone ,mapped as Toolebuc Member,containing abundant fragments of

Inoceramus prisms, fragments of fish remains - chiefly scales,
a few tests of radiolara, (Dictyomitra cf. australis,

Cenosphaera sp.) and numerous tests of the foraminifera Globig7
erina cf. planispira.

_Mt.Whelan 4-mile Sheet.
below the chalcedony on the nort eak

One samplo, W13 from feet of Mt.Whelan, is
a hard siliceous siltatone with aggregates of quartz grains, a

spiny variety of siliceous sponge spicule, and arenaceous fora-
minif era (Ammobaculites sp., ? Trochammina).

Notes on the samples 

The radiolaria-bearing siltstones and sandy siltstones
are widely distributed in North-west Australia, Northern Territory,

and western and central Queensland. The writer regards these

rocks as being late Lower Cretaceous, most probably the equiva-
lent of the Albian. Rocks lithologically similar to those

examined from western Queensland overlie the richly fossiliferous
Lower Cretaceous Roma Formation (Aptian) at Mt.Bassett near Roma.
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The samples containing the arenaceous foraminiferal

assemblages are regarded as the equivalent of the Aptian Roma

Formation. The foraminifera have all been recorded from the

type section of the Roma Formation at Bungeworgorai Creek, wst
of Roma (Whitehouse, 1954; Crespin, 1953).

The most interesting feature of this rock collection
is the' association of planktonic foraminifera (Globigerina)
and radiolaria in the siltstones B.174 and B.720 (run 5, photo
5071, 4 miles north-east of Kheri Outstation,mapped as
Toolebuc Member). Both these forms occur as deep sea oozes in
Recent seas, but they need not necessarily be of deep-sea

origin. Bronnimann (1949) states that pelagic foraminifera and
radiolaria "may indicate true deep-sea deposits, but they also

could have been accumulated in sediments of a shallow sea or of

a marginal or even of a land-locked sea. .and in most cases their

pelagic foraminifera occurrence is probably more useful for

assessing possible connections with the open sea than absolute
depth."

The arenaceous foraminif era are definitely not open-
sea types: they flourished in estuaries or gulfs.

. The sample (S.1) from the Springvale area is another
interesting one, in which Inoceramus prisms, fish remains,

pelagic foraminif era, and radiolaria are associated. Perhaps

the foraminifera and radiolaria were floated into/ho more shallow

water area in which Inoceramus and fishes thrived. It is diffi-
cult to place this rock in its proper stratigraphic position on
the palaeontological evidence from one specimen.

It is possible that the sample from the Mt.Whelan
4-mile Sheet, - W.13, belongs to one of the variations of the
siltstone beds of Albian age.
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APPENDIX B.

REPORT. ON FOSSIL PLANTS FROM THE BOULIA DISTRICT,

CENTRAL WEST QUEENSLAND.

•^by

Mary E. White.

Fossil plants were collected from localities B.196,

B.349, B.404, B.417, B.524 on the Boulia 4-mile Sheet and from

locality Gil on the Glenormiston 4-mile Sheet; all localities
are in the Boulia Shire.

Locality B.196 from Wilgunya Formation, run 14, photo

5087, 3 miles east-south-east of No.15 Bore, Lucknow; indetermin-

ate wood fragments associated with marine pelecypods.

Locality B.349 from Marion Formation, run 12, photo
5153, 6 miles north of Strathelbiss Homestead. Blocks of very

well preserved fossil wood were collected from this locality.

Internal structure showed the wood to be of Conifer type with

very regular arrangement of tracheids. Annual rings are clearly

seen. Medullary rays one cell wide and several cells deep occur

throughout the wood. There are no resin canals. In longitudinal
section the bordered pits on the tracheid walls appear to be in
single rows and not much compressed.

Wood of this type cannot be used for-age determination

as it is of the general type found in coniferous plants from
late Palaeozoic to Recent times.

Locality B.404 from Longsight Sandstone,run 4, photo
5109, at Herrod's Tank, Buckingham Downs. This specimen con-
tains several leaves of Taeniopteris spatuIata McClelland. This

is a plant most characteristic of Jurassic strata, but it occurs

as well in Upper Triassic and survives into Cretaceous beds in
the Styx River Series in Queensland.

Locality B.417 from LonEsight Sandstone, run 14,photo
5047 9 from the bottom of an old well near Sandy Creek bore,

Herbert Downs. The specimens from this locality are indetermin-
ate.

Locality B.524 from Longsight Sandstone, run 4, photo
5109, Herrod's Tank. The following plants are identified from
this locality-
(a)^Cladophlebis australis (Morris). Some of the very

large and well preserved fronds of this fern might be

referred •to cf.Cladophlebia distans ox" cf. C.Huttoni, but

the smaller examples mingled with them are typically
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Cladophlebis australis and there is no reason to suppose that
the larger are a different species. Characteristically,

pinnules of any species of fern vary a great deal in size and
form.

Cladophlebis australis (Morris) is a most character-4

istic plant of Jurassic strata. It occurs as well in the

late Triassic and persists into Cretaceous beds in the Styx
River Series in Queensland.

(b) Elatocladus cf. plana (Feist). Purely vegetative
fronds of this type have a wide range from late Triassic to

Cretaceous strata, and are therefore of little value for age
determination.

(c) Small triangular cone scale or seed. Indeterminate,
(a)^Indeterminate round seeds which may be of a Cycad type.
(e)^Indeterminate stems, wood and plant fragments.

The age of the plant assemblage in B.524 could be late

Triassic, Jurassic, or Lower Cretaceous,

Locality G 11 from Longsight Sandstone, run 3, photo
5109 7 Glenormiston, east of Smoky Creek. At this locality
Elatocladus cf. plana Feist, occurs with with Taeniopteris 
spatulata McClelland and indeterminate round seeds. There are
also indeterminate wood and stem impressions. These plants

a^indicate a Late Triassic or Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous age.
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APPENDIX C.

THE MACROFOSSILS FIRM TEE BOULIA AREA

WESTERN QUEENSLAND,

1*-

Dorothy Hill
University of Queensland.

A.^Collections of a faunule that is similar to that of

the Roma Formation. No such fauna has been reported previously
from Western Queensland,

G.1.^Glenormiston, run 3, photo 5105, 8 - miles south-west of
Pigeon Creek Tank on road to Tripod Water Hole; mapped
as Longsight Sand -stone.

Fissilunula ?clarkei1TerY/- /common
? Cyrenopsis sp.

? Mytilus sp.; very small narrow form, as in

G.15 and B.310.
? Matica ?variabilis 

Mould of small ?belemnite

G.15. Glenormiston, run 5, photo 5005, 16i miles west-south-
west from Pigeon Creek Tank, mapped as Longsight SandstOne-

Fissilunula ?clarkei V. common

Mytilus inflatus 

Maccoyella sp.

? Mytilus sp.; very small narrow form, as in

G.1 and B.310.
? Thracia  or? Cyrenopsis sp.

? Syncyclonema 

Belmenite mould

B.310. Boulia, run 4, photo 5109, 1 11 miles east of Herrod's
Tank, mapped as Longsight Sandstone.

Fissilunula ?clarkei v. common

Maccoyella spp.

? Cyrenopsis sp.

Syncyclonema socialis 

? Mytilus sp., very small and narrow as in G.1 and
G.15.

Mytilus inflatus 

? Panope 

B.^Group of doubtful correlation possibly ROMA rather
than TAMBO.

B.100 Boulia, run 7, photo. 5153, 3* miles north of Momadah
Creek and immediately cast of the anticlinal axis;
mapped as Wilgunya Formation.
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Maccoyella sp.

This more doubtfully Roma than G.1, G.15 and B.310.

B.320 As above, but one mile north of Momedah Creek.

? Maccoyella ?barklyi 

B.722 Four miles west of the Selwyn-Toolebuc and Chatsworth-

Toolebuc road junction, Duchess 4-mile Sheet, mapped
as Longsight Sandstone.

? Cyrenopsis sp.

B. 97 Boulia, run 6, photo 5019; 2 miles west of Brighton Bore,
south of Brighton Gap; mapped as Wilgunya Formation.
? Thracia

B.407 Boulia, run 8, photo 5103, half a mile north-east of
Kingdom Bore, Alderley; mapped as Wilgunya Formation.

? Natica ?variabilis 

B.521 Boulia, run 8, photo 5118, half a mile south of Momedah
Creek immediately west of '.the anticlinal axis; mapped
as Wilgunya Formation.

Mytilus sp.

? Thracia sp.

B.98^Boulia, run 7, photo 5153, one quarter of amile south-
east of B.100; mapped as Wilgunya Fovmation.

? Cyrenopsis sp.

? Thracia sp.

? Syncyclonema socialis 

C.^Group with faunule similar to that of TAMBO Formation;
a collection from 7i miles south of Moorooka-Beaudesert boundary
on the McKinlay - Boulia road about 20 miles south of McKinlay
is similar.

B.720 Boulia, run 5, photo 5071, 4 miles north-east of Kheri
Outstation; mapped as Toolebuc Member of Wilgunya Formation.

Aucellina hughendenensis very common..
Inoceramus sp.

? Pteropod 

B.721 Boulia, run 5, photo 5071, half a mile north-east along
road from B.720; mapped as Toolebuc Member.

Aucellina hughendenensis 
? Fish scale

Small 1Try low coiled ?gastropod (?new).

Small smooth pectinoid ? Syncyclonema



B.732 BoUlia, run 7, photo 5143; 2i miles south-east of

10 Mile Bore, Dover; mapped as Wilgunya Formation.
Inoceramus sp..

D.^AGE UNKNOWN

B.532 Glenormis'ton, run 8, photo 5135, near Rocky Bore, from
a cave; mapped as Longsight Sandstone.

Indeterminate.

"
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APPENDIX D.

EXAMINATION OF OUTCROP SAMPLES FROM THE BOULIA AREA,

WESTERN QUEENSLAND.

• by

M.C. Konecki

• Outcrop samples collected during the course of a
geological survey in the Boulia-Chatsworth area were tested
for porosity, permeability and fluid saturation.

Ten outcrop samples of limestone froth three Palaeozoic
formations were tested.

Sample D126:from De Little Range; 1 mile west of Sonning Bore;
Boulia 4-mile Sheet.

Stratigraphic position: Pomegranate Limestone (Upper Cambrian).
Lithology: 3 specimens submitted were marked in the laboratory

D126 (1), D126 (2) and D126 (3).

Specimen D126 (1) is a brownish-grey very dense,

silicified, medium-bedded limestone. No tests were
.carried out on this - specimen.

Specimen D126 (3)is a laminated light grey "sandy"
limestone: No tests were carried out on this
specimen.

Specimen D126 (2) is a brown-grey, fine-grained

hard, medium-bedded limestone. It was tested for
density, porosity, permeability and residual fluid
saturation.

Results: Density ("dry bulk"): 2.67

Density ("dry grain"): 2.7

Porosity (average):^1.2%

Permeability (horizontal): zero millidarcies
Permeability (vertical) : zerq
Residual Oil Content^: zero.

Samplt D120.from 12 miles north of Chatsworth Homestead on

main Selwyn ROad Duchess 4.mile Sheet.

Stratigraphic Position: Pomegranate Limestone (Upper Cambrian);
upper part of the formation.

Litholoa: Three samples of rock were examined; two were dark

brown-grey dense limestone, and the third was grey
laminated rather "Sandy" limestone. These samples
have been numbered D120 (1), D120(2) and p120(3).
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Results: Sample.D120(1) 

Density ("dry bulk") : 2..69
Density ("dry grain")^2.74
Porosity (average)^. 1.44%
Permeability (horizontal) zero millidarcies

Permeability (vertical )^zero
Residual oil content^zero
Residual water content^not measured

Sample D120 (2)
Density ("dry bulk") : 2.67
Density ("dry grain") : 2.73
Porosity (average) : 1.79%
Permeability (horizontal) zero millidarcies

(vertical)^zero
Residual oil content^zero
Residual water content^not measured

.Sample D120(3)

Density ("dry bulk") : 2.59
Density ("dry grain") : 2.70
Porosity (average) ; 3.95%
Permeability (horizontal) zero. millidarcies

(vertical ) zero

Residual oil content : 0.17% by weight

4.3% of pore space

13.2 bbls/acre-foot 

Sample 120(s) from 12 miles north of Chatsworth Homestead,
. Duchess 4-mile Sheet.

Stratigraphic Position: Pomegranate Limestone (Upper Cambrian);

10 to 20 feet above sample D120.
Lithology:^Limestone, grey-brown, crystalline, fossiliferous.

Results:^Density ("dry bulk")^2.72
Density ("dry grain")^2.75
Porosity (average)^1.16%
Permeability (horizontal) zero millidarcies

(vertical)^zero
Residual oil content^0.17% by weight

14.7% of pore space

^

13.6^bbl/acre-foot.
Residual water content 0.123% by weight

10.6% of pore space

^9.5^bbl/acre-foot 
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Sample D124S (1) from 4 miles north-west - of Chatsworth
Hor,, qad.

Stratigraphic Position: Chatsworth Limestone (Upper Cambrian)

About 50 feet or more above top of Pomegranate
Limestone.

• Lithology:^Limestone, very dense, black to dary-grey.

Results:^Density ("dry bulk")^2.71
Density ("dry grain") :^2.73
PorositY (average)^1.06%
Pertheability (horizontal)^zero millidarcies

(vertical)^zero
Residual oil content

Residual water content

0.096% by weight

9.1% of pore space
7.5 bbl/acre-foot.
0.137% by weight

13.00% of pore space

10.8 bbl/acre-foot.

Sample D124S (2) from 4 miles north-west of Chatsworth Homestead.

Stratigraphic Position: Chatsworth Limestone (Upper Cambrian)

50 feet or more above top of Pomegranate
Limestone.

Lithology:^Intraformational limestone breccia.

Results:^Density ("dry bulk")^2.75
Density ("dry grain")^2.77
Porosity (average)^0.6%
Permeability (horizontal) zero millidarcies

(vertical)^zero
Residual oil content^0.013% by weight

2.17% of pore space

0.23 bbl/acro-foot.
Residual water content^0.110% by weight

18.33% of pore space

8.5 bbl/acre-foot.

Sample B791. from between Chatsworth and Digby Peaks,

Boulia,run 1, photo 5141.

Stratigraphic Position: Chatsworth Limestone (Upper 'Cambrian);
near top.

Lithology: . Banded, grey and red-brown, medium bedded, hard,
crystalline limestone.

Results:
.(Cont.p.124)
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Results: Density ("dry bulk")

Density ("dry grain")

Poro6ity (average)

Permeability (1-;orizontal)

(vertical)
Residual oil content

2.68

2.73

1.7%

zero millidarcies
w

 

zero
Zero

Digby Peaks: on the Boulia 4-mile Sheet.

Stratigraphic  Position: Ninmaroo Limestone (Lower Ordovician-

Upper Cambrian) about 150 feet below Swift Formation.

Lithology:^Limestone, grey,.hard, very fine grained, thin
bedded (1" - 2").

Results; Density ("dry bulk")

Density ("dry grain")

Porosity (average)

Permeability (horizontal)

(vertical)
Residual oil content

Residual water content

2.73
2.76

0.94%
Zero millidarcies
Zero

0.113% by weight

12.0% of pore space
8.76 bbl/acre-foot.

0.147% by weight
15.64% of pore space
11.65 bbl/acre-foot.

Sample B507(A1) from Black Mountain; Boulia, run 9, photo 5069.

Stratigraphic Position: Chatsworth Limestone from "core" of
Black Mountain (Upper Cambrian).

Lithology;^Limestone coarsely crystalline, hard,'grey,
fossiliferous.

Results: Density ("dry bulk");
Density ("dry grain");

Porosity (average)

Permeability (horizontal)

• (vertical)
Residual oil content

Residual water content

2.75
2.82
2.2%

Zero millidarcics
zero
0.13% by weight

5.9% of pore space
10.1 bbl/acre-foot.
0.19% by weight
8.6% of pore space
14.7 bblLacre-foot.
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Samptle B510C from Black Mountain; Boulia run 9, photo 5069.

Stratigraphic Position: Chat8worth Limestone, 950 feet above

base of section at Black Mountain and immediately
below Ninmaroo Limestone.

Lithology;^Grey, fine-grained, dense,?dolomitic limestone.
Results:^Density("dry bulk") : 2.71

Density ("dry grain"): 2.77

Porosity (Average)^1.45%
Permeability (horizontal) : zero millidarcies

(vertical)^: Zero^11

Residual oil content^0.061% by weight

4.28% of pore space

4.8 bbl/acre-foot.
Residual water content:0.35% by weight

24% of pore space

Sample B514^from Black Mountain, Boulia, run 9, photo 5069.

Stratigraphic position: Ninmaroo Limestone; 1,800 feet above base

of total section exposed at Black Mountain.
Lithology

^

^Grey, dense, finely crystalline, fossiliferous
limestone.

Results:^Density ("dry bulk") : 2.69
Deneity ("dry grain") : 2.75

Porosity (average)^2%
Permeability (horizontal) zero millidarcies

(vertical)^:zero
Residual oil content^0.04% by weight

2%^of pore space

3.1 bbl/acre-foot.
Residual water content: 0.13%

6.5% of pore space

Sample B773^from Mount Ninmaroo; Boulia, run 10, photo 5023.
staLLEE.q.112i2_2211-1.12n: Upper part of Chatsworth Limestone

exposed in "core" of Mt.Ninmaroo.
Lithology^Brownish-dark-grey, dense, crystalline limestone.
Results:^Density ("dry bulk") : 2.71

Density ("dry grain"): 2.77
Porosity (average)^2.23%
Permeability (horizontal i zero millidarcies

(vertical)^zero^11

Residual oil content :^zero
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Remarks:

Porosity tests were carried out using a Ruska Field
a^

Porometer. Permeability tests were made with nitrogen gas .
using a . Ruska Permeameter. Saturation tests were made by

extracting samples with toluene in an apparatus and by a

mothcd described by Rail and Taliaferro (U.S.B.M., 1946,
R.I. 4004)

The results of tests indicate that the residual fluid
content, and particularly the residual oil content, of parts

of the formations is not inconsistent with those of source beds

elsewhere in the world. The original oil content might have

been much higher; more work is required on fresh cores etc.

I.
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The following is an alphabetical list of the stations
included in this collection of bore data

Ardmore
Alderley
Badalia
Blair Athol
Buckingham Downs
Burnham
Cazna Downs
Carandotta
Carlo
Cravens Peak
Chatsworth
Corrie Downs
Cuckadoo
Datchet Downs
Digby Peaks
Dover
Douglas )owns
Elrose
Fort WilAam
GlenormiJton
Goodwood
Government Operated
Granton
Gumpti
Hartnell Downs
Jibloo

Kallala
Linda Downs
Lorrett Downs
Lucknow
Macsland
Maryvale
Neena
Ninmaroo
Nithsdale
Noranside
Pathungra
Paton Downs
Paynton Downs
Pollygammon
St.Lucia
Scarsdale
Slashes Creek
Stockport
Strathelbiss
•olebuc

Two Rivers
Walgra
Waterford
Windsor Park
Wirrilyerna
Warenda



grv. gravel
h.^hard
Hs. Homestead
I.W.S.(Irrigation
& Water Supply,

Brisbane.
1. light
lst.or lmst.

limestone
m.g. medium grained
plc. pink
ppl. purple
pbls. pebbles
qtz. quartz
qtzte. quartzite
rble. rubble

blds, boulders
bl.^blue
bk.or blk. black.
br.
cold.
cl.
copgl.
c. g.
dlte.
fri.
f.g.
gn.
gY.
grt.

brown
coloured
clay
conglomerate
coarse grained
dolerite
friable
fine grained
green
grey
gritty

INTRODUCTION

.404-

All bores encountered during geological investigations
ln the Boulia — Glenormiston area during 1957 and 1958, were
plotted on air photographs of the area; these were subsequently
transferred to a four mile to one inch scale base map. Some
bores were not found while in the field; the position of these
were plotted from station information or from the records of the
Irrigation and Water Supply (I.W.S.) Brisbane, and marked P.D.
(position doubtful) on the map.

The bores have been listed under the station which owns
them, and the stations arranged alphabetically. A sketch map
shows the general position and shape of the various stations
referred to.

The information about the bores is, in most cases, a
combination of details suilplied by station owners and managers,
the I.W.S. records, and by water drillers. Many bores visited
by the authors still had the sludge drain visible; in these
cases, the rock fragments were described as a check against the
drillers nomenclature.

The bore logs formed the basis for the discussion on
"Hydrology", Isopach and structure contour maps in Caset rt al's
record 1960/12,Bureau of Mineral Resources,

1)

A legend for the symbols used in the logs is as follows;
rbn. ribbon
rk, rock
sh. shale
sst. sandstone
sd. sand
sdy. sandy
slst. siltstone
sch. schist.
slipback. slipperback.
s.^soft
st, stone
surf, surface.
sply, supply
w.^with
wh. white
w.h. waterhole
Y.^yellow.

•

-4

.1

Names in brackets after the 'bore name, refer to the
name registered with the I.W.S. Brisbane.

"L" before figure in altitude signifies known surveyed
height; the other altitude figures are barometric results, or method
of levelling unknown.

In some cases the licence number IJic.No.) is given when
the 'registered number is not known. In many cases the licence or
registered number was not known for the bore.

In some cases the position of the bores plotted from
I.W.S. co—ordinates does not agree with the field position; this is

usually because of the inaccuracies of the existing maps when the
early bores were drilled (i.e. before 1900).

Unless specifically mentioned, the strata information
is the drillers terminology, and in many cases, is far from the
correct lithology as used by geologists.
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LOWER ORDOVICIAN FOSSILS IN THE; AREA OF
BOULIA 4-MILL SHLET, QUEENSLAND..

by

Joyce Gilbert-Tomlinson

Note:
For Swift Beds,^APPENDIX F.

,read - Swift FormationLEZRODUCTION

4
•^Geological mapping of Boulia 4-mile Sheet, western

Queensland, was carried out in 1957 by the Georgina Geological
Party (leader J.N. Casey). Two formations of Ordovician
sediments have been recognized - the Ninmaroo Formation and
the Swift Beds. They constitute the most easterly known
exposures of fossiliferous Ordovician in northern Australia.

Both formations are lower Ordovician in age. The
Ninmaroo Formation is essentially Tremadocian, although its
uppermost part may be early Arenigian; the Swift beds are
early, but not initial, Arenigian. Late Arenigian and younger
Ordovician fossils are not known to occur in situ in the area,
but a pebble containing younger Ordovician fossils has been

. collected from a conglomerate that is considered to be Mesozoic
(Cretaceous) in age.

The Ninmaroo Formation rests with apparent conformity
on late Upper Cambrian limestone (Chatsworth Limestone) in the
Black Mountain section; the Swift Beds are unconformable on
the Ninmaroo Formation at Digby Peaks, but no angular discord-
ance can be detected between the two formations in the area west
of Black Mountain.

The fossils of the Ninmaroo Formation are well preserved.
Those of the Swift Beds are mostly too fragmentary for determin-
ation, but comparatively well-preserved material has been
secured' from this formation at Digby Peaks by Mr.D.J. Taylor,
palaeontologist to Frome-Broken Hill Pty.Ltd. The fossils
include a graptolite, and, in order to present as complete a
picture as possible of the Ordovician faunas of the Boulia area,
advance notice of this first didcovery of Ordovician graptolites
in Queensland is incorporated in this report.

Few Ordovician fossils are described from northern .
Australia, and none at all from Queensland. The fossil identifi-
cations are therefore tentative, and the generic names here •
cited may be changed when the fossils are systematically studied.

NINMAROO FORMATION

The Ninmaroo Formation was first r..,:cognized, and named,
by Whitehouse (1936, p.69), who recorded the presence of
ellesmeroceroid nautiloids, echinoderm ossicles, and an orthoid
brachiopod in the Black Mountain section. He concluded that
the "Ninmaroo limestones" were Tromadocian in age.
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Thickness and extent.

The Ninmaroo Formation, as mapped by the - Georgina
Geological Party, is about 2,000 feet thick. It is typically
exposed in the folded and faulted country of Mt.Ninmaroo and
Black Mountain (which form the we.s .c,ern part of the Burke River
Structure), where its lower contact with the underlying Upper

.Cambrian limestone is exposed in anticlinal cores. The upper
contact against' -the overlying Swift Formation is also exposed
in the Black Mountain section, on the western side of the
mountain.

The above-mentioned exposures are part of a long belt
stretching from Mt.Merlin to Signal Hill Ridge in the north, to
Mt.Datson and Dribbling Bore in the south. They are near the
eastern edge of a very large rock body, extensively developed
on Glenormiston Sheet (west of Boulia Sheet), and from there
extending north onto Urandangi Sheet and south onto Mt.Whelan
Sheet. Near the Queensland/Northern Territory border the form-
ation didappears under the younger Ordovician sediments of the
Toko Range Syncline (Toko Beda, Casey, 1959), and re-emerges
in the Northern Territory. The most westerly known exposure
occurs near Burnt Well (Tobermory Sheet), west of the Toko Range.
Farther west still, in the area of the Dulcie Range (Huckitta
Sheet), the formation cannot be recognized, and is apparently
replaced by sandstone containing a different fauna.

The thickness of 2,000 feet mentioned above refers to
the Black Mountain section. The formation is about 1,200 feet
thick in the Glenormiston exposures (Casey in Condon, 1958), and
is probably even thinner in the Northern Territory, although no
measurementsare at present available for the western exposures.

Structural relationship with Upper Cambrian. 

In the Black Mountain and Mt.Ninmaroo sections, the
Ninmaroo Formation rests with apparent conformity on late Upper
Cambrian limestone (upper part of Chatsworth Limestone). The
Chatsworth Limestone in the Black Mountain is about 1000 feet
thick. It contains several horizons of late Upper Cambrian
(Trempealeauan) trilobites, of a dikelocephalid (saukiine) fauna
unique in Queensland but comparable with trilobites in the Upper
Cambrian sandstones of central Australia - for example, the Ross
River (Opik, 1956), and the Huckitta area (Casey & Tomlinson,
1956). Orthoid brachiopods similar to those of the Huckitta area
also occur in this upper part of the Chatsworth Limestone, but,
unlike the central Australian sandstones, the Chatsworth Lime-
stone contains no ribeirioids.

At present, the boundary between Cambrian and Ordovician
is drawn between the highest trilobite bed and the lowest naut-
iloid bed, at a thin,(at Black Mountain), but prominent bed of
dolomite. Between the two fossil horizon is a 200-foot sequence
of sediments without diagnostic fossils. The boundary, as at
present drawn, is convenient for mapping, but future study of
the fauna of the uppermost trilobite bed in the Black Mountain
section may necessitate an adjustment of the actual time-
boundary.

Lithology and fossils.

Although about five lithological units can be distin-
guished in the Ninmaroo Formation at Black Mountain, only two
main rock types contain distinctive fossils; (i) a dark grey
mottled (two tone) limestone with softer interbeds, and (ii)
•a yellowish-white or greyish-white limestone, consisting mainly
of discrete echinoderm ossicles. The mottled limestone has a
very high clastic fraction, as can be seen when the fossils are
etched. In the Black Mountain section the mottled limestone is
dominant in the lower part of the sequence, whereas the
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lighter-coloured echinoderm limestone is confined to the upper
part. Elsewhere, the stratigraphic relationship of the two
rock types is less straightforward, and it is possible that
they merely reflect . different environments, and have no partic-
ular stratigraphic significance.

, (i) In addition to Black Mountain, notable localities for
the dark mottled limestone are Noranside Station (B 401),
Digby Peaks (B 11, B 527),- and Signal Hill Ridge (D 130), on
the boundary between Boulia and Duchess Sheets. The fossils
are almost invariably silicified.

The commonest fossils belong to three animal groups
gastropods, nautiloids, and ribeirioids. Preliminary examina-
tion indicates that those fossils are represented by numerous
individuals of relatively few species. Gastropods are represent-
ed by large opercula resembling, but probably not strictly
identical with, CeratO22a Ulrich.^Probably two distinct genera
are included undei-Fhis name. No large shells that would fit
these opercula have been noted in the Black Mountain section
(see Yochelson & Bridge, 1957), but another genus, resembling
Scacvlara Whitfield, is present; it seems to be confined to
a single bed (B 515 B). As noted by Whitehouse (loc.cit.),
the nautiloid cephalopods arc ellesmeroceroids. Several forms
are present, but they have not yet been studied in detail.
Three genera of ribeirioids arc present^Eo tcria Billings,
Euchasma Billings (2 species), and, in hig er evels,cf.
Ribciria Sharpe.

Other groups are rare, both in species and individuals.
Brachiopods are represented by the syntrophioids Huenella
Walcott and antrophinella Ulrich & Cooper (or Tetralobula
U. & C.); monoplacophorans by Proplina Kobayashi and cf.
Archinacella Ulrich & Schofield; trilobites by a leiostegiid
TTerhaps a new genus) and a possible asaphid (indet.); and
echinoderms by cystid "roots". Calcareous algae occur as thin
interbeds on Black Mountain (B 515A) and at Digby Peaks (B 527);
the cell-structure (filaments) has been observed.

(ii) The light-coloured echinoderm limestene i6;character
istically developed in the upper levels of the Bldek Mountain
section, on the western side (B515 I, B 515 L, B 518). Some
silicification is apparent, but it is b'y no means universal.
Surface silicification is not uncommon.

At the above-mentioned localities, discrete echinoderm
ossicles constitute the greater part of the rock. No complete
caliceskave been found. Of other groups, the commonest fossil
is an orthoid brachiopod externally resembling the Finkelnburgia
of the overlying Swift Beds (a.v.); it is commonly associated
with the echinoderm ossicles to - the exclusion of other fossils.
Elsewhere, at the Swift Hills and in the upper levels at Digby
Peaks, for example, orthoids and echinoderms are associated with
"Ceratopea" and nautiloids resembling those of the dark mottled
limestone. LgeoB 230 (Swift Hills) also contains a fragmentary
fossil which iliay be an undescribed ribeirioid or even a pelecypod.
The only identifiable trilobite is an undescribed aainellid
(at B 171, 8,1 miles north of Black Mountain, and at B 72, 6-1J-
miles south-cast of Digby Peaks). At B 171, this trilobite is
associated with an undescribed ostracod.



Age
The Ninmaroo faunas'- are "Pacific" in aspect and can be

• dated as lower Canadian by the North American scale. This is
roughly equivalent to Tremadocian of the European scale. The
ostracod at Loc.B 171 suggests an early Arenigian age for the
uppermost part of the formation.

Exact dating of the bulk of the formation, and particu-
larly of its lower part, in terms of the standard European
section is not possible, mainly because of the lack of fossils
common to the Pacific and European sequences. The Eopteria-
CeratoPea association suggests that basal Canadian (and there-
fore basal Ordovician as understood in North America) is not
represented in the Ninmaroo Formation (Twonhofel et al., 1954),
and this inevitably prompts the question: "Is there a faunal
break between Cambrian and Ordovician in the Black Mountain
section?"

No unequivocal answer can yet be given. In the first
place, future study may prove that the uppermost trilobite bed,
now dated as late Upper Cambrian, should instead be assigned to
the earliest Orovician. On the other hand, the fauna of this
bed may still be Cambrian in ago and the basal Ordovician may
be represented by the almost-unfossilifcrous 200-foot interval
immediately above it.

a.

Finally, it is by no means certain that the Cambrian-
Ordovician boundary of the Pacific scale coincides exactly with
that of the European scale. Hence, the E2pteria-Ceratopea
fauna may be older than shown on the NorTh- American Ordovician
Correlation Chart (Twenhofel et al., loc.cit.)

Faunal evidence for a break is thus inconclusive at
present. Nevertheless, the composition of the faunas, as well
as the lithology, indicates a Marked change in environment
during the course of deposition of the Black Mountain sequence.
There is a striking contrast between the "dirty" Ordovician
limestone with abundant ribeirioids and almost no trilobites and
the comparatively clean Cambrian limestone with abundant trilo-
bites and no ribeirioids. It strongly suggests tectonic unrest
in late Upper Cambrian or early Ordovician time, and the possibil-
ity of a consequent elision of faunas cannot be neglected.

Comparison  with other areas 

Among the known Tremadocian formations of northern
Australia, the Ninmaroo is unusual both in lithology and fauna.
It is the only known Tremadocian carbonate sequence; in central
Australia (the MacDonnell Ranges and the Dulcie Range, for
example) the Tremadocian is represented by sandstones containing
different trilobites and ribeirioids.

The Ninmaroo Formation provides the only Australian
records of Eoptoria and Cerato ea, and the only concentration
of ellesmeroceroids. In the wealth of ellesmeroceroids it is
comparable with occurrences in eastern Asia, North America, and
the Arctic. In composition the faunas are . very similar to those
of the Wanwanian Series of southern Manchuria (Kobayashi, 1933)
and the Beekmantown Group of North America (Sando, 1957).
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SWIFT BEDS

The Swift Beds were named by the Georgina (1957)
Geological Party (Casey, 1958).

Thickness and extent

The formation is about 60 feet thick. The main
occurrences are in the Swift Hills; at Digby Peaks, where
the hills of this name are composed of Swift Beds; and on
the western side of Black Mountain, The Kelly Creek Formation
of Glenormiston Sheet and the Toko Range is to be correlated
with the Swift Beds and probably the two formations are part of
the same rock body. Farther west, in the Dulcie and Tarlton
Ranges, for example, the formation hasnot been identified.

Structural relationship with Ninmaroo Formation

At Digby Peaks the Swift Beds rest with a marked uncon-
formity on the Ninmaroo Formation; elsewhere, no angular dis-
cordance can be detected.

Litilolax_and fossils

The main rock-type is an impure limestone, recrystallized
and commonly silicified, containing abundant fragments of
fossils which are mostly indeterminable. An interbed of pink
siltstono containing comparatively well-preserved fossils occurs
at Digby Peaks.

In the limestone, the commonest fossil is the brachiopod
Finkelnburgia Walcott (or a closely related genus); other
fossils include syntrophioid brachiopods, gastropods, nautiloids,
possible ribeirioids, asaphid and kainollid trilobites, and
echinoderm ossicles.

The fossils in the pink siltstone were collected by
Mr.D.J. Taylor; they include a kainellid trilobite (probably a
new genus), an asaphid trilobite, and a graptolite identified by
Mr.Taylor as Sigmagraptus cf. laxus (T.S.Hall)(personal commun-
ication).

Age.^Sigmagraptus laxus is a Victorian species of the
Bendigonian Stage, which is dated as early, but not initial,
Aronigian (lower part of the zone of Did o ra tus extensus).
Approximately the same ago can be derived from the shelly fossils
of the formation and its correlate, the Kelly Creek Formation
(Casey in Condon, 1958) of the Toko Range. As far as can be
determined, the fossils of the Swift Beds are similar to those
of the upper part of the Ninmaroo Formation and suggest that,
in spite of the spectacular unconformity at Digby Peaks, the
time-interval between the deposition of the two formations was
short.

ORDOVICIAN PEBBLES IN MESOZOIC CONGLOMERATE

Pebbles containing Ordovician fossils have been collected
at one locality on Boulia Sheet and at another on Glenormiston
Sheet. They both occur in the basal conglomerate of the Cretac-
eous Longsight Sandstone.
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The Boulia material consists of a single pebble of^.
sandstone in scree on the south-western side of Black Mountain,
overlying the Swift Beds (B 519 A), It contains numerous
indeterminate pelecypods, a .gastropod resembling Holicoteme
Salter, and fragments of asaphid trilobites. It is prOTEFfy
derived from the Nora Formation of the Toko Group, which is
provisionally dated as late Arenigian to early Llanvirnian
(passage from lower to middle Ordovician).

The Glenormiston material
. (Roxborough Downs, G 300)

consists of two lithelogies, each with its own fauna. The
first is a sandy limestone with chert blobs, containing a
possible Ra histomina, another gastropod (indct.), a fragmen-
tary endoceroi riaTiTileid, and the ribcirioid Euchasma. It is
probably derived from the Kelly Creek Formation, the Toko
equivalent of the Swift Beds. The second is a sandstone, con-
taining the pelecyped Ctenodonta

. an indeterminate gastropod,
two undoscribed asaphid trfnlites, and another trilobite,
possibly a bathyurid. The trilobites arc typical of the Nora
Formation.
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